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on the cover: in 1916, ella p. stewart became the first black
woman to earn a degree from the university of pittsburgh
school of pharmacy.
after graduation, stewart became a successful businesswoman
with pharmacies in pennsylvania and ohio. she served as president
of the national association of colored women’s clubs, inc.,
from 1948 to 1952 and in 1963 was appointed to a commissioner’s
post at the united nations educational, scientific and cultural
organization (unesco).
her many accolades and distinctions include a university of
pittsburgh distinguished alumnus award; an appointment as a
goodwill ambassador for the u.s. department of state; and the
naming of a toledo, ohio, elementary school in her honor.
photo of stewart: ella p. stewart papers; center for archival collections;
bowling green state university; bowling green, ohio.
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“tonight, we have gathered
in unity to commemorate
40 years of african
american pride, progress,
and partnership at pitt as
we celebrate blue, gold
& black: the colors of
celebration. and there
is a lot to celebrate in
today’s pitt.”
From an address delivered by Chancellor Mark A. Nordenberg
at the African American Alumni Council’s Sankofa Awards
Gala in the J.W. Connolly Ballroom in Alumni Hall (below)
on October 24, 2009.

Homecoming
weekend 2009 g
pitt african american
alumni council marks
40 years of diversity
initiatives
by john harvith

The following article appeared in the October 12, 2009, edition
of the Pitt Chronicle.

During the Oct. 22–25 Sankofa Homecoming Weekend,
Pitt’s African American Alumni Council (AAAC) will celebrate
the many strides in diversity the University has made over
the past four decades. As part of that celebration, the AAAC
is launching the public phase of a $3 million campaign to
provide critical financial aid directly to students from underrepresented groups through three funds: the Bebe Moore
Campbell Scholarship Fund, the Jack L. Daniel Endowed
Book Fund, and the AAAC Endowed Scholarship Fund.
Late Pitt alumnus Bebe Moore Campbell (EDUC ’71) was
a nationally acclaimed best-selling author and Pitt trustee.
Distinguished Service Professor of Communication Jack L.
Daniel, who will participate in the AAAC celebration, is a Pitt
alumnus (A&S ’63, ’66G, ’68G), Pitt’s former vice provost
for undergraduate studies and dean of students, and a Pitt
student leader during the 1960s.
Above: During a festive homecoming weekend that celebrated the legacy of the
University of Pittsburgh, Pitt Chancellor Mark A. Nordenberg (second row, far right)
and African American Alumni Council President Linda Wharton-Boyd (first row,
second from left) stand with the 2009 African American Alumni Council Distinguished
Alumnus Award winners at the annual Sankofa gala.
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“In recent years, Pitt has had an aggressive
diversity program, gaining distinction through
The contributions of the late best-selling author and Pitt trustee Bebe Moore Campbell as well as
its prominent African American faculty, scholDistinguished Service Professor of Communication Jack L. Daniel were celebrated at Pitt’s AAAC
ars, and researchers; its students, who have
Sankofa Homecoming Weekend.
achieved high academic success as Truman,
Marshall, and Rhodes scholars; its service to diverse
numerous activities and events that highlight diversity initialocal and national communities; and its strong academic
tives at Pitt over the past four decades.
and distinctive cultural programs, including the Kuntu
Repertory Theatre and the internationally renowned annual
The most glittering event of the weekend, the AAAC’s
Jazz Seminar and Concert,” said Pitt Chancellor Mark A.
Distinguished African American Alumni Awards Banquet
Nordenberg. “In addition, there are more than 13,000 Black
Gala, will take place from 6 to 10 p.m. Oct. 24 in Pitt’s
Pitt alumni, and they are represented in a broad cross
J.W. Connolly Ballroom, Alumni Hall.
section of professional disciplines throughout the nation
and around the world. Among them is the 2004 recipient of
Also at the gala, the AAAC’s $3 million financial aid campaign
the Nobel Peace Prize, Wangari Muta Maathai, who earned
will be publicly inaugurated. The AAAC campaign is part of
her Master of Science degree in our School of Arts and
Pitt’s $2 billion Building Our Future Together capital camSciences in 1965.”
paign, the most successful fundraising campaign in the history of both the University and Southwestern Pennsylvania.
“This 40-year celebration is a very timely and significant
To date, Pitt’s capital campaign has raised $1.38 billion.
event in the life of this great University, and I hope that what
has happened at Pitt in recent decades will set a standard
The AAAC campaign is led by Wharton-Boyd and chaired
and be a model for other academic institutions to follow
by Douglas Browning (A&S ’72), who heads the AAAC’s
in fulfilling their diversity agendas,” commented AAAC
campaign steering committee. Browning is a senior vice
President Linda Wharton-Boyd (A&S ’72, ’75G, ’79G),
president at Sandler & Travis Trade Advisory Services Inc.,
principal of the Wharton Group national and international
where he helps governments and multinational businesses
communications consulting firm and chief of staff and chief
modernize their customs and security procedures. Named
communications officer for D.C. Council member Michael A.
a Pitt Legacy Laureate in 2007, Browning also serves as a
Brown. “Chancellor Nordenberg is to be commended for his
director at large for the Pitt Alumni Association.
leadership, vision, and unflinching commitment to diversity
at the University.”
The Sankofa Homecoming Weekend celebration’s
cochairs are Pitt alumni Ludwick “Luddy” Hayden
AAAC’s homecoming—Blue, Gold & Black:
Jr. (A&S ’66, EDUC ’68G), a former AAAC
The Colors of Celebration—40 Years of African
honoree and president and founder of the conAmerican Pride, Progress, and Partnership with
sulting firm Luddy Hayden and Associates, which
the University of Pittsburgh—ties Pitt’s blue and
Hayden established after retiring from Chevron,
gold school colors to the Black heritage of the
where he had served as manager of international
University. The Sankofa sponsor for the event
government
affairs, representing the company’s
is UPMC Health Plan, and the Pride sponsor
African
business
interests, and Valerie Njie (EDUC
is Broadway Consolidated Construction of
’71),
executive
director
and senior vice president
Chicago. The AAAC celebration will feature
at Bidwell Training Center. ,
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The celebration of 40 years is tied to 1969, when
a Black student group known as the Black Action
Society (BAS) occupied the University’s computer
center and called for the University to address
the inadequate number of Black students,
faculty, administrators, and staff; to provide
academic support and resources for Black
students; and to recognize the significance of
African American life and culture on the campus.
These areas have been the subject of ongoing
and effective institutional efforts over the course
of the intervening years.

courtesy barbara dumetz
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Average SAT scores for freshman African American students on the
Pittsburgh campus during fall terms from 2000 through 2010. These
averages reflect the critical reading and mathematics portions of the test.
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The following citations were read to the honorees by Vice Chancellor for Public Affairs Robert Hill at the African American Alumni Council’s Distinguished Alumnus
Awards Gala on October 24, 2009.
COURTESY CHESTER ENGINEERS

african american alumni
council distinguished
alumnus award for
achievement in business

Robert
Agbede
(ENGR ’79, ’81G)

Robert Agbede, your storied life presents the dashing
stuff of which dreams are made. From your native Nigeria,
you came to America in quest of the cultures of science
and Super Fly. Replete with platform shoes, Afro, and red
suitcase, you eventually found Pitt, the blue and gold, and
your American Blackness.
As a student at your beloved University of Pittsburgh, you
earned your Bachelor of Science degree in mining engineering in 1979 and returned to receive a Master of Science in
the same discipline in 1981, helping to lay the foundation
for your remarkable career.
As a young alumnus, you founded Advanced Technology
Systems, Inc., and became its president and CEO.
Following a corporate merger you engineered in 2002, your
technical skills and inspired management helped today’s
Chester Engineers become not only a green technologybased national provider of professional services to major
public- and private-sector clients but also the largest Blackowned municipal engineering service firm in the United
States. In other words, you have made green by making it
easy being green. And you have risen to chair of the board

of the Pittsburgh Branch of the Federal Reserve Bank
of Cleveland, where there is a lot of green.
You and Chester have generously shared the fruits of your success with your alma mater, endowing the Robert O. Agbede
Student Award, the Chester Engineers Endowed Fellowship,
and the Robert O. Agbede Faculty Award for Diversity.
Your company’s success has led you to earn many awards
and accolades, including the Ernst & Young Entrepreneur
of the Year award, your selection as a member of the New
Pittsburgh Courier’s 50 Men of Excellence, and your induction into Pitt’s Swanson School of Engineering Hall of Fame.
Losing your faith through family tragedy in Nigeria, you
were reborn spiritually in America and became an ordained
Christian minister. Lovingly, you spread the word at
churches throughout Pittsburgh and beyond. Your reputation for community service is equally pervasive.
Let it be known, then, throughout the land that the
African American Alumni Council is pleased to award
you the Distinguished Alumnus Award for Achievement
in Business. ,

Scenes from the Sankofa Awards Gala.
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council distinguished
alumnus award for

achievement in education

achievement in nursing

Noma
Anderson

Nadine
Grace
Frye

(SHRS ’79G)

(NURS ’47, ’51G;
EDUC ’87G)

Noma Anderson, you are a renowned traveler in the speechlanguage pathology movement and among the pioneers in
the journey to increase diversity in the field of communication
sciences and disorders. You embarked on destiny in your
discipline by receiving a Bachelor of Science degree in
communication sciences and disorders in the South from
Hampton University. You then earned your master’s of speech
pathology in the North from Emerson College. Your academic
journey brought you to the University of Pittsburgh, where all
worlds meet. Here you earned a Doctor of Philosophy.
As a scholar, you published your discoveries, including in
Human Communication Disorders: An Introduction; as a
professor, you taught those in quest of knowledge and skills;
and as an administrator, you managed resources and people
to deliver your gifts to the people.
Along your journey, you have been appointed deputy director
of the National Black Association for Speech-Language
and Hearing; chair of the Department of Communication
Sciences and Disorders at Howard University; dean of
the School of Health Sciences and chair of the communication sciences and disorders department at Florida
International University; 2007 president of the American
Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA); executive

board member of the ASHA, where the high honor of
fellow has been bestowed upon you; and advisory board
member of the National Institute on Deafness and Other
Communication Disorders at the National Institutes of Health.
Your honors include the Scholar-Mentor award from the
National Black Association for Speech-Language and Hearing
and the Alumni Achievement Award from Emerson College.
Currently, you serve as a professor of communication sciences
and disorders at Florida International University.
The facilities of communication are among the most basic
human capacities. Your work helps to remove the shroud
that covers the abilities of those hampered by communication impairments.
On the evidence of your fine record of scholarship, teaching,
and service, you richly deserve to receive, if you will, deafening
applause for your life’s accomplishments.
Now, on behalf of the alma mater where you earned your
highest degree, the African American Alumni Council takes
pleasure in presenting you the Distinguished Alumnus Award
for Achievement in Education. ,
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Nadine Frye, when you earned a University of Pittsburgh
Bachelor of Science in Nursing degree in 1947 as one of
only three pioneering Black women, you helped break the
back of Jim Crow nursing education in post-World War II
Pittsburgh. First denied admission to every nursing school
in Pittsburgh, you later established a record as one of the
most distinguished nurses in Pittsburgh.

As a scholar, teacher, educator, and advocate for justice,
you have led a life of meaning and impact. As a pioneer
whose courageous example opened doors for countless
others who would follow you, the African American Alumni
Council awards you its Distinguished Alumnus Award for
Achievement in Nursing. ,

Along the way, you earned two more Pitt degrees: a
master’s and a PhD.
You chose psychiatric nursing, perhaps to gain insight into
the thinking of those who would deny a woman of your gifts
opportunities because of your race.
In an outstanding career of 42 years, you held nursing,
administrative, and professional positions from Pittsburgh
to Michigan, then back home again, where you rose to
professor in the Pitt School of Nursing.
Among your recognitions are the Robert L. Vann Scholarship,
the Pitt Nursing Distinguished Alumni Award, and a listing
in Who’s Who Among Black Americans.

A pioneer in the field of nursing, Nadine Grace Frye receives AAAC’s Distinguished
Alumnus Award from AAAC President Linda Wharton-Boyd.
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alumnus award for
achievement in nursing

Bernard
Mack

Rachel
Poole

(A&S ’88)

(NURS ’47, ’52G;
EDUC ’77G)

It is with great praise that the African American Alumni
Council presents you its Distinguished Alumnus Award for
Achievement in Business. ,

You have been just as caring about the University of
Pittsburgh, where you earned a bachelor’s degree at the
School of Arts and Sciences in 1988. You have been president of the African American Alumni Council and elected to
serve as its representative on the Pitt Alumni Association
Board of Directors.

Rachel Poole, a revolutionary from your cradle, you
have employed your superb intellectual gift and sufferno-fools-gladly approach to life that have enabled your
life of setbacks, victories, and yet more victories. When
you graduated in a three-way tie for valedictorian of
Westinghouse High School in 1942, you were nonetheless
denied admission to Pittsburgh’s nursing schools because
they did not admit “colored girls.”
Undeterred, you enrolled a year later and earned your
University of Pittsburgh Bachelor of Science in Nursing
degree in 1947, one of three Black women to do so. By the
conclusion of your miraculous career in 1999, you not only
had shattered racial barriers but had set new standards for
what one can attain in a society uncertain about its relationship to gifted Black women.

An early resident of International House in your student
days, you learned positive lessons about living and learning
with diversity, lessons that inform your artful way of managing client relations.
With your wife, Renee V.M. Berry Mack (A&S ’76; EDUC
’79G, ’83G), a triple Pitt alumnus, you devoted yourself to
the African American Alumni Council’s causes even as you
nurtured your successful professional interests.

|

council distinguished

achievement in business

Bernard Mack, at a time when words such as housing
market and insurance give Americans tremors of trepidation, Bernard Mack State Farm Insurance is as reassuring
as springtime on Martha’s Vineyard. And those who live
in your Homewood and other properties have gained new
understandings about a thoughtful and caring landlord.

o n e
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Along the way, you became the first Black director of nursing at Western Psychiatric Institute and Clinic and the first
Black faculty member in the psych-mental health nursing
department. You were also assistant dean of life sciences

at the Community College of Allegheny County, having
earned a PhD at Pitt’s School of Education.
Your many honors include being the first Black member of
the Eta Chapter of Sigma Theta Tau International Honor
Society for Nursing as well as the first Black distinguished
alumnus honoree of the University of Pittsburgh School of
Nursing. In February 2009, you appeared in Pitt’s film Blue
Gold & Black: From Doorway to Distinction. More recently,
you appeared in the documentary film, In My Father’s
House for the August Wilson Center.
Moving well beyond the box in which those of unearned
privilege would have you confined, you have become
a legendary figure in the world of nursing, the universe
of overachievers.
The African American Alumni Council is honored to bestow
upon you its Distinguished Alumnus Award for Achievement
in Nursing. ,

Real estate entrepreneur and former AAAC President Bernard Mack receives AAAC’s
Distinguished Alumnus Award from current AAAC President Linda Wharton-Boyd.
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council distinguished
alumnus award for

achievement in business

achievement in youth
development

Gregory R.
Spencer

William
Strickland

(CGS ’80)

(A&S ’70)

Gregory Spencer, president and CEO, you are richly deserving of your place among Pittsburgh’s Men of Excellence,
an honor bestowed upon you by the New Pittsburgh
Courier in 2008.

You graduated from Pitt’s College of General Studies in 1980
with a Bachelor of Arts degree in public administration, then
pursued a Master of Arts degree in human resources management and industrial relations from Saint Francis University.

Almost four years have passed since you took a leap
into private business after 30 years in corporate America,
during which time you held executive positions with United
States Steel and Equitable Resources, where you were
senior vice president and chief administrative officer. You
and your son together established Randall Industries
and purchased a manufacturing business in central
Pennsylvania. Today, your business is headquartered in
Pittsburgh’s Hill District and represents one of the largest
Black-owned chemical manufacturing companies in the
nation. Your successes have been acknowledged by many
admirers, including the readers of the Pittsburgh TribuneReview, who voted Randall Industries the “Best Minority
Owned Company in the Region” in 2008.

Your never-ending quest for new challenges led you to coestablish Bridging the Gap Development, LLC, which acquires
properties and businesses that will provide job opportunities
for the less fortunate.

Without enough to do, you continued to spread your reach
into another avenue by developing Randall Enterprises, your
equally successful real-estate business, with commercial
properties throughout Florida and Western Pennsylvania.

As community minded as anyone in Western Pennsylvania,
you find time to share your life’s knowledge and experiences
with those aspiring to achieve your success.
Your propensity toward helping the less fortunate and aiding
in the betterment of our community fulfill your destiny in
a life of service.
You have shown true concern for the Black community and
remain active in supporting African Americans.
The African American Alumni Council takes pleasure
in awarding you its Distinguished Alumnus Award for
Achievement in Business. ,
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Bill Strickland, son of Pittsburgh—the North Side’s—
Manchester, and most importantly, of the University of
Pittsburgh, where you serve as trustee and committee chair,
your passion, vision, and leadership are your natural birthright. You deliver educational and cultural opportunity to the
young and older in our community so that they feel a sense
of creativity, responsibility, and productivity.
For your destiny as president and CEO of the Manchester
Bidwell Corporation and its subsidiaries, Bidwell Training
Center and Manchester Craftsmen’s Guild, you prepared at
the University of Pittsburgh, where you graduated in 1970
cum laude with a Bachelor of Arts degree in the School of
Arts and Sciences.
Your vision of the Manchester Craftsmen’s Guild began
as an after-school program in a racially segregated and
economically distressed 1968 Pittsburgh. From the very first
kiln, built with your own hands in combined efforts with your
father, the Manchester Craftsmen’s Guild has transformed to
become a model of social entrepreneurship for urban communities across the United States and as far away as Israel.
Because of the Guild’s jazz, youth, and visual arts programs,

thousands of urban youth and adults are living up to their
potential and achieving their biggest dreams.
The Bidwell Training Center called on you in 1971 to assume
its leadership and guide its transition to providing skills
relevant to Pittsburgh’s emerging market economy. Your
leadership in both the Manchester Craftsmen’s Guild and
Bidwell Training Center doubled the strength of Manchester
Bidwell Corporation’s ability to help the community.
You have been honored numerous times for your contributions to the arts and community, including with the
International Association for Jazz Education’s Lawrence Berk
Leadership Award and the coveted MacArthur “Genius”
Award for leadership and ingenuity in the arts. The jazz
program at Manchester has led to Grammy Awards. Your
book, Make the Impossible Possible: One Man’s Crusade to
Inspire Others to Dream Bigger and Achieve the Extraordinary
(Crown Business, 2007), has enjoyed wide acclaim.
For your aforementioned contributions and much more, the
African American Alumni Council of the Pitt Alumni Association
is pleased to award you the Distinguished Alumnus Award
for achievement in Youth Development. ,
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Black History
remembered at
pitt’s homecoming
by nikki coffee

The following article appeared in the November 12, 2009, edition
of the New Pittsburgh Courier.

As the mythical Sankofa bird of Africa flies forward while
looking behind, Pitt’s African-American alumni remembered
the past—40 years of the past to be exact—demanding
equality and diversity throughout the hallowed halls of the
University of Pittsburgh.
Under the theme of “Blue, Gold and Black: The Colors
of Celebration” the African-American Alumni Council
commemorated African-American pride, progress and
partnership with the university during the Oct. 22 through 25
homecoming weekend program.

To this effort, the AAAC
launched the public phase
of a $3 million scholarship
fund-raising campaign to
provide financial support
to students at Pitt. To date
more than $900,000 has
been raised.
“The AAAC’s Scholarship
Campaign highlights the
significant role that scholarships play in attracting,
supporting, and retaining
talented, diverse, and
highly qualified students,”
said Pitt Chancellor
Mark A. Nordenberg.
He continued saying the
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university wholeheartedly supports the AAAC and is grateful
to its president, Linda Wharton-Boyd, for her leadership.
This year’s event attracted the largest Black gathering
of alumni back to the Pitt campus in the history of Pitt’s
homecoming celebrations.
The event-packed weekend included networking breakfasts, nostalgic campus tours, and a lively panel discussion
that highlighted the 1969 take over of the university’s
Computer Center by members of the newly formed
student organization the Black Action Society (BAS) in
demand for diversity among the student population,
faculty, curriculum and administration.
Additionally, as a tribute to campus civil rights pioneers, a
plaque was received on behalf of those who led the struggle
for diversity at the university. A historical exhibition of
African-American progress at Pitt was unveiled in the lower
lobby of the Hillman Library. Newspaper clippings, photos
and other memorabilia of the era will continue to be displayed
in cases lining the library vestibule.
The arts were celebrated with “An Evening of Pitt African
American Alumni in the Arts” showcasing the talents of
the Black Dance Workshop, Kuntu Repertory Theatre,
Pittsburgh Black Dance Theatre, the smooth gospel jazz
sounds of Todd Ledbetter, and the explosive sounds by
the university’s gospel choir, Some of God’s Children. The
alumni members of the group represented a microcosm
of students who were members throughout the choir’s
36-year history. Additional performers included comedy
from former Pitt football player Dawan Owens and a
dance performance by the Shona Sharif African Dance
and Drum Ensemble.

Friday night’s on-campus events culminated with a step
show where the Greeks were represented.
Courtesy New Pittsburgh Courier

The weekend was dedicated to celebrating the progress
in diversity initiatives made by the university since the
late 1960s. While much time was allotted over the busy
weekend for networking and reminiscing about the days of
college life, there was also time for lessons in history and for
the elders to reach back and aid their younger Pitt cohorts.

p i t t s b u r g h

During the Distinguished Alumni Awards Banquet, on
Oct. 24, seven trailblazers, including Nadine Frye and
Rachel Poole, the first two Blacks to be admitted to Pitt’s
School of Nursing, in addition to Bill Strickland Jr., Gregory
Randall Spencer, Bernard Mack, Noma Bennett Anderson,
and Robert Agbede, were honored for their achievements
and for paving the way for the thousands of alumni who
have come after them. ,

Above: Chancellor Mark A. Nordenberg and Linda Wharton-Boyd,
president of Pitt’s African American Alumni Council, view the
historical exhibition of African American progress at Pitt, located
in Hillman Library.
Right: Members of Pitt’s Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity as well as other Black
Greek organizations participated in the October 23, 2009, Steppin’ Back in
Time … Moving in the Future event in Alumni Hall.
Pitt Panel: From left, Renee Clark, Sala Udin, Wajihah Abdullah, Marvin Greer, and Curtiss Porter formed a panel that
spoke on diversity and the history of Blacks at Pitt to a packed house.
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PITT PANEL—From left: Renee Clark, Sala Udin, Wajihah Abdullah, Marvin Greer and Curtiss Porter formed a panel
t house.
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remarks of chancellor
mark a. nordenberg
at the 2009 aaac
chancellor connection
reception

Chancellor Connection
Delivered at the African American Alumni Council’s Chancellor
Connection Reception at Pitt’s University Club on Saturday,
April 18, 2009.

Well, there is nothing faded about this club now, and I
hope that you enjoy this most recent addition to the
Pittsburgh campus.

Thank you, Linda [Wharton-Boyd] ... not only for that kind
introduction but for everything that you have done to build
the African American Alumni Council and to advance the
University of Pittsburgh. As we have worked together and
come to know each other, I have been unfailingly impressed
by your ambition, your energy, and your insights. I have
benefitted from our partnership and have enjoyed our
friendship ... and I hope, and expect, that both last for
many years to come.

What I might call our “lost year” also was the year in which
the Pittsburgh region celebrated its 250th anniversary. The
triggering event for that big birthday party was the seizing
of the Point by the British army in 1758, which was quickly
followed by the first steps to build Fort Pitt there. At that
time, Pittsburgh truly was a wilderness outpost that sat at
the very edge of the American frontier.

We all have been taught that patience is a virtue, and if that
is true, then this is an extremely virtuous group. I say that
because this reception originally was scheduled for late
April of 2008. But that was before this normally prudent
Chancellor got careless on a stepladder while trying to help
his mother. This week, in fact, brought the one-year anniversary of both the fall that broke my shoulder and the surgical
procedure that repaired it. I am grateful to you—for your
understanding at the time, for your good wishes as I made
my way through the healing process, and for your willingness
to give me a second chance by attending tonight’s event.
Since this is the first month of its operation, the delay also
has given us the chance to be among the first to use the
new University-owned University Club. The old University
Club had long stood as a classic example of faded elegance.

It was not until 30 years later, in 1788, that Allegheny County
was created out of territory taken from Westmoreland
and Washington counties. And it was not until 1794
that legislation creating the Borough of Pittsburgh was
enacted. The Pittsburgh Academy, which would become
our University, was chartered in 1787, before either of those
other events. It is clear, then, that Pitt and Pittsburgh have
marched through history together.
Speaking in very broad strokes, that history included the
founding of our country, the birth of the American Industrial
Revolution, the growth of Pittsburgh as an international
center of manufacturing might, and this region’s conversion
to an economy dominated by institutions providing the
highest quality higher education and world-class health care.
It also is a history that included the Civil War, two World
Wars, the Great Depression, destructive floods,
and the ravages of disease.
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Pitt Chancellor Mark A. Nordenberg receives the AAAC inaugural Distinguished Lifetime Membership Award from Marcia Martin (left) and
Linda Wharton-Boyd (right).

The development of our University over the course of its
history has been remarkable. In its early years, it provided a
rudimentary education built around the “Learned Languages,
English and Mathematics.” When the Reverend Robert
Andrews was appointed principal in 1794, the Trustees
reported that “reading and a just pronunciation will be a
particular object of Mr. Andrews’ personal attention. Writing,
mercantile arithmetic, navigation, surveying, and bookkeeping will be taught by the most respectable masters that can
be procured.”
The academy’s one-room schoolhouse is a far cry from the
2009 version of Pitt—a modern research university with
more than 260,000 alumni, 34,000 students, and 12,000
employees; five campuses; 16 schools; and numerous
centers of excellence. But it is the quality and impact of
today’s University of Pittsburgh, not just its size and scope,
that are the source of “Pitt pride” today.
As a leader in education, we are attracting larger numbers
of applications than ever before, enrolling better qualified
students than ever before, nurturing higher levels of student
performance than ever before; and doing our best to ensure
that Pitt students are happy high achievers.
As a pioneer in research, we now import some $650 million in annual grant support, rank fifth in terms of National
Institutes of Health funding (trailing only Harvard; Johns
Hopkins; Penn; and the University of California, San

Francisco;) and rank 10th
in total federal science
and engineering research
and development support.
Our faculty members are
building on Pitt’s proud
medical legacy—defined in
most people’s minds by the
Salk polio vaccine and the
Starzl-led breakthroughs in
organ transplantation—by
attracting national and
international acclaim for
such modern miracles as
the creation of a diabetes
vaccine, the identification
of cancer-causing viruses,
and the development of
effective early detection
technology for Alzheimer’s
disease as well as by their
successes in a broad range
of nonmedical fields.

As a partner in community development, Pitt sits at the
heart of the higher education and health care sector—now
the region’s top employment sector and the only sector of
the regional economy that has added jobs in every year
since 1995. Of course, our contributions to regional vitality
go far beyond economic activity, as important as that may
be. Just think, for example, about the enthusiasm generated
in recent weeks by our Sweet 16 women’s basketball team
and our Elite Eight men’s basketball team. They provided
many exciting moments during the often dreary weeks of
winter and captured countless hearts throughout this community and beyond.
The character of our community also is shaped by more
academic initiatives. A recent example is the exhibition Free
at Last? Slavery in Pittsburgh in the 18th and 19th Centuries
which was based on documents discovered by the staff
of Valerie McDonald Roberts (SHRS ’77, A&S ’79G) and
featured at the Heinz History Center for the past six months.
That exhibition generated broad public awareness of the
oft-forgotten fact that the history of this region, to our regret,
does include both the institution of legalized slavery and its
long-lasting and broadly destructive effects.
Those of us who attended the Black History Month premiere
of Blue Gold & Black: From Doorway to Distinction saw
a poignant Pitt-specific example in that documentary’s
opening scenes. The year was 1829, and the focus was
on a young African American man with a burning desire to
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free at last? exhibition

learn. He was told that he could not take a
place inside the classrooms of the Western
University of Pennsylvania, which would
become the University of Pittsburgh. Instead,
he was offered a seat just outside the door
where he could listen to what was being
said but could not participate in the more
complete learning experience occurring
inside the room.
We do not know what happened to that
young man. But we can view his individual
experience as the start of a shared journey—the long and challenging journey
from his lonely doorway outpost, through a
painfully slow process of gradually growing
inclusion, to the building of a rich record of
real and enviable African American achievement and impact at Pitt, a record reflecting
both talent and determination.

o n e

on slavery opens
october 25
by sharon s. blake
and john harvith
The following article appeared in the October 13, 2008,
issue of the Pitt Chronicle.

Valerie McDonald-Roberts, John Baker, and Imogene Hines connect at the Pittsburgh event.

Many decades later, in 1893, William Hunter Dammond, the
first African American to graduate from Pitt, took his civil
engineering degree and built a life of true professional distinction. And Jean Hamilton Walls (A&S 1910), the first Black
woman to earn a bachelor’s degree from our University, did
not stop there. Instead, she pushed on, also becoming the
first Black woman to earn a Pitt PhD.
Some of the legendary figures who sustained that pattern
not only were featured in Blue Gold & Black but are with
us tonight. They include pioneering business leader Robert
Lavelle (BUS ’51, ’54G); pioneering educator Helen Faison
(EDUC ’46, ’55G, ’75G); and pioneering athlete, minister,
educator, and advocate Jim Robinson (A&S ’51).
Their inspiring examples, as well as their hard work and the
efforts of both their contemporaries and their successors,
helped shape the University as it exists today. It remains, to
be sure, a human institution—which means that it is imperfect. But it is an institution that is committed to taking full
advantage of the wonderfully wide array of human talent:
• in attracting and supporting students who not only enroll
but who graduate within an appropriate time-frame,
who perform at the highest levels, and who are well
positioned to move into the world as people of impact;
• in providing a professional home to faculty members
whose talents span a wide range of disciplines and
whose accomplishments have fueled Pitt’s rise
into the very highest ranks of this country’s public
research universities;

• and in recruiting to our senior leadership team professionals who are well suited to shape and advance the
noble mission of this very large and complex institution.
Near the end of Blue Gold & Black executive producer Robert
Hill appears on screen and says that one thing is clear: The
Blacks of Pitt have been achievers. They wanted to be here.
They wanted to contribute here. And they wanted to contribute after they moved on to the next stages of their lives.
These stories, these histories, point out that this is a long
term experience, and it helped to build the foundation for
the modern Pitt.
Institution building is a long-term, imprecise, and imperfect
undertaking. But the work involved can be exciting, and seeing the products of that work can be enormously satisfying.
Even recognizing that more work needs to be done, most
of us are very proud of what Pitt has become. We obviously
are grateful, then, for all of the many ways in which you
already have contributed to our growth and progress. And
we welcome your ongoing help as we strive to make our
University an even better place.
Thanks, again, to Linda [Wharton-Boyd] and the African
American Alumni Council for bringing us together. And
thanks to each of you for being here. We are glad that you
are with us, we appreciate your interest in staying connected, and we look forward to sharing your company not
only tonight but on many future occasions. ,
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Free at Last?

Slavery in Pittsburgh in the
18th and 19th Centuries
pitt’s show at heinz history
center illuminates slavery among
pittsburgh’s early settlers,
rewrites region’s past
A pathbreaking exhibition, Free at Last? Slavery in Pittsburgh
in the 18th and 19th Centuries, writes a new chapter in the
early history of race relations in this region. It explores in
depth for the first time the little-known fact that slavery
persisted in Western Pennsylvania through the years directly
preceding the Civil War.
Free at Last? was created by the University of Pittsburgh
in partnership with the Senator John Heinz History Center
in observance of the 250th anniversary of the founding of
Pittsburgh and the 200th anniversary of the abolition of the
Atlantic slave trade in the United States. It centers on 55
handwritten records discovered last year and dating from
1792 to 1857 that document this area’s decades-long
involvement with Black slavery and indentured servitude.
The exhibition will be on display from October 25, 2008,
through April 5, 2009, in the McGuinn Gallery of the Senator
John Heinz History Center, 1212 Smallman St., Strip
District. A by-invitation opening reception will take place on
Friday, October 24.

The original slavery-related documents were discovered in
2007 by staff in the Allegheny County Recorder of Deeds
Office. They were later transferred to the Heinz History
Center by then-Recorder of Deeds Valerie McDonald Roberts
(SHRS ’77, A&S ’79), a graduate of Pitt’s School of Arts and
Sciences and School of Health and Rehabilitation Sciences.
The discovery by Roberts, now manager of the County
Department of Real Estate, spurred Pitt Vice Chancellor for
Public Affairs Robert Hill to investigate further.
“These and other slavery-related records shouted out from
their aged pages the need to be publicly inspected,” said Hill,
the executive-in-charge of the exhibition. “They suggested
to me that the much bigger story must be told of how and
why slavery came to Western Pennsylvania, the locus of
the 55 records, and the focus of the exhibition. And equally
important were the means by which slavery in this region was
legally ended and the extent to which slavery and the effects
of slavery persisted.”
Subsequent research led to finding:
• a copy of the Westmoreland County Slave Registry,
1780–82 (during those years, Pittsburgh was part
of Westmoreland County, and would continue to be
so until 1788);
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• a copy of the Registry of the
Children of Slaves in Allegheny
County, 1789–1813; and

This 1834 newspaper ad, announcing a reward for
an escaped slave, was published in the Pittsburgh
Gazette (now the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette).

The exhibition begins by taking visitors through
a simulated slave ship and showing the terror
and powerlessness experienced by African
slaves during their Middle Passage from Africa
to America. It traces the region’s history from the
establishment of Fort Pitt in 1750 through 1780—
when Pennsylvania became the first state to enact
a law for the gradual abolition of slavery, replacing
it with a form of term slavery known as indentured
servitude—to the decades leading up to the Civil
War. Throughout most of this period, there was a
constant fear of recapture felt by fugitive slaves
and the unending insecurity felt by free Blacks,
who were still vulnerable to being kidnapped and
sold into slavery.

Henry Highland Garnet

The exhibition also includes biographies
of prominent slaveholding and nonslaveholding Pittsburghers, descriptions of
leading Black and White abolitionists,
never-before-exhibited vintage artifacts
from the John L. Ford Collection, and
the earliest-known visual representation
of the city and its dwellings—a George
Beck painting from the holdings of the
University Library System that dates back
to the first decade of the 19th century.

Pitt offers its own expertise on the subject of slavery in this region with three esteemed Pitt faculty
members’ books on display within the exhibition:
The WPA History of the Negro in Pittsburgh
(University of Pittsburgh Press, 2004), edited by
history professor Laurence A. Glasco, historical
director of the exhibition and winner of the 2008
Pitt African American Alumni Council Sankofa
Award; The Slave Ship: A Human History (Viking,
2007) by history professor Marcus Rediker, chair
of the department and recipient of the $50,000
George Washington Prize in 2008; and From
Slavery to Freedom (New York University Press,
1999) by Seymour Drescher, University Professor
of History and Sociology and winner of the 2003
Frederick Douglass Book Prize.

artifacts and personal accounts of the horrendous voyage
across the Atlantic. The slave ship served as the threshold
to slavery, both in terms of transport and as a scene of the
institution’s brutality. Slaves lay chained together with barely
enough room to move. Disease and pestilence ravaged the
cargo holds, and ship crews wantonly abused, raped, and
tortured many of their captives. At the same time, Africans
of various languages and tribes shared a common hardship,
a commiseration still present in African American spirituals
and culture.

• Henry Highland Garnet, who, on the pretext of attending a funeral, traveled to Pennsylvania by wagon and
foot with his family of 10. He became president of
Pittsburgh’s Avery College and founded the city’s first
Black Presbyterian church, the 140-year-old Grace
Memorial and

highlights of
free at last? exhibition
by morgan kelly

pittsburgh slave registries
and census data
The exhibition focuses on documents dating from 1780 to
1857 that portray the scope of Black slavery and indentured
servitude in Pittsburgh and Western Pennsylvania. These
documents break down the collective term “slaves” into
individual names and stories. Fifty-five handwritten
records discovered last year in the Allegheny County
Recorder of Deeds Office tell of a husband buying
his wife’s freedom, of 36 Blacks transported
from Louisiana to freedom in Pittsburgh, and
the 22-year indentureship of a 6-year-old
child, among other accounts. Slave registries
from the Pittsburgh region present the names
and descriptions of people listed as property,
underscoring the injustice of slavery. Finally,
census data reveal some of this region’s
most prominent 18th- and 19th-century
citizens as slaveholders
and nonslaveholders.

• Ellen and William Craft, a married couple, who executed
a successful plan to disguise the light-complexioned
Mulatto Ellen as a sickly White gentleman accompanied by “his” manservant (William). Years later, their
great-granddaughter, also named Ellen Craft, lived

slave ship
Free at Last? Slavery in Pittsburgh in the 18th and 19th
Centuries begins as slavery itself did—with the slave ship.
The exhibition features a simulated slave ship complete with

wax figures and
great escapes
As society dragged its heels on
abolition, thousands of slaves took

Free at Last? contains lifelike wax figures of
fugitive slaves as well as the gripping tales of their
successful escapes to freedom.

William Hunter Dammond

Among the stories are those of:

Pitt’s Office of Public Affairs created the exhibition
with support from the Office of the Chancellor and
in partnership with the Senator John Heinz History
Center. The Heinz History Center, the largest
history museum in Pennsylvania, is an affiliate of
the Smithsonian Institution.
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action by escaping, risking severe punishment or death if
caught. Free at Last? features wax re-creations of the daring
escapes of people who went on to become well-known abolitionists and politicians: Henry Highland Garnet, who moved to
Pittsburgh and founded Grace Memorial Presbyterian Church
in the Hill District; Henry “Box” Brown, who “mailed” himself
to freedom; and married slave couple Ellen and William Craft,
who disguised the light-complexioned Mulatto Ellen as a
sickly White gentleman accompanied by “his” manservant
(William). But this hard-won freedom was tentative: After the
enactment of the federal Fugitive Slave Act of 1850, requiring
the return of runaway slaves, not even such escapees as the
prominent abolitionist Frederick Douglass were safe.

in Pittsburgh and married Pitt Arts and
Sciences alumnus Donald Dammond (A&S
’38), the nephew of 1893 Pitt Swanson
School of Engineering alumnus William
Hunter Dammond, the first Black graduate
of the University of Pittsburgh.

• census data that report some of
this region’s most prominent
18th- and 19th-century citizens
included slaveholders and nonslaveholders alike.
The 55 papers showcased in the exhibition include a bill of sale between two
Blacks in which a husband purchased
his wife in order to free her, a record
of 36 Blacks who were transported to
Pittsburgh and to freedom from Louisiana,
a paper concerning a free Black who was
wrongly imprisoned as a fugitive slave,
and a 22-year indentureship involving
a 6-year-old child.

c h a p t e r

abolitionists in pittsburgh
A large, free town less than 100 miles from the slaveholding states of Maryland and Virginia, Pittsburgh hosted a
thriving abolitionist movement that crossed racial, gender,
and class boundaries. Free at Last? features biographies of
several of these people, including the Rev. Lewis Woodson,
considered the father of Black Nationalism. Woodson
moved to Pittsburgh in 1831 and became a well-known
activist, teacher, and preacher at the Hill District’s Bethel
AME Church, which is celebrating its 200th anniversary
this year. Another abolitionist was the Rev. Charles Avery, a
wealthy White businessman who viewed education as the
key to Black advancement. He established in Allegheny City
(now the North Side) what would become Avery College, an
affordable school for Black men and women. Famous Black
Pittsburgh abolitionists George Vashon and Henry Highland
Garnet—whose biographies also are featured in the exhibition—would serve as presidents of the college.
the civil war and slavery
The exhibition outlines the prominence of the slavery
issue leading up to and during the Civil War. The
Southern states began seceding after Abraham
Lincoln of the abolitionist Republican Party
won the presidency, leading to war in April
1861. Originally dedicated to preserving
the Union, Lincoln freed Southern slaves
in 1863, making abolition, the preeminent
social issue of the 1850s, a central aim of
the Civil War. Following the Union victory,
laws and Constitutional amendments sought
to ensure that freedom—only to be undercut by the end of Reconstruction. Free
at Last? explores the promise of emancipation, the struggle to maintain that
freedom, and the ways in which African
Americans have used it to the benefit
of their community and the nation.
Frederick Douglass
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accessible online

The University of Pittsburgh-produced exhibition Free at
Last? Slavery in Pittsburgh in the 18th and 19th Centuries,
which was on display during the 2008–09 academic year at
the Senator John Heinz History Center, lives on in a compelling Web version.

“I believe that this effort captures the essence and feel of
the original, physical exhibition,” said Rush Miller, director of
ULS. “The ULS Web design team did an outstanding job of
converting exhibition content into a first-rate online presentation, and the video commentary by Dr. [Laurence] Glasco is
an added feature that enriches the experience of the documents and artifacts.”
Highlights of the Web exhibition include:
• Five sections that organize the story—Middle Passage to
Early America, The Freedom Papers, Fugitive Slave Laws
and Escapes, Abolition, and Civil War and Aftermath;
• Video segments narrated by Laurence A. Glasco, Pitt
professor of history and the exhibition’s historical director,
that explain the significance of the documents and the
gripping tales of some fugitive slaves’ escapes to freedom;
• A zoom and navigation tool to closely inspect the original
55 handwritten documents;
• A typed transcript of the handwritten text; and
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Special thanks also are due to Pitt’s principal partner in this
undertaking, the Senator John Heinz History Center. We are
very grateful to Andy Masich, the History Center’s president,
and to Betty Arenth, the History Center’s senior vice president, for opening the doors of this spectacular facility not
only for tonight’s reception but also for this exhibition’s long
run, which will extend through April 5, 2009. Because Marty
and Ann McGuinn have been such committed community
leaders, I also am pleased that the exhibition’s History
Center home will be the gallery bearing their names.

by sharon s. blake

Free at Last? writes a new chapter in the early history of race
relations in this region by exploring the little-known fact that
slavery persisted in Western Pennsylvania through the years
immediately preceding the Civil War. The exhibition centers
on 55 handwritten records of legal transactions in Pittsburgh
between 1792 and 1857 that were discovered in 2007 by
staff in the Allegheny County Recorder of Deeds Office.
Those faded records, now property of the Heinz History
Center, document this area’s decades-long involvement with
Black slavery and indentured servitude.

|

double Pitt graduate Valerie McDonald Roberts (SHRS ’77,
A&S ’79G), and the members of her staff for unearthing
and preserving the documents that sit at the center of
this exhibition.

pitt-produced exhibition—
free at last? slavery in pittsburgh
in the 18th and 19th centuries—
now accessible online

By visiting www.library.pitt.edu/freeatlast, a site built by a
team from Pitt’s University Library System (ULS), viewers are
guided through a virtual tour of the award-winning exhibition
seen by thousands between October 2008 and April 2009.

o n e

It is good to be with you to share and experience what
will be both educational and emotional. This exhibition
is educational because, as already noted, it deals with a
neglected part of our history. It is emotional because, in very
human terms, that history is sobering.

Free at Last? Slavery in Pittsburgh in the 18th and 19th Centuries lives on through
a compelling Web site—built by a team from Pitt’s University Library System—
at www.library.pitt.edu/freeatlast.

• A photo gallery of 81 thumbnail images with a slideshow
or the option to click for a full photo and explanation.
Pitt Web services librarian Jeff Wisniewski (A&S ’95, SIS
’97G) and designer Kari Johnston were provided with a CD
of audio files, pdf files, and the hard copy of the exhibition
catalogue. They reassembled the pieces online in a way
that mimics the experience of viewing it at the History
Center, but with more options. Ed Galloway, director of
Pitt’s Archives Service Center, digitized the slave documents. To show the information in context, a portion of each
slave document is shaded in gray. The unshaded portion
is a record of human sales, slaves freed by their owners,
evidence of a former slave’s free status, or requests for
freedom papers. The shaded portion is a sales record of
other property, like plots of land.
Even though it’s not the oldest material he’s worked with,
Galloway says it’s among the most significant. “These
records touch upon the lives of men, women, and children,”
he said, “and that’s what makes them remarkable.”
Galloway says he envisions additional links that could be
placed throughout the site, leading to other resources
and related digitized documents in the ULS archives.
Pitt’s Office of Public Affairs created Free at Last? from
conception to execution. The exhibition won six 2009
Golden Triangle Awards from the International Association
of Business Communicators (IABC), including the award
for Best of Show. It also received the CASE District II Gold
Award in the Individual Special Public Relations Projects
category and the PRSA Pittsburgh Renaissance Award.
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free at last?
grand opening
Remarks delivered by Chancellor Mark A. Nordenberg at the opening reception of Free At Last? Slavery in Pittsburgh in the 18th and
19th Centuries at the Senator John Heinz History Center on Friday,
October 24, 2008.

The exhibition begins aboard a slave ship in the waters
off the coast of Africa and conveys some sense of the
horrific conditions that characterized the journey across the
Atlantic. And the exhibition takes us through the period of
Abraham Lincoln’s presidency and into the years immediately following his death—a time marked by the issuance

Thank you, Robert [Hill], and good afternoon, everyone. It is
my privilege, as chancellor of the University of Pittsburgh, to
welcome you to this historic exhibition, Free At Last? Slavery
in Pittsburgh in the 18th and 19th Centuries.
Robert was very kind in his comments about me, and I
do hope that I have been a supportive partner. Certainly, I
have welcomed playing a role in this initiative and in others
designed to present and preserve important—and all too
often neglected—chapters of the Black history of this region.
However, let me be clear that it is Vice Chancellor Hill who
has been the driving force in the development of the exhibition. Let me begin, then, by telling you, Robert, how deeply
grateful we are for your efforts in envisioning and shaping
this exhibition.
Let me also gratefully acknowledge the presence of Linda
Wharton-Boyd (A&S ’72, ’75G, ’79G), the president of Pitt’s
African American Alumni Council, and Jim McCarl (CGS
’73), the president of the Pitt Alumni Association. Though
she could not be with us today, we are deeply indebted to

Above: This original record from
1793 states that Negro Suck, a slave
of James Torrons, indentured her
daughter, Kut, to John McKee for the
term of 12 years and six months.
Right: Wax figures portray slaves
Ellen—in disguise—and William
Craft, a married couple who made an
ingenious escape to freedom in 1848.
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opportunity to test the charter
when the first Black student
enrolled.

Left: Pitt Chancellor Mark A. Nordenberg (left) and author Marcus Rediker, Pitt professor in the Department of History whose book The Slave Ship is featured. Right: High school
student Amani Davis viewing a wax figure of Henry Highland Garnet, who escaped slavery in 1829 with nine of his siblings from Maryland to Pennsylvania.

of the Emancipation Proclamation; the surrender of the
Confederacy; and the enactment of the 13th, 14th, and
15th Amendments to the U.S. Constitution.
But mainly the exhibition is about life in this place at an earlier
point in time. It focuses on colonial Pennsylvania, celebrated
as the birthplace of the Declaration of Independence. It
focuses on frontier Pittsburgh, a place of strategic military
importance that later grew into an international center of
manufacturing might. And the exhibition reminds us that
slavery not only was a part of life in the plantations of the
South but also was present in the North, including our home
state and region.
As the exhibition further reveals, it was here that legislative
efforts to end slavery began. In 1780, Pennsylvania became
the first state to pass a law aimed at abolishing slavery.
The empathetic language of the preamble to that Act states
a persuasive case for equality. Let me read just a portion
of it to you.
“When we contemplate our abhorrence of that condition to which the arms and tyranny of Great Britain
were exerted to reduce us; when we look back
on the variety of dangers to which we have been
exposed, and how miraculously our wants in many
instances have been supplied, and our deliverances
wrought, when even hope and human fortitude have
become unequal to the conflict; we are unavoidably
led to a serious and grateful sense of the manifold
blessings which we have undeservedly received
from the hand of that Being from whom every good
and perfect gift cometh. Impressed with these
ideas, we conceive that it is our duty, and we rejoice
that it is in our power to extend a portion of that

freedom to others, which hath been extended to us;
… It is not for us to enquire why, in the creation of
mankind, the inhabitants of the several parts of the
earth were distinguished by a difference in feature
or complexion. It is sufficient to know that all are the
work of an Almighty Hand.”
What the exhibition teaches us about this legislation might
have been inferred from its title An Act for the Gradual
Abolition of Slavery. The law did not end slavery. Instead,
to borrow from the language of the preamble, it extended a
“portion” of freedom.
It only applied to children born after March 1, 1780, and even
for them, slavery for life was replaced with the companion evil
of slavery-for-a-term—indentured servitude until the age of
28. The legal status of slavery in other states led to practices
thwarting the intent of this Pennsylvania law, and even freed
slaves were subject to the constant fear that they might be
taken by force and sold back into slavery.
That, unfortunately, is one of the consistent lessons that
emerges from the exhibition. Even what might have been
viewed as triumphant moments seem small in the face of the
forces arrayed against freedom and equality.
One episode featured in the exhibition involves the Reverend
Robert Bruce, an abolitionist and the first principal of the
Western University of Pennsylvania, which later became Pitt.
This is a brief preview of what the exhibition reports:
“Western University’s charter was liberal, stating ‘no
distinction should be made in the student body as
to creed or color, with persons of every religious
denomination welcome.’ In 1829, Bruce had an
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“Before admitting the young Black
man, Bruce polled the alreadyenrolled students, and many of
them voiced their opposition to
having a Black classmate. Not
sharing their prejudice, Bruce
provided the Black youth with private lessons in the classics and
a seat in the hallway, from which
the Black student could hear
Bruce’s lectures. An account
The exhibition was seen by thousands and won numerous awards in professional communications competitions including
of the incident published in …
Best in Show from the Pittsburgh chapter of the International Association of Business Communicators (IABC).
1883 … reported the following
conclusion: ‘It should be said,
to the credit of all concerned,
Institutionally, despite a clearly stated commitment to equalthat before the session closed, such was the good
ity that stretches back nearly two centuries and despite
conduct of the young [Black] man, the prejudice
a record of enviable contributions to the advancement of
against him had nearly disappeared.’”
that cause, there also are reasons to regret that more was
not done and done faster. Think about the six-decade
Perhaps in historic context, some credit may be due, as the
gap between William Hunter Dammond’s graduation and
article asserts, to “all concerned.” Certainly, there is reason
the studies of his unnamed predecessor, the student of
to admire the dedication and strength of the trailblazing
Principal Bruce. When you do, it is hard not to wonder
students. But the account also triggers a deep sense of
about all of the individuals excluded from admission over
regret that such barriers to equality existed and that creative
the course of those many years who might have hungered
approaches needed to be crafted to avoid such barriers that
for a higher education but who were denied one.
could not otherwise be overcome.
Of course, none of us actually lived during the time periods
covered by the exhibition. But all of us are connected to
that history by the more enduring impacts of the practices
described. And some of us are linked through organizations
with lives that do reach back that far. Among others, our
University traces its founding to 1787, just seven years
after the passage of the Pennsylvania act providing for the
“gradual abolition of slavery.”
At Pitt, we celebrate the pioneering academic accomplishments of William Hunter Dammond. Through this presentation, we now learn that his nephew—1938 Pitt graduate
Donald Dammond—married the great-granddaughter of one
of the couples featured in the exhibition.
In 1893, the elder Mr. Dammond became the first Black
graduate of the University of Pittsburgh. Even as we proudly
acknowledge that achievement, the longer view triggered by
the exhibition reminds us that our first Black graduate was
not awarded his degree until more than a century after Pitt’s
founding and more than six decades after Principal Bruce
contributed to the education of the young Black student
who sat outside his classroom door.

And, of course, we also know, to our regret, that when
William Hunter Dammond, at least in the figurative sense,
walked proudly across Pitt’s commencement stage, plenty
of barriers, taking a wide range of forms, both awaited him
in the broader community and remained behind to challenge his successors in the University itself.
That knowledge provides a perspective on the full power
of this exhibition. Most obviously, of course, it exposes us
to an important part of our region’s history. But in doing so,
it also positions us to assess the realities of our present in
a more insightful way. And employing the principal theme
of our region’s 250th birthday celebration, it enables us
more effectively to imagine the possibilities of Pittsburgh’s
future—a future that will be especially bright if it is grounded
in genuine respect for others, characterized by true equality
of access and opportunity, and built on the development
of the complete talents of all who are, or may become,
a part of our community.
As I said at the outset, it is good to be with you, and I
feel privileged to join you in opening this very special
exhibition. ,
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black media federation

campaign

in 2010
Louis Kelly			

Margaret Larkins-Pettigrew

by patricia lomando white

The following article appeared in the May 17, 2010, edition of the
Pitt Chronicle.

The University of Pittsburgh African American Alumni
Council (AAAC) has named Louis Kelly (EDUC ’77, ’78G)
and Margaret Larkins-Pettigrew (NURS ’76, MED ’94,
GSPIA ’10) cochairs of the AAAC Scholarship Campaign
Steering Committee. During Pitt’s 2009 Homecoming, the
AAAC publicly launched the $3 million campaign to support
diversity initiatives at Pitt as well as for continued student
scholarship assistance.
Appointed by AAAC President Linda Wharton-Boyd (A&S
’72, ’75G, ’79G), Kelly and Larkins-Pettigrew will succeed
Doug Browning (A&S ’72), who led the AAAC scholarship
effort during the initial phase of the campaign through its
public launch in October. Kelly and Larkins-Pettigrew served
as vice chairs of the AAAC campaign steering committee
during Browning’s tenure as chair.
The cochairs, along with the AAAC Scholarship Committee,
are the primary alumni volunteers responsible for fundraising. In addition to fundraising, the campaign is focusing
attention on the strides made in recent years by the
University to strengthen support of diversity efforts across
all Pitt campuses.
“Doug Browning’s steady leadership gave a great start to
this important project in its early stages,” said WhartonBoyd. “I am personally grateful for his commitment to this
effort. He dedicated more of his time than he initially set out
to give, and for that we say thank you! As we move forward,
we are excited about the next phase of the campaign, and,

with Louis and Margaret leading the way, I am confident
we will not only achieve our goal for this second phase but
also surpass it.”
Browning is a senior vice president and general counsel
at Sandler & Travis Trade Advisory Services Inc., where
he helps governments and multinational businesses
modernize their customs and security procedures. Named
a Pitt Legacy Laureate in 2007, Browning also serves as a
director at large for the Pitt Alumni Association.
Kelly has worked for the District of Columbia Superior Court
for more than 22 years and currently serves as an educational specialist for education and training at the D.C. Court
Systems Center. Licensed and ordained as a minister in
1998, he is currently on the ministerial staff of the Campbell
AME Church in Washington, D.C.
Larkins-Pettigrew is a visiting assistant professor at
Case Western Reserve University. Throughout her career,
she has held numerous medical positions, including program director for global health and reproductive science
in Pitt’s School of Medicine; assistant director of student
health at Tuskegee University; and critical care instructor
at Brotman Medical Center. She is the recipient of many
awards and honors and a volunteer with several nonprofit
organizations worldwide.
The AAAC campaign is part of the University’s Building
Our Future Together capital campaign, the most successful fundraising campaign in the history of both Pitt and
Southwestern Pennsylvania. To date, the Building
Our Future Together campaign has raised more than
$1.46 billion. ,
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Robert Hill g
This article is adapted from a report that originally appeared in the
July 26, 2010, edition of the Pitt Chronicle.

University of Pittsburgh Vice Chancellor for Public Affairs
Robert Hill was honored as the Communicator of the Year
by the Pittsburgh Black Media Federation (PBMF) in 2010.
The award, granted during PBMF’s annual Robert L. Vann
Awards reception on June 10, is given to an individual or
organization whose work has helped to disseminate messages of empowerment, community, hope, and strength.
In a letter formally notifying Hill of his award, PBMF officials
wrote: “the federation has long observed and admired your
role as Pitt’s chief spokesperson; your founding of the Blue,
Gold and Black Program; your continued recognition of
African Americans connected to the University of Pittsburgh;
your support of deserving and in-need Black students at
Pitt, and the guidance and support you provide numerous
community organizations, including poetry societies and
social service nonprofits.”
The PBMF awards celebrate outstanding achievements in
journalism related to the coverage of the African American
community of Western Pennsylvania. ,

In 2009 and 2010, Pitt won a total of 12 awards from the federation,
including Hill’s Communicator of the Year Award.

First Place Awards
Magazine Features
2010: Ervin Dyer, Pitt Magazine,
“August Wilson’s Class Act”
2009: Ervin Dyer, Pitt Magazine,
“Charles Florence, the Great
Debater”
Magazine Illustrations
2009: Gary Cravener, Harry Giglio;
Pitt Magazine, “Flying Lessons”
Magazine Public Affairs
2009: Robert Hill, Blue Gold &
Black 2008, “Address to African
American Chamber of Commerce”
Web Site Commentary
2010: Robert Hill, Laurence
Glasco; Free at Last?, “Sex
Exploitation and Slavery”

Second Place Awards
Magazine Business Features
2009: Cindy Gill, Pitt Magazine,
“The M Factor, Audrey Murrell
and Mentoring”

blue gold & black

.2010,

Newspaper Opinion/Editorials
2010: Robert Hill, Pittsburgh PostGazette, “Pounding on the Doors
of Opportunity”
Newspaper Series
2009: Sharon Blake, Amanda
Leff-Ritchie, Morgan Kelly, Jane-Ellen
Robinet; Pitt Chronicle, 2008 Black
History Month Profiles
Print Feature Photography
2010: Tom Altany, Pitt Magazine,
“Abundant Life”

Third Place Awards
Magazine Features
2009: Cassandra Zinchini, Pitt Med,
“Twins: A Pitt Partnership Helps Train
Mozambique’s Newest Doctors”
Newspaper Series
2010: Patricia Lomando White,
Sharon Blake, Amanda Leff-Ritchie,
Anthony Moore; Pitt Chronicle, 2009
Black History Month Profiles
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pitt legend inducted

t w o

and university of
pittsburgh english
professor named a
distinguished daughter
of pennsylvania

Rickey Jackson
Drafted by the New Orleans Saints in 1981, Jackson made
an immediate impact on the NFL by setting a franchise
rookie sack record (eight) and leading the team in tackles
(125). He is widely recognized as an integral figure in the
Saints’ transition to play-off contenders in the late 1980s. In
1987, during New Orleans’ first winning season and play-off
appearance, Jackson recorded 9.5 sacks, 74 tackles, three
forced fumbles, and two interceptions. In his 13 seasons
with the Saints, Jackson was voted to the Pro Bowl five
times, named a first-team All-Pro four times, and set a
franchise record for career sacks (123).
Jackson spent his final two seasons with the San Francisco
49ers, where he was voted to his final Pro Bowl in 1994
and played a major role in the 49ers’ 1994 NFL championship team. Jackson retired after the 1995 season with 128
career sacks and eight interceptions during his 227-game
NFL career.

“He gave his heart and soul, his body to this game,” said
Benson during Jackson’s Hall of Fame enshrinement. “Not
only the sacks and tackles and so forth, it’s the energy and
the commitment to playing football. He loved every minute
of it, and he really worked hard at it.”
As a Panther, Jackson was a key
contributor to Pitt’s legendary
1980 football squad, which
was ranked the number one
defensive unit in the country
that season. During the
1980 season, Jackson
led the team with 137
tackles, amassed 12
sacks, and was named a
Sports Illustrated Player
of the Week. Jackson
finished his career
at Pitt with 290 total
tackles, 21 sacks, and
three interceptions.

,

Tom Benson, owner of the New Orleans Saints and
Jackson’s Hall of Fame presenter, said Jackson possessed
intangibles both on and off the field that made him born to
play the game of football.
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Courtesy Pro Football Hall of Fame

Former University of Pittsburgh linebacker Rickey Jackson
was inducted into the Pro Football Hall of Fame in 2010.
Jackson became the sixth former Panther to achieve
football’s highest individual honor, joining Pitt legends Russ
Grimm, Dan Marino (A&S ’83), Tony Dorsett, Mike Ditka
(A&S ’61), and Joe Schmidt (EDUC ’53).

Toi Derricotte
This is an excerpt of an article that orignally appeared in the
November 2, 2009, edition of the Pitt Chronicle.

Prizes, and the first Dudley Randall Award for National
Contributions to Literature.

Noted poet, author, and University of Pittsburgh English
Professor Toi Derricotte was designated a Distinguished
Daughter of Pennsylvania by Governor Edward G. Rendell
and First Lady Judge Marjorie O. Rendell in 2009. Derricotte
was one of eight women to receive the distinction for their
contributions to a variety of career fields.

Derricotte earned a BA degree in special education at Wayne
State University in 1965 and an MA degree in English literature and creative writing at New York University in 1984.

A Pitt faculty member since 1998, Derricotte is cofounder
and director of Cave Canem, the first workshop/retreat
committed to the discovery and cultivation of new voices in
African American poetry. She is the author of more than a
thousand poems in published anthologies and journals as
well as the books of poetry Empress of the Death House
(Lotus Press, 1978); Natural Birth (The Crossing Press,
1983); Captivity (University of Pittsburgh Press, 1989); and
Tender (University of Pittsburgh Press, 1997), which won
the 1998 Paterson Poetry Prize.

In 1949, Pennsylvania began the tradition of inviting the governor to name the Distinguished Daughters of Pennsylvania,
those whose achievements have brought honor and recognition to the commonwealth. Other 2009 honorees were Pitt
alumnus and trustee Eva Tansky Blum (A&S ’70, LAW ’73),
Veronica Froman, an officer in the U.S. Navy for more than
30 years; Juliet Goodfriend, founder of the consulting firm
Strategic Marketing Corporation; Jacqueline Collins Morby, an
innovator in the fields of business and philanthropy; Judith
Joy Ross, an internationally exhibited photographer; Judith
Shapiro, former president of Barnard College from 1994 to
2008; and C. Vivian Stringer, head coach of Rutgers, The State
University of New Jersey’s women’s basketball team.

Her literary memoir The Black Notebooks: An Interior
Journey (W.W. Norton & Company, 1997) was a recipient of
the 1998 Anisfield-Wolf Book Award and the Black Caucus
of the American Library Association Nonfiction Award,
and was a New York Times Notable Book of the Year. She
has won numerous other awards and honors, including a
Guggenheim Fellowship in 2004, two fellowships in poetry
from the National Endowment for the Arts, two Pushcart

“This year’s Distinguished Daughters of Pennsylvania have
done extraordinary work in many different capacities,” said
Governor Rendell. “Their contributions to Pennsylvania and
the nation have benefited everything from academics to
athletics, the arts to the military, as well as businesses and
communities. I am grateful for the work that these women
have done on our behalf to strengthen our state and the
quality of life for so many residents.” ,
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2010 Men Of
Excellenceg
Compiled from reports in New Pittsburgh Courier
September 29–October 5, 2010.

Fourteen individuals from the University of Pittsburgh
community were honored as New Pittsburgh Courier Men of
Excellence in 2010. A total of 50 honorees were recognized
for their contributions to their professions as well as to the
local community.
The Courier honored Pitt faculty members Louis M. Gomez,
the Dr. Helen S. Faison Chair in Urban Education in Pitt’s
School of Education; Max Miller (LAW ’93), director of the
University of Pittsburgh’s School of Law Innovation Practice
Institute; and John M. Wallace, the Philip Hallen Chair in
Community Health and Social Justice in Pitt’s School of
Social Work, with the Man of Excellence designation in the
category of education.
Since coming to Pitt in January 2009, Louis M. Gomez
has served as the first director of Pitt’s Center for Urban
Education a senior scientist in the University’s Learning
Research and Development Center, and was named one
of only five senior partners for a program of work at the
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching.
He previously served as the Aon Professor of Learning
Sciences at Northwestern University.

Max Miller is the founder and managing director of the
marketing firm Raise Your Spirits LLC (RYS). Prior to founding RYS in 2005, Miller spent three years in operational and
marketing roles with the H.J. Heinz Company, where he
handled various domestic and international transactions,
and four years as an attorney for Federated Investors, Inc.,
where he focused on general corporate and securities law.
John M. Wallace currently serves as the principal
investigator on Pitt’s Center on Race and Social Problems’
Comm-Univer-City of Pittsburgh Project, which works
to eliminate social issues that disproportionately impact
underrepresented communities. Wallace also serves as a
cochair of the Homewood Children’s steering committee
as well as on a number of community-based boards and
organizations, including Operation Better Block and the
Youth Futures Commission.
The following Pitt alumni also received Men of Excellence
awards:
Curtis Aiken (CGS ’87), president, CEO, and founder
of Protech Compliance, was honored with the Man of
Excellence designation in the category of business. Prior to
founding ProTech Compliance, Aiken served as CEO of the
company eSGS and was director of marketing for Cameron
Coca-Cola Bottling Co.
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Robert R. Lavelle (BUS ’51, ’54G) was posthumously
honored with the Man of Excellence designation as a
Legacy Honoree. As founder of Dwelling House Savings
& Loan, Lavelle worked to make home ownership a means
of financial security for African Americans in Pittsburgh for
more than 50 years.
Thomas A. Motley (CGS ’72, GSPIA ’75), past polemarch
of the Pittsburgh alumni chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi
Fraternity, Inc., was honored with the Man of Excellence
designation in the category of community service. An
employee of the Pittsburgh Board of Public Education for
more than 40 years, Motley saved the district millions of dollars by implementing cost-cutting operational measures that
included programs of energy management and efficiency.

Kevin W. Cameron (BUS ’00G), financial services specialist and National Black MBA Association, Inc., Pittsburgh
Chapter president, was honored with the Man of Excellence
designation in the category of finance. As a former vice
president and project manager for enterprise vendor management with PNC Financial Services Group, Inc., Cameron
provided financial oversight for numerous prominent corporations throughout the region.
Clarence Curry (BUS ’71G), senior diversity coordinator
for the Sports & Exhibition Authority, was honored with
the Man of Excellence designation in the category of
business. As founder and former director of Pitt’s Small
Business Development Center, Curry has helped to provide
consulting and education services for small business
owners for 16 years.
Harold Hayes (A&S ’75), reporter for KDKA-TV, was honored with the Man of Excellence designation in the category
of media. Hayes has served Pittsburgh’s news market for
more than 30 years, covering such notable events as
Operation Desert Storm in 1990 and the funeral of Pope
John Paul II in 2005.
Terrance A. Hayes (A&S ’97G), professor of English at
Carnegie Mellon University, was honored with the Man of
Excellence designation in the category of education. A critically acclaimed poet, Hayes became one of the youngest full
professors in Carnegie Mellon’s history in 2006. His notable
accomplishments include a Guggenheim Fellowship and
Whiting Writers Award.

Leon Pamphile (A&S ’73G, EDUC ’78G, ’80G), pastor
and executive director of Functional Literacy Ministry of
Haiti (FLM), was honored with the Man of Excellence
designation in the category of community service. Through
FLM, Pamphile oversees operations of 60 literacy centers
and a school for more than 3,100 people in his native Haiti.
Under Pamphile’s guidance, FLM built a clinic in Haiti to
serve a population of more than 30,000 in 2009.
William T. Simmons (LAW ’78), director of the Shuman
Juvenile Detention Center, was honored with the Man of
Excellence designation in the category of government.
Simmons is responsible for creating county programs to
deter underage drinking and youth violence.
Frank L. Torbert Jr. (BUS ’80G), president of FLT Trading
Inc., was honored with the Man of Excellence designation in
the category of business. Torbert possesses more than 30
years of experience in the banking and energy industries.
Through FLT Trading, he provides critical commodities to
local governments.
And Rob Wilson (ENGR ’01), vice president and financial
advisor for Blazer Capital Management was honored with
a Men of Excellence designation in the category of finance.
Wilson has become known as “hip-hop’s financial advisor,”
making a name for himself among some of the nation’s top
athletes and entertainers. ,

John M. Wallace (opposite page, left) and Kevin W. Cameron (opposite page, right) were
among the 14 members of the Pitt community distinguished as New Pittsburgh Courier
Men of Excellence.
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The following Pitt alumni also were honored:
Linda Imani Barrett (A&S ’73), chair and artistic director of
The Legacy Arts Project, Inc., was honored in the category
of arts. Barrett established the Dr. Selma Burke Dance
Troupe, cofounded the Pittsburgh Black Theater Dance
Ensemble, and launched the annual Keepers of the Flame
Awards Celebration.
Jeanette Blackston (SIS ’76G, EDUC ’96G), president
and CEO of Elite Learning Enterprises; was honored in the
category of education. Blackston assists local school districts
in developing curriculum, instruction, and training strategies
to improve overall student performance in the region.

2010 WoMen Of
Excellenceg
Compiled from reports in New Pittsburgh Courier July 14–20, 2010.

Nineteen of the 50 New Pittsburgh Courier Women of
Excellence 2010 honorees had a University of Pittsburgh
affiliation. The women were selected for this honor for
making significant contributions to the local community
and business world.
The Courier honored Pitt faculty Gayle Lightfoot Ball, an assistant professor in the School of Dental Medicine, and Wilma
Smith Beauford, an associate professor emeritus in the School
of Education, in the category of education. Pitt staff members
Sheila Beasley, director of outreach and communications in
the Office of Child Development, and Orlana Darkins Drewery,
Pitt staff member and president of the Darkins Group, were
honored in the categories of communications and public relations, respectively. Allison Lee-Mann, financial consultant for
Kuntu Repertory Theatre, was honored in the category of arts.
As Pitt’s only African American dental medicine faculty
member, Gayle Lightfoot Ball has used her position to
advocate for diversity throughout the school. She has held
numerous positions at Pitt and has served as the University’s
representative to the American Dental Education Association.
Ball has received other honors and awards from the
National Association of Negro Business and Professional
Women’s Clubs, Inc.

Wilma Smith Beauford was appointed an associate dean
in 1974, becoming the first Black woman to hold the position in Pitt’s history. After retiring from Pitt, she established a
financial literacy program that has served the needs of middle
and high school students in the region. She is an associate
professor emeritus at Pitt.
In her role with the University, Sheila Beasley (CGS ’87)
works with human service organizations and public policy
professionals to develop strategies to aid thousands throughout the region. Beasley also has established Shere Wedding
and Special Event Planners and Sheila B. Productions.
Orlana Darkins Drewery has represented the public relations interests of numerous organizations. In addition to her
responsibilities as president of the Darkins Group, dedicated
to promoting positive images of Pittsburgh’s Black community, Darkins Drewery is the marketing and special events
manager for the University of Pittsburgh David Berg Center
for Ethics and Leadership.
Allison Lee-Mann, financial consultant of Kuntu Repertory
Theatre, was honored in the category of arts. Kuntu is the
oldest and largest continuing African American performing
arts organization in Pittsburgh and the second oldest theater
company affiliated with a major research university.
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Gloria McGhee Brown (GSPIA ’01), director of finance
and operations for Sojourner House, was honored in the
category of finance. In addition to her duties with Sojourner
House, Brown acts as a financial consultant for such notable
community organizations as Addison Behavioral Care, Inc.,
and UMOJA African Arts Company.
JoAnne Cobb Burley (EDUC ’79G), former executive
director of the Pittsburgh Council on Higher Education
(PCHE), was honored in the category of education. Since
retiring from PCHE, Burley has served as chair of the board
of the Multicultural Arts Initiative and is on the boards of the
Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh and the Urban League of
Greater Pittsburgh.
Albertha Graham-Ellison (EDUC ’96G), vice president
and project director for Educating Teens About HIV/AIDS,
Inc., was honored in the category of social service. In her
role with Educating Teens About HIV/AIDS, as well as in
her many positions at California University of Pennsylvania,
Graham-Ellison uses her expertise in education to mentor
teens outside school.
Marlene Gary Hogan (A&S ’73), coordinator for the Greater
Pittsburgh Community Food Bank, was honored in the
category of community service. Hogan has served thousands
of families through positions in local nonprofit organizations, including Program to Aid Citizen Enterprise and the
Pennsylvania Commission for Women.
Deborah Holland (A&S ’74, EDUC ’80G), president of
DLJ & Associates, was honored in the category of business.
Holland specializes in numerous aspects of human resources,
including training, diversification, and professional coaching.
Before DLJ & Associates, Holland held positions with the
University of Richmond, Duquesne Light Company, and the
YWCA Greater Pittsburgh.
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Amelia Michele Joiner (CGS ’98), assistant professor at
Duquesne University’s School of Law, was honored in the
category of education. Joiner instructs courses on contracts
and trial advocacy and conducts scholarly research on
employment discrimination.
Emma Lucas-Darby (SOC WK ’77G, ’86G), professor in
Carlow University’s School for Social Change, was honored
in the category of education/social services. Lucas-Darby has
served as associate dean and director of Carlow University’s
School for Social Change, as president of the state chapter
of the National Association of Social Workers, and as a board
member of numerous community organizations.
La’Tasha Mayes (BUS ’03), founder and executive director
of New Voices Pittsburgh: Women of Color for Reproductive
Justice, was honored with the Woman of Excellence
designation in the category of social service. Among her
many accomplishments is the establishment of the Women
of Color HERStory Month, which is celebrated from
February 15 to March 15.
Joy C. Starzl (SOC WK ’97G), administrator and philanthropist, was honored in the category of community service. Starzl
has held numerous positions within the Board of Visitors for
Pitt’s School of Social Work as well as the Chatham University
Board of Trustees. She established the Joy Starzl Scholarship
Fund in the School of Social Work at Pitt.
Kathy Mayle Towns (NURS ’77, ’80G, BUS ’82G), director of
the Center for Health Care Diversity in Duquesne University’s
School of Nursing, was honored in the category of health
care. Towns uses her more than 20 years of experience in
nursing to reduce health care disparities among various ethnic
and racial groups.
Patrice Wade-Johnson (A&S ’80, EDUC ’91G), assistant
principal of City Charter High School, was honored in the category of education. As an administrator with City Charter High
School, Wade-Johnson directs students toward compatible
career fields and serves as a mentor. As an assistant principal,
she has developed programs for student services, post-high
school planning, and health and wellness.
Margaret Smith Washington (SOC WK ’70G, GSPH
’74), president of Washington Associates, was honored in
the category of health care. Washington has more than 20
years of experience in the health care field and authored the
book Doctor, Can You Hear Me? Patient, Are You Listening?
(Washington Associates, 2003). ,
Opposite page: from left: Joanne Cobb Burley, Joy Starzl, Jeanette Blackston, Amelia
Michele Joiner, Margaret Smith Washington, Emma Lucas-Darby, Deborah Holland,
Sheila Beasley, Marlene Gary Hogan, Patricia Wade-Johnson, and Kathy Mayle Towns.
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pitt alumnus awarded

pitt engineering student

north carolina’s

becomes inaugural

highest civilian honor

recipient of karl h. lewis

in 2009

impact endowed fund
scholarship

This article appeared in the the spring/summer 2010 edition of
Pitt Engineer magazine.

Gerald Barrax
Poet and educator Gerald Barrax (A&S ’69G) was one of six
recipients of the North Carolina Award, the state’s highest
civilian honor, in 2009. Barrax was presented the award
in the area of literature by Governor Beverly Perdue at the
North Carolina Museum of History on October 29.

Established in 1961, the North Carolina Awards—often
referred to as the “Nobel Prizes of North Carolina”—have
been awarded to more than 250 North Carolinians. The
honors are administered annually by the North Carolina
Department of Cultural Resources in four categories: fine
arts, literature, public service, and science. ,
Photos courtesy North Carolina Department of Cultural Resources

“This award celebrates creativity and innovation, two
values which sustain our economy, our culture, and our
people,” said Governor Perdue. “[It is] bestowed upon
individuals whose contributions to our state are enduring
and significant.”
A native of Attalla, Ala., Barrax spent his formative years in
the rural South before moving to Pittsburgh in 1944. After
a stint in the U.S. Air Force, Barrax earned a bachelor’s
degree in English at Duquesne University in 1963 as well
as a master’s degree in English at Pitt in 1969. He taught
American literature and poetry writing at North Carolina
State University in Raleigh for more than 25 years before
retiring in 1997.
Barrax is the author of six books of poetry, including the
critically acclaimed collection Leaning Against the Sun
(University of Arkansas Press, 1992), which was nominated
for the Pulitzer Prize and the National Book Award. He is
a past recipient of the Raleigh Medal of Arts for “extraordinary achievement in the arts” (1993), the Sam Ragan
Award (1991), and the Callaloo Creative Writing Award for
Nonfiction Prose (1983).

Deitrick Franklin

Governor Beverly Perdue presents Gerald Barrax the North Carolina Award for Literature.
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Meet Deitrick Franklin, the Swanson School of Engineering’s
inaugural recipient of support from the Karl H. Lewis Impact
Alumni Endowed Fund. Since coming to campus in fall 2008,
Franklin, a sophomore mechanical engineering major
from Woodlawn, Md., has been a member of the student
section of the National Society of Black Engineers (NSBE),
and he was actively involved in the society’s Freshman
Initiative Program, which helps freshmen to become
acclimated to NSBE and gain leadership experience within
the organization.
Franklin also participated in the Pitt EXCEL program, which
is committed to the recruitment, retention, and graduation of
undergraduate engineers, particularly those from groups that
are underrepresented in the field. He said EXCEL was the
primary contributing factor to his attending Pitt. “The EXCEL
staff proved that there was a support structure here for
freshman engineers, and they had follow-through. I learned
firsthand during my freshman year that Pitt EXCEL really
does provide that support,” Franklin said.
Franklin’s plans for the upcoming year include joining Pitt’s
chapter of the Society of Automotive Engineers, getting more
involved with NSBE, pursuing a position as a Pitt EXCEL
tutor, and obtaining an internship. He credits his father, an
electrical engineer, with guiding him toward engineering.
The fund was established in 2004 in honor of Lewis,
associate professor emeritus of civil and environmental

A longtime member of Pitt’s
civil engineering faculty and
namesake of the endowed
fund, Karl H. Lewis
established a student
support program
in 1969 with the goal of
improving access and
increasing retention among
underrepresented
populations. Numerous
Pitt engineering alumni
came together in 2004
to thank Lewis for his
support by starting the
Karl H. Lewis Impact
Alumni Endowed Fund.

engineering. Lewis, who received the NSBE Golden Torch
Award for Lifetime Achievement in Academia, has been
instrumental in developing mentoring programs at Pitt for
underrepresented groups in engineering. He was a member
of the Maritime Transportation Research Board of Directors
(National Research Council) and has served the Pittsburgh
section of the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) as
a director and president of the Associate Member Forum.
He is a member of ASCE; the International Society for Soil
Mechanics and Geotechnical Engineering; and the Sigma
Xi, Tau Beta Pi, Pi Mu Epsilon, and Chi Epsilon national
honor societies. ,
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university honors
college student
receives 2009 humanity
in action (hia) fellowship

Sesi Aliug
Sesi Aliu, a junior pursuing French, Africana studies, and
global studies, was selected to receive a 2009 Humanity
in Action (HIA) summer fellowship. Aliu was one of three
Pitt students to receive the honor; he participated in the
European program in Copenhagen, Denmark.
The University’s winning students were among 57 selected
from a pool of more than 600 applicants. It was the fourth
consecutive year that Pitt students competed successfully
in the HIA fellowship program.
The HIA European programs—based in Denmark, France,
Germany, the Netherlands, and Poland—focus on European
issues of historic and contemporary importance, among
them challenges from immigration, the integration of
minorities, and the formation of international human rights
doctrines. The HIA American program, based in New York,
N.Y., explores how Americans understand, practice, and
manage diversity, including the role of the public and private
sectors in addressing social problems.
The late G. Alec Stewart, former University Honors College
dean, said: “The HIA Fellowships are the foremost collegiate
program for desirably integrating the production of thinkers
and leaders. It is a remarkable initiative that engages student
leaders in the study and work of human rights, a program
that emphasizes responsibility and democratic values in the
context of trans-Atlantic and intra-European dialogue.”

Aliu is a resident of Austin, Texas, whose family emigrated
from Nigeria to the United States. His long-term career
interests include public health policy. During the summer of
2008, he spent one month in Malawi as part of a student-led
initiative to learn about and collaborate with communitybased health and social service organizations. Aliu served as
a research assistant in Pitt’s First Experiences in Research
program and is a member of Pitt’s Emerging Leaders
Program and Student Leaders in International Medicine.
In 2007, Aliu was named a Helen S. Faison scholar, and in
2008, he was inducted into the Golden Key International
Honour Society. His other interests include journalism, basketball, world music, nature documentaries, and photography.
Participation in HIA’s core programs provides the foundation
for further involvement with HIA. Upon completion of
summer fellowships, participants may proceed to international internships to continue their training in human rights
issues. Past fellows have used their experiences with HIA
to further careers in such fields as education, civil service,
journalism, law, and art.
HIA was founded in 1997 to guide student leaders in the
study of human rights. Fellows are selected on the basis of
high academic achievement, evidence of leadership ability,
and demonstrated commitment to human rights issues. ,
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Zambian Research Team
Members of a Zambian research team joined the Pitt
School of Medicine’s Department of Family Medicine for
an August 30, 2009, dinner held in the home of Robert
Hill, Pitt vice chancellor for public affairs.
The Zambian researchers were invited to Pittsburgh
through a University Center for International Studies and
Center for Global Health-funded grant that supported
a maternal health disparities conference and seminars

for undergraduates, law students, and faculty. Clinicians
and scientists from the University of Zambia and Pitt have
formed a collaborative to address factors that enhance the
continuum and quality of care for maternal and child health
in Zambia as well as in Western Pennsylvania. ,
Above: from left: Jeannette South-Paul, Andrew W. Mathieson Professor and chair in
the Pitt School of Medicine’s Department of Family Medicine; Michael Paul; Zambian
researchers Obed Lungu, Getrude Tshuma, Fastone Goma, Beatrice Zulu, and Dhally
Menda; and Robert Hill, Pitt Vice Chancellor for Public Affairs.

Homecoming
royalty

Right: Dalya Akyuz and
Dan Thomas were chosen as
2009 homecoming queen and king.
Far right: 2010 homecoming queen and
king Lauren Zammerilla and Jamil Alhassan.
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This is an excerpt of an article that originally appeared in the
April 26, 2009, edition of the Pitt Chronicle.
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2009 marked the fourth
consecutive year that pitt
competed successfully in
the hia fellowship program
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academy gives

studies programs receive

edge to freshmen
Engineering freshmen entering Pitt last fall
enjoyed a scavenger hunt around Oakland
that helped them to become familiar with
campus. Organized by the Pitt EXCEL
program, the scavenger hunt was part
of the Summer Engineering Academy
(SEA), held during two weeks in August.
SEA participants reside on campus for
the entire two weeks and learn essential
study skills to prepare for the transition
from high school to college. SEA has been
offered to incoming freshmen for six years
and is planned again in August 2010. It’s
just one of several programs offered by
the Engineering Office of Diversity to help
students prepare for the rigorous engineering curriculum and enable students to
create lasting relationships. ,

grants allow local high school
teachers to study abroad
for curriculum enhancement
and development

International Studies Awards

global studies program
The Understanding Muslims through the Egyptian Lens
project provided the opportunity for secondary school
teachers from Pennsylvania, Ohio, and West Virginia to travel
to Egypt to develop curricula related to the study of Africa,
the Middle East, and Islamic studies. Participants had the
opportunity to learn through lectures, meetings with community groups, and historical tours about the influence of
religion and globalization on ancient and modern Egypt. The
group traveled to the Egyptian cities of Alexandria, Aswan,
Cairo, and Luxor.
The grant was administered by the Global Studies Program,
which houses the secretariat of the Consortium for
Educational Resources on Islamic Studies (CERIS), a group
of 28 colleges, universities, and community organizations in
Ohio, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia.
The project helped to enhance African, Islamic, and Middle
Eastern studies content in social studies and humanities
curricula at the secondary level; established institutional and
peer contacts for continued dialogue and distance education opportunities; and added to Arabic language and area
studies instructional resources at the secondary level and at
CERIS member institutions.

s c h o l a r s h i p s

the university of

fulbright-hays awards

The Global Studies and African Studies Programs within Pitt’s
University Center for International Studies received grants
from the U.S. Department of Education’s Fulbright-Hays
Group Projects Abroad program in 2009.

a n d

The Global Studies Program collaborated with the Program
for Dialogue of Civilizations at the Faculty of Economics and
Political Science at Cairo University, the Fine Arts College at
South Valley University, and the Faculty of Arts at Alexandria
University in providing guest lectures and meetings with
faculty, students, and field experts.
african studies program
The Summer Curriculum Development Project in Ghana was
part of the African Studies Program agenda for outreach to
K–12 schools in Pittsburgh and surrounding areas to promote African Studies in the curriculum.
Fourteen teachers and administrators from the South Hills
school districts were selected to participate. From June
30 to July 28, 2009, they acquired firsthand experience of
Ghana, developed instructional skills, and collected teaching
resources for use in their schools’ curricula.
Participants were offered a rich and balanced program of
lectures on a wide range of African topics and issues at
the University of Ghana. They participated in field trips and
cultural activities and received guidance in the development
of their curricular projects.
Upon their return from Ghana, a series of workshops was
offered to complete curriculum modules and evaluation
activities. Teachers shared their modules online through the
African studies Web site. ,
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This article originally appeared in the spring/
summer 2010 edition of Pitt Engineer magazine.

Erroline Williams (CGS ’80, EDUC ’07G), manager,
professional development and outreach, at Duquesne
University’s School of Leadership and Professional
Advancement has received the prestigious Pennsylvania
Black Conference on Higher Education (PBCOHE)
Western Region Award for “selfless devotion and
outstanding service” to the organization, founded by the
late Honorable K. Leroy Irvis, first African American to
serve as Speaker of the House in any state legislature
in the United States since Reconstruction. The purpose
of PBCOHE is to ensure that the educational needs of
minorities and African American students in Pennsylvania
are addressed. ,
This article originally appeared in the April 7, 2010,
edition of the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette.

Erroline Williams
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“ella p. stewart fought
her entire life against
the barriers of racism
and triumphed over them
with great dignity and
an effortless grace.”
From the University of Pittsburgh Distinguished Alumnus Award
citation given to Stewart in 1969.

by e.r. shipp

Ella P. Stewart
When Ella P. Stewart was recognized as a recipient of the
University of Pittsburgh’s Distinguished Alumnus Award in
1969, she and the University had come a long way since
1914, when the then 21-year-old was admitted to Pitt’s
School of Pharmacy in an atmosphere that was anything
but all-embracing to Black women. The official letter informing Stewart of the honor concluded, “Ella P. Stewart fought
her entire life against the barriers of racism and triumphed
over them with great dignity and an effortless grace.”
When she died on November 27, 1987, in Toledo, Ohio,
Stewart was described in The (Toledo) Blade newspaper
as “one of Toledo’s distinguished citizens, but her renown
spread throughout the United States and abroad.” The
obituary went on to note, “Before she came to Toledo,
however, Mrs. Stewart attained distinction as the first Black
woman to be graduated from the University of Pittsburgh
School of Pharmacy; and in 1959 she became the first
woman to receive a plaque from that institution for outstanding contributions to pharmacy.”

of a scholarship endowed in the Department of Biological
Sciences. Her accomplishments are further remembered
through collections of her papers and artifacts at Bowling
Green State University (BGSU) and the University of Toledo.
Ann Bowers, an archivist at BGSU who worked with Stewart
on assembling her collection and who lunched with her on
a regular basis in the last years of her life, said Stewart “was
the most gracious woman who up until the day she died
fought for equality and civil rights.” In the last decade of her
life, for instance, an octogenarian Stewart challenged racial
barriers that prevented Blacks from being admitted to an
assisted-living community in Toledo. She won.
As should be apparent,
Stewart offered so much
more than the advertised fare

This pioneer, not just in the field of pharmacy but also in the
field of international women’s rights, was born in West Virginia.
She began her career in Pennsylvania, lived in Ohio for
more than 60 years, and is still recognized at Pitt in the form
Above: A strong and dignified businesswoman, Ella P. Stewart stands outside her Toledo,
Ohio, pharmacy. Right: In the Toledo of the 1920s, drugstores like Stewarts’ Pharmacy
were social centers within the community. Ella and Doc Stewart’s apartment above the
drugstore served as a guesthouse for many civic leaders and Black luminaries in the
1920s and 30s. Opposite page: Stewart in an evening gown, c. 1915.
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of Stewarts’ Pharmacy, which opened
in 1922. Ella and Doc Stewart’s apartment above the drugstore served as a
meeting place for civic leaders hashing
out Toledo’s problems. It also was a
guesthouse for Black luminaries like
jazz musician Art Tatum who were
barred from the best hotels because
of their race.

remember, they were told that with an
education you could grow and make your
way in the world. Everybody believed
that if you got a good education, you
were more free.”
Gee recalls Stewart preaching the same
message to the younger generations of
the immediate family. Gee remembers
Stewart having a certain determination
about her. She says, “She went by the
rules, but she pushed and pushed and
pushed—but politely.”

Shirley L. Green, who was charged
with the task of digitalizing Stewart’s
BGSU collection, says Stewart stood as
a silent contributor in the early stages of
the Civil Rights Movement, but her contriPushing on a larger-than-life stage, Stewart
Un
cy
a
iv e
butions were great and many. “The fact that
promoted
interracial understanding, engaged
rm
rsi
ha
ty o
of P
f Pitt
l
o
she was a player on the national stage, along
in
charitable
efforts,
and traveled far and wide on
sburgh Scho
with heavyweights like Mary McLeod Bethune, Mary
behalf of women’s clubs and other national organizaChurch Terrell, et al., is pretty amazing.”
tions. The collections at the University of Toledo and BGSU
include letters and certificates concerning her appointIndeed, like Mary McLeod Bethune and others, Stewart was
ments to, among others, the National Advisory Committee
a major contributor to social activism in her time. In 1948, she
on the White House Committee on Aging, the Women’s
was elected to a four-year term as president of the National
Advisory Committee on U.S. Defense Manpower by the U.S.
Association of Colored Women’s Clubs, Inc. (NACWC), and
Department of Labor, and the Executive Board of the U.S.
later served as a delegate of the NACWC at the International
Commission of United Nations Educational, Scientific, and
Council of Women of the World in Athens, Greece. She
Cultural Organization (UNESCO), and goodwill ambassador
has been honored with coveted community service awards
for the U.S. Department of State. As an ambassador, she
and inducted into the Ohio Women’s Hall of Fame. And this
toured more than 20 nations, lecturing in such countries
illustrious professional career of civil service all started at the
as India, Indonesia, Japan, and China.
University of Pittsburgh.
In the early 1900s, Blacks at Pitt were few and far between,
and Mrs. Charles Myers—as Stewart was known in her Pitt
years, reflecting the name of her first husband—was initially
told there was no room for her in the pharmacy school.
However, having endured many challenges, including the
death of a young daughter due to whooping cough, she
persisted and was admitted to a very segregated setting.
In the classroom, White males had the first rows of seats, and
they were followed, in descending order, by White females,
then Jews, then Blacks. Blacks and Jews often worked
together to obtain what was left of textbooks and other
resources. And in 1916, as the introduction to her collection
at BGSU notes, Mrs. Charles Myers “graduated with high
marks, passing her state exam in 1916 to become the first
licensed African American female pharmacist in Pennsylvania
and one of the earliest practicing African American female
pharmacists in the country.”
Sadie Gee is not surprised by her aunt’s tenaciousness.
Gee, a retired operating room nurse, says, “The key thing
in our family was education. Ever since anybody could

Top: Ella P. Stewart was the first
Black woman to earn a degree
at Pitt’s School of Pharmacy, the
first Black woman to be licensed
in Pennsylvania, as well as one of
the first Black women licensed to
practice pharmacy in the United
States. Above: On a goodwill tour
as an UNESCO representative,
Stewart poses with girl guides in
Pakistan. Right: Stewart shakes
hands with Prime Minister
Jawaharlal Nehru of India.
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She figured prominently in the news media, including several
articles in The New York Times and The (Toledo) Blade and
at least one in Time magazine because of a particularly
ugly racial incident.
In early 1957, Virginia Governor Thomas B. Stanley and
the state’s Chamber of Commerce sent out more than 200
engraved invitations for a dinner that would honor distinguished sons and daughters of the “Old Dominion” who had
moved to other states. The year 1957 marked the
350th anniversary of the founding of Jamestown,
the first permanent European settlement in the
United States.
The names of the invitees, apparently taken from
various sources, inadvertently included seven
Blacks. Described as “an arch-foe of integration,”
the governor ordered the recision of the invitations to Stewart and others, including Clilan B.
Powell—just back from a history-making celebration of Ghana’s independence from Great Britain.
Telegrams were sent out disinviting them. Powell
hinted that he might attend anyway, but Stewart
made it clear that she had no intention of permitting the state of Virginia to embarrass her.

Ella P. Stewart in 1908.

be able to show it to a younger
generation “and say that Virginia has
had ‘a change of heart.’ ”

In case some of the more unpredictable
Photograph of William Wyatt “Doc” Stewart,
Blacks—like Powell, the publisher of New York’s
Ella Stewart’s husband and business
partner for more than 30 years, in Pitt’s
Amsterdam News—showed up, a table was set in
May 17, 1957, marked the third
1914 Owl Yearbook
the balcony near the staircase, and Blacks were
anniversary of the U.S. Supreme
to be directed there. None of them appeared.
Court’s landmark decision on Brown v.
According to Bowers of BGSU, Stewart responded to the
Board of Education of Topeka, but in Toledo, Stewart was the
disinvitation with a letter to the governor and the Chamber
center of attention. At the exact time that some 125 Whites
of Commerce, saying, “Well, I won’t come, but I still have
were being honored by Governor Stanley in Virginia, Stewart
officially accepted your honor and that honor is still mine.”
was solely honored as a Distinguished American at a dinner
The (Toledo) Blade
that provided interracial testimony to her achievements. The
reported that in keepevent was sponsored by officials in Toledo in direct response
ing the invitation—part
to Virginia’s race-based slight of Stewart’s accomplishments.
of the BGSU collecThe Toledo Bronze Raven, Toledo’s weekly African American
tion—she hoped to
newspaper at the time, editorialized that such a local tribute
was long overdue. It noted, “Mrs. Stewart is a citizen of
the world.”
Ella Nora Phillips, born March 6, 1893, in Stringtown,
W.Va., was the daughter of Hampton and Eliza Phillips.
Hampton’s father was Native American and White;
Eliza’s parents were Black.
Far left: In a testament to the racially biased atmosphere of the time, Stewart was
disinvited to a 1957 dinner honoring distinguished Virginians when organizers learned
she was Black. At left: The accompanying article from The (Toledo) Blade details
Stewart’s graciousness in accepting the disinvitation—writing to the prosegregation
governor of Virginia, “Well, I won’t come, but I still have officially accepted your honor
and that honor is still mine.”
Reprinted with permission of The (Toledo) Blade, 1957
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Hampton was a farmer—a sharecropper most likely—and
Eliza was a homemaker overseeing a house that included
five other children: Walker, Charles, Henry, Bowles, and
Hattie. Stewart received
her early education at
Storer Normal School (later
Storer College), located
near Harpers Ferry in West
Virginia. In this place, where
Stewart was being nurtured
to become a teacher to
advance the race, she fell
in love with a classmate,
Charles Augustus Myers.
On her way north for an
advanced teaching degree,
she disembarked from
a train in Pittsburgh and
married Myers in 1910.
Because of that decision,
she and her father
were estranged for
several years.

After graduation and the end of her first marriage in divorce,
she operated two pharmacies in Braddock, Pa., for a
number of years. When that proved to be too much, she
moved back to Pittsburgh in 1919 and opened another
pharmacy. But later that year, an illness necessitated that
she move back to her parents’ home in Virginia; she asked
a fellow African American Pitt pharmacy alumnus, William
Wyatt “Doc” Stewart, Class of 1914, to fill in for her. In 1920,
sometime after her return, she and Doc were married.
They were fairly peripatetic, it seems, in those early days,
with a move first to Youngstown, Ohio, where Stewart broke
the color barrier and became the druggist at the Youngstown
City Hospital, and then it was on to Detroit. After learning
that there was no Black pharmacy in Toledo, the Stewarts
bought a building there, established their business on the
street level, and transformed the upper floor into a residence.
They closed the drugstore in 1945, perhaps because of
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She often visited with teachers and students,
especially on her birthday, which was a
celebrated occasion at the school.
“I never dreamed I’d have anything named
after me,” Stewart told The Blade in 1985.
In 2003, the school became the Ella P.
Stewart Academy for Girls. In 2009, a
museum dedicated to her opened at the
school, and her niece, Sadie Gee, attended
the ceremony.

Doc’s health and perhaps because of her growing
activities beyond the business.

While working as a bookkeeper in a pharmacy, she decided
to resume her education at the University of Pittsburgh.

t h r e e

will begrudge such an honor to Mrs. Stewart,
who has given so unselfishly of her time to
various causes.”

As much a community activist as she was a businesswoman, Stewart
served as president of the National Association of Colored Women’s Clubs,
Inc., (NACWC) from 1948 to 1952. Left: she is shown with members of the
organization during its 1952 convention in Los Angeles, Calif. Right: Stewart
conducts NACWC business in the association’s Washington D.C. office.

Charles Myers worked
as a chauffeur, one of the
more prized jobs for Black men in Pittsburgh. Ella was
a homemaker, but when the Myers’ only child, Virginia,
died of whooping cough, it sent Ella into a tailspin and
spurred her friends to encourage her to find something to
do outside the house.

c h a p t e r

A teacher at the Ella P. Stewart Academy for Girls,
Cecilia Ragans, told The (Toledo) Blade earlier this
year that when she was growing up, the pharmacy was
a neighborhood hangout for teenagers, but Stewart permitted only two kids to enter at a time. She also recalls how
Stewart often urged them to be proud and to hold their
heads up high.
Gee, who lives in Reedville, Va., told The Blade, “She
was a kind and generous, but firm lady. She was a stickler
for protocol and decorum and all the things people did in
those days.”
In her obituary, The Blade noted that of all the awards and
citations she received from local, national, and international
organizations, “Mrs. Stewart seemed to cherish most deeply
the naming of an elementary school in her honor in 1961.”
Apparently, The Toledo Bronze Raven was a primary leader
in the drive to name the new elementary school for Stewart.
The weekly newspaper was joined by a school board
member, Frank A. Brown, who suggested a choice between
George Washington Carver, the renowned scientist with no
Toledo connection, and Stewart.
In August 1960, The Toledo Bronze Raven editorialized:
“What we would like to see is something that will symbolize
our accomplishments in Toledo. It seems to us that no one
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When she paused in her travels, Stewart
would sometimes stay with Gee’s family in the Washington,
D.C., area. Gee looked forward to visits from her Aunt Ella,
who served as an envoy for education in different countries.
Stewart traveled throughout North and South America and
Europe and, in one memorable four-month trip, went to
Pakistan, India, Sri Lanka (then Ceylon), Indonesia, Japan,
Hong Kong, and the Philippines.
Gee recalled a time when her aunt showed her a box filled
with rubies, pearls, emeralds, and diamonds—gifts from
people she had met abroad. Gee also remembers a piece
of advice: “You be decent and nice to people when you are
on your way up, because you may pass those people on
the way down.”

Left: At the Ella P. Stewart Academy for Girls dedication in 1961, Ella and Doc
Stewart take a moment and reflect on all they’ve accomplished throughout their
trailblazing lives.

to the department by the estate of Ella P. Stewart, Class of
1916, to be used toward an annual prize of a book store
certificate by a deserving first-year student.”
Stewart would no doubt be proud. The inscription underneath her photo in the 1916 University yearbook, The Owl,
says: “Can be distinguished by her wisdom. It would seem
as if she could succeed in about anything undertaken, as
there isn’t a single study which seems to mystify her. She
has the wishes of the entire crew for her success.” ,

A few years after Doc Stewart died in 1976, Ella
Stewart sought to move into an assisted-living community in Toledo but was denied admittance. She
politely but firmly reminded the administrator that the
residence had received federal funding that prohibited racial discrimination. She was soon admitted
and was particularly proud when more Blacks
moved in after her.
After her death in 1987, her estate awarded to Pitt,
via its Department of Biological Sciences, an endowment to reward a student at the beginning of his or
her sophomore year for first-year excellence. In a
departmental convocation in the fall term, students
are told: “The endowment for this award was left
Front: Stewart poses with a bust of her image at the Ella P. Stewart Academy
for Girls. In her later years, Stewart would say that being the school’s namesake was her most cherished accomplishment. Back: The Pitt Department of
Biological Sciences lists winners of The Ella P. Stewart Award on its Web site
www.pitt.edu/~biohome/Dept/Frame/ellapstewartaward.htm.
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courtesy pitt athletics

from pittsburgh’s
hill district to the
olympics to the u.s.
military: a life of
standout successes
recognized
by lamont jones

Arnold Sowell
He was a favorite to win, having broken seven collegiate,
national, and world records in one fell swoop when he won
the 880-yard run at the U.S. National Amateur Athletic
Union Outdoor Track Meet in Boulder, Colo., a year earlier.
But on this day, to his dismay, he has failed to medal, finishing in fourth place. He sits near tears in stunned silence,
wondering how he will face his family and other supporters
back home. Then, he has an epiphany.
“I told myself not to let this disappointment and great hurt
define me or become the sum and substance of my life as a
person or as a great runner,” he recalls 54 years later. “I said
to myself, ‘Get up from here and get on with your life.’”
And that’s exactly what he did. “I pressed on and survived
it. It seems to me that the road to success is always paved
with hard work, sacrifice, and disappointment.”
He vowed to outrun the gold medalist, Tom Courtney, the
next time he faced him. That happened on February 9,
1957, at the Millrose Games indoor meet in New York, N.Y.
Sowell bested Courtney with a winning time of one minute,
50.3 seconds, and set an indoor world record for the 880yard run. Sowell calls the moment “bittersweet redemption.”

The life of Arnold Sowell has been one of standout successes, from growing up in Pittsburgh’s public housing
and school systems to an exceptional matriculation at Pitt
on a track scholarship to a stellar career in the military.
Though he first won fame in the athletic arena, he has been
acclaimed beyond track and field.
His parents, Fred and Mildred Sowell, raised him and his
younger sister, Mildred, in Pittsburgh’s Hill District when
the historic Black community was still culturally vibrant. He
spent many days at the neighborhood’s Ammon Recreation
Center, where his athletic ability blossomed as he swam and
played baseball, basketball, and football.
Sowell grew up during segregation, and a defining moment
came during his senior year at Schenley High School. Black
classmates turned on him after he accepted an invitation
from White students to join them in the self-segregated
cafeterias. Looking back, Sowell says he did not regret the
break with his friends from the Hill because their paths had
begun to diverge anyway.
He explains that even under the harsh racial conditions of
the early ’50s, he was always a proponent of integration
and viewed anyone—Black or White—against bridging the
gap between the races as a waste of his time.
It was during this time when Sowell was maturing in his
views of the world that he also was growing as an athlete.
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©bettman/corbis c. 1956

Arnold M. Sowell Sr. (BUS ’57) sits in solitude on the floor
of a men’s shower inside a stadium in Melbourne, Australia.
It is October 1956, and the lanky University of Pittsburgh
athlete has just run the 800-meter race at the Olympics.
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major stretch, he explained, because at that point he had
not placed higher than third or fourth at the state level.

courtesy pitt athletics

“It had never entered my mind to say that. I didn’t even
know it was in my subconscious. I just blurted it out,” said
Sowell, who decided at that very moment to make the
Olympic team his mission in life. “Those goals I set
for myself became a passion for me. Some would
say they became an obsession. Practice became
a way of life for me. If I missed practice, I felt I was
cheating myself and throwing away chances to
reach my goals.”
Often, Sowell would be so exhausted after track
practice that he barely had the strength to climb the
steps onto the bus that took him home. Some mornings, he awoke so sore that he had to roll slowly over
to the side of his bed and get in a praying position in
order to stand up.
This intense level of training and dedication did not
go unnoticed.
At 75, Sowell is nearly as vibrant as he was at 21—
swimming six days a week and mentoring children
in his Charlotte, N.C., community.

In junior high school, Sowell had focused much of his attention on swimming, which he had taken up as an elementary
school student. However, when he got to Schenley, a friend,
Donald Johnson, persuaded him to try distance running. It
changed Sowell’s life.
He initially won spots on the team as a high hurdler as well as
a broad jumper. Then one day he saw some teammates lining up on the track for the 440-yard run, and he joined them
just for fun. He finished the race in first place, and the coach
immediately designated him as a middle-distance runner.
Sowell soon began to experience citywide success as a
middle-distance runner, winning the high school city championship in the 440-yard dash for two consecutive years. His
love of running really hit home during his senior year, when
his English teacher posed a question to the class.
“She asked each student what they wanted to do later on
in life,” says Sowell. “I was in the back row sweating bullets,
because I didn’t have the foggiest idea what I wanted to do.
When it came my turn to respond, I said, ‘I want to get my
picture on the cover of Sports Illustrated, and I want to make
the Olympic team.’”
He was frightened when he heard the question and shocked
at his own response upon answering it. The goals were a

Pitt offered him a track scholarship, which he credits
to Pitt’s track and cross-country coach, Carl Olson.
Olson, who coached Olympic gold medalist John
Woodruff (A&S ’39) as well as Olympic bronze medalist
Herbert Douglas (EDUC ’48, ’50G), had recognized Sowell’s
ability and potential in high school.
From 1954 through 1957, Sowell won a long list of collegiate track and sportsmanship awards. His talent and
temperament inspired his teammates.
“It was a little frustrating for me in a sense that I could never
beat Arnie,” recalls friend and former Pitt teammate Perry
Jones (CGS ’59) of New Jersey, a retired pilot. “He was
such a fantastic runner. He anchored our relay team and
was probably one of the greatest runners that I’ve ever
known. He had such a beautiful stride and could always call
up that little extra strength. All we had to do was make sure
we got the baton to Arnie, and we were the winners.”
College life wasn’t all sports for Sowell. He enlisted in
ROTC; pledged the Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc.; and fell
in love with Barbara Jean Peace (A&S ’57), a coed from
McKees Rocks in suburban Pittsburgh.
With his popularity among classmates on the rise, he was
elected vice president of the student congress in 1956.
He regretfully declined to serve in that position in order
to devote all of his time and energy to realizing a lifelong
dream: the Olympics.
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His peers’ vote of confidence “was definitely an honor,” he
says. “Being Black in a predominantly White institution, I
didn’t think anything like that would ever happen, especially
in 1956. It kind of indicated to me that the student body
thought of me not just as an athlete but as a good person.”

“he’s really a giant of

Sowell and Peace graduated the following year, he with a
bachelor’s degree in business administration and she with a
degree in sociology. They married in Heinz Memorial Chapel
in 1958.

he’s one of the true

As Sowell reflects on his time at Pitt, he is certain he chose
the right college.

a person. he’s just a
wealth of wisdom. i think
great men of our time.
he has represented
the city of pittsburgh

“Being from the Hill and being an extreme introvert, my four
years at Pitt opened up a whole new world for me. One
of the things that it did was to reinforce the importance of
education. My coach always reminded us that the reason
for going to school was to get an education, and track was
secondary,” says Sowell. “That reinforced what my father
had told me. He had an eighth-grade education, but he had
a whole lot of street smarts and common sense. He always
told me, ‘Arnie, get an education, because an education is
one thing people can’t take away from you.’”

and the university of

The optimistic young graduate got a single job offer—to
sell grave sites to residents of the Hill District; he chose
a military career instead. Over the next 23 years of active
duty in the U.S. Army, Sowell served his country honorably,
receiving various awards and honors that he still treasures
to this very day. While in the military, he was a member of
the modern pentathlon team and was a volunteer track and
cross-country coach in Heidelberg, Germany. He retired
as a lieutenant colonel in 1980. That same year, he earned
his master’s degree in human resource management at
Pepperdine University.

Sowell has garnered several accolades as a Pitt alumnus,
including the University’s Distinguished Black Alumnus
Award in recognition of service to the community in 1987. In
1996, he was honored as an Awardee of Distinction by the
Pitt Varsity Letter Club and inducted into the Pennsylvania
Sports Hall of Fame.

After the military, Sowell worked for 13 years in various
management positions in the aerospace industry in
California’s Silicon Valley. Then, he and his wife moved to
Charlotte, N.C., where he worked for six years as director
of purchasing for the city’s housing authority.
Along the way, they raised five industrious children—three
sons and two daughters. Of his many accomplishments,
Sowell says his children’s successful lives are his greatest
achievement. Sowell’s eldest son, Arnold Jr., works as
a policy director for the Speaker of the California State
Assembly, while middle son Michael is a graduate of the
U.S. Air Force Academy and was an F-16 pilot, and the
youngest son, Gregory, resides in Puerto Rico and works
as a horticulturist. Both of Sowell’s daughters, Jacqueline
and Jamaica, currently work as health care professionals
in California.

pittsburgh very well.”
reggie mcafee,
founder and executive
director of crosscountry for youth

Running is hard on Sowell’s 75-year-old legs these days so
he stays active by swimming six mornings a week. He’s also
been involved for the last three years in Cross-Country for
Youth, an after-school program for elementary and middle
school students. Beyond athletics, the program teaches
young people invaluable lessons in integrity, leadership,
persistence, teamwork, and sportsmanship.
“I love it,” says Sowell of the after-school program. “When I
first came out of college, people talked about me becoming
a coach. At that time, I felt I didn’t have the mental aptitude
or patience. But you know, you kind of mellow with age. I
thoroughly enjoy interacting with young people.”
The program’s founder and executive director, former track
star Reggie McAfee, calls Sowell a big asset to the program.
“He’s really a giant of a person,” McAfee said. “He’s just a
wealth of wisdom. I think he’s one of the true great men of
our time. He has represented the city of Pittsburgh and the
University of Pittsburgh very well in Charlotte.” ,
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Luevonue
Lincoln
from migrant worker
to professor:
a role model of
perseverance
by niki kapsambelis
The following article appeared in the Fall 2010 issue of Pitt Nurse.

When Luevonue Lincoln was a young girl, she spent her
summers traveling the East Coast as a migrant worker with
her parents and four sisters, picking beans, strawberries,
and potatoes to help the family make ends meet.
“We did that from about the time I was 9 until I went to
college,” recalls Lincoln, who went on to earn a PhD at
the University of Pittsburgh School of Nursing in 1982.
“And then I didn’t have to go again, thank God. That
was hard work.”
Lincoln (NURS ’78G, ’82G) was fortunate in that her parents
valued education enough that they did not take their
daughters out of school to work in the fields; of the five girls,
three attended college, and two of Lincoln’s sisters have
master’s degrees.
“The one thing I would say about my dad: When it was
time to go to school, we went to school,” says Lincoln.
“We didn’t work. That was a blessing for us.”
It was on the migrant worker circuit that she met her husband, Eugene, who she has known since the sixth grade.
Married for 53 years, they both achieved success beyond
anything they could have imagined as children.
Lincoln was raised in Belle Glade, Fla., where she attended
the same small school from kindergarten through 12th
grade. She credits her teachers, who well understood

The photo above of Luevonue Lincoln and four of her sisters was taken in 1949
at a work camp outside Richfield Springs, N.Y. (Pictured from left to right: Luevonue,
Estella, Sallie, Harma, and Florence Mims.) The gentleman in the back row is
Reverend Rice, a Methodist minister who came from Richfield Springs each week
to teach Sunday school and conduct church services. Rice also brought books and
games for the children.

the plight of migrant workers, with helping her to work
toward her dream of becoming a nurse. Her principal
helped her to access funding available to educate nursing
students if they agreed to repay each year of tuition with
a year of service caring for tuberculosis patients at one of
the state’s regional hospitals.
It was while she was completing her service obligation that
Lincoln met an older doctor who, impressed with her skill,
encouraged her to attend graduate school. He wrote her
a reference letter and helped her to find tuition assistance,
and she, Eugene, and their young son packed their
belongings into a single U-Haul trailer and headed off to
Indiana, where Lincoln earned a master’s degree in nursing
education and Eugene earned a master’s and a doctorate
in education. The couple spent a few years teaching at
Kentucky State University before moving to the University
of Pittsburgh, where Lincoln earned a Master of Nursing
degree in 1978.
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While Eugene taught, Lincoln worked as a
nurse at what is now UPMC Montefiore, then
later at what is now UPMC Mercy. She took
the night shift so she could be home when
their three sons came home from school.
One of her husband’s colleagues suggested
that she interview for a teaching position at
the School of Nursing. Lincoln got the job,
then applied to the PhD program, believing
that the advanced training would help her
with her new career in academia.
“It was really a wonderful experience for me.
I loved seeing the kids grow and become
nurses,” she says. “I never thought in my
wildest dreams that I would be pursuing a
doctorate. I thought if I got a bachelor’s, I
would be set for life, because we didn’t have
too much.”

Luevonue and Eugene Lincoln have been married for 53 years and have been a part of the
Pitt community for more than 30 years.

“my dad used
to always say,
‘you work hard,
and you achieve
whatever you try.’ ”
luevonue
lincoln

Eugene went on to law school, and despite
their financial struggles, Lincoln was able to
get grants and loans to carry her through her
dissertation. She credits determination and
faith with carrying her through the program.
She graduated with her PhD at the same
time that her oldest son, Darryl, earned his bachelor’s
degree in chemical engineering.
“Once I start something, I have to finish it,” she says. “I can’t
just leave it. My dad used to always say, ‘You work hard,
and you achieve whatever you try.’”
She went on to teach pediatrics and geriatrics as an
assistant professor at the School of Nursing, then returned
to clinical practice at the VA Pittsburgh Healthcare System
before retiring. All three of her sons—Darryl (ENGR ’82),
Brian (A&S ’90, SIS ’02G), and Randal (ENGR ’92)—went
to Pitt, and Eugene, a practicing attorney, remains on the
faculty of Pitt’s School of Education.
Though retired, Lincoln remains involved in the Nursing
Alumni Society Executive Board and is a charter member
of the African American Nursing Alumni Scholarship
Committee. She also has been part of the school’s mentorship program and faithfully attends the School of Nursing’s
traditional pinning ceremony each year, serving as an
inspiration to young nurses.
“They can see that it’s possible for them to get to the
doctorate level,” she explains. “It means a lot to students
to have role models.” ,
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of his academic gifts
in america while
never forgetting
his haitian roots
by ervin dyer

Leon Pamphile
The young mother has just finished climbing the steep hill in
Kenscoff, a green and rural area of Haiti. The sun is setting
when she approaches the mission clinic that is temporarily
set up in the small church cobbled together from stone.
After eight hours attending to more than 150 patients,
many critical with high blood pressure or injuries, the clinic
prepares to close.
“Wait,” the mother pleads.
Her baby is sick. Cradled in her arms under a thick blanket,
the infant has not been able to take its mother’s milk for
days and refuses to suckle anything. Listless and dehydrated, the baby has no energy even to cry.
A gentle, soft-spoken man stands at the door and ushers
the mother into the clinic, telling the volunteer physicians
and nurses that there’s time to treat one more. Leon
Pamphile (A&S ’73G; EDUC ’78G, ’80G) is a native Haitian
and the founder/leader of the mission group that’s come to
this mountaintop to offer help.
The mother is the last patient of the day, but she gets
attentive, loving care. The doctors and nurses rub the
baby in a glucose lotion that provides immediate nourishment. The baby’s tiny veins are collapsed, so caregivers
squeeze a saline solution into the baby’s mouth. Finally,
the 3 month old stirs. Doctors say the baby was only a
few hours from death. What has just happened on the
mountain, they say, is a miracle.

Pamphile knows miracles. He’ll tell you that his life is full
of them. It was 54 years ago that Pentecostal ministers
noticed his academic gifts and took him from a two-room
village schoolhouse in Port-au-Prince, Haiti’s teeming
capital, for a better education.
The ministers’ act of kindness opened the door for the
gifted student to come eventually to America, where
Pamphile himself is now a minister and a retired teacher
who lives in Pittsburgh. Pamphile is married and raised his
children in the United States, but, always mindful of his
good fortune, he’s never turned his back on his beginnings.
Since he left Haiti, Pamphile has dreamed of bettering
his home country through education, health care, and
job opportunities. The January 2010 earthquake battered
his homeland, making his longtime mission work more
necessary than ever.
In 1983, Pamphile founded the nonprofit Functional Literacy
Ministry of Haiti. In the nearly three decades since he
founded the charity, it has raised more than half a million
dollars to support its missions. The ministry’s teachers help
students to improve reading and writing skills. It built a
school in his native village on land donated by his father, a
90-year-old preacher, and supports impoverished schools
through scholarships that help with books and clothing. The
school he supports educates 600 children. A literacy training program gives up to 1,200 people a year the foundations for a better life. The ministry is now raising funds
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and planning for a three-story technical school, a practical
way to equip Haitians with engineering and construction
skills to aid in the rebuilding of their nation.
Pamphile also wanted to provide health care. Another
miracle, he claims, happened with the assistance of David
Robinson, a Presbyterian minister in Pittsburgh who died in
2004. The clinic is one of the reasons why Pamphile returns
every summer to Haiti. He comes with as many as a dozen
volunteers who offer the medical attention that is desperately needed. In all of Haiti, there is only one physician for
every 10,000 people and one hospital bed for every 1,000.
The clinic can treat 400 patients a month, and it can treat
more than 1,000 people during Pamphile’s two-week summer missions. The high blood pressure, malnourishment,
infections, worms, and fevers that Pamphile and the group
treat during the missions can save lives.
To see Haiti now, crumbled and weakened by the earthquake, is to see a nation at odds with its origins. Physically,
Haiti—which means land of mountains in the language of its
original people, the Arawak Indians—is beautiful.
Two hundred years ago, as a colony of France, this emerald
garden of lush hills, mango fields, and sugar groves was
prosperous. To be free, in 1803, an army of enslaved
Africans defeated Emperor Napoleon Bonaparte, making
their country the first free Black republic.

p i t t s b u r g h

“i believe in empowering
community development
and in the empowerment
of people to help
themselves.”
leon pamphile

That’s what Pamphile did. Once he was settled in
Pittsburgh, he opened his doors and helped five of his
siblings to make the transition to America. Before making
his own American transition, Pamphile had earned a
degree in education at Haiti’s Ecole Normale Supérieure
in 1967 before acquiring a law degree from the University
of Haiti in 1969.
Pamphile moved to Pittsburgh to study religion in 1970,
earning a master’s degree at the Pittsburgh Theological
Seminary. He then turned his academic attention to the
University of Pittsburgh, where he would earn a master’s
degree at Pitt’s School of Arts and Sciences in 1973 as
well as a master’s degree and doctorate at Pitt’s School of
Education in 1978 and 1980, respectively.

There was a backlash, however, to the rising Black pride.
France and even a newly independent United States, which
was still a slave-holding nation, refused to establish a
relationship with the new country. In the generations since,
Haiti has had a succession of corrupt governments and
hostile international policies that have stunted its growth.

“I believe in empowering community development and in
the empowerment of people to help themselves,” he says.
“This has not been my vision all my life, but after my training
as an educator and theology student, I knew service would
be a cardinal principle of my life.”

Pamphile remembers the legacy of such instability. The
eldest of 10 children, Pamphile was the first in his village,
Laboule, to escape hardship including scarce electricity and
clean water, and he never forgot it. When he visits the clinic,
he is surrounded by family, friends, and neighbors—many of
them shoeless—who are grateful for his services.

Meanwhile, on the mountain at Kenscoff, Pamphile and his
crew are gathering their equipment to head down the stony
dirt path to a waiting bus. There are two additional persons
attached to the group: the mother who came late to the
clinic, Rachelle, and her infant son, Stevenson, who is now
softly crying in his mother’s arms.

“Haiti is still alive in part because of Haitians abroad and
their families who have reached out,” says Pamphile, a
scholar whose own work has been devoted to discussing
the relationships between Haitians and African Americans.
“Our generosity comes from a communal dimension that is
part of Haitian life. One will reach out and pull up the other.”

Pamphile takes both the healthy mother and her sick child
to a nearby orphanage, where Stevenson will be given
special care to recover fully. Before his two-week stay
is done, Pamphile hears that both are doing well. He is
pleased. It is yet another sign that miracles are everywhere—even in Haiti. ,

Opposite page: Leon Pamphile greets patients and friends who come to the House of
David Clinic in Thomassin, Haiti, a suburb not far from Port-au-Prince.
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courtesy pitt athletics

making a strong impact
on the volleyball court
and looking to do the
same for the world
by randy lieberman/

courtesy pitt athletics

the pitt news

Imani Harper
The following article appeared in the November 9, 2009, edition of
The Pitt News.

that kids are given up every day and this is a place for them
to grow up.”

All it took was one visit to Africa for the desire to help others
to take control of her.

Harper said all these factors contribute to her goal in life.
She wants to work with orphans in Africa who have AIDS.

Imani Harper, a junior on the Pitt women’s volleyball team,
has always had a heart for the world—and she doesn’t
want to stop helping when she graduates.

But until she achieves that goal after graduation, Harper
wants to volunteer as much as possible around Pittsburgh.

“I’ve always viewed the world differently than everyone
else,” she said. “It was never just within Pittsburgh or
even the United States. I always viewed it as the world in
general.”
Harper visited Senegal with her grandmother and mother
after her sophomore year of high school. While there,
she visited an orphanage. She admits her preset idea of
an orphanage coincided more with Oliver Twist than
anything else.
“I was almost in tears on the way there because I said,
‘I don’t want to see sad kids, I don’t want to do this,’”
Harper said.
When she arrived, however, she saw that the kids loved life.
They played and smiled when they saw her.
“That’s what made me appreciate why they were there,”
she said. “I went on to thinking that it’s something cool,

“The things that she does, the volleyball camps she’s
worked with, are great,” head coach Toby Rens said. “She
really embodies the idea of the student-athlete, and she’s
someone who gets it done on the volleyball court.”
Harper took a unique sense of giving from her trip to Africa.
Since coming to Pitt, Harper has volunteered extensively in
the area. Her commitment to public service is a rarity in a life
dominated by an endless routine of practicing, school work
and matches.
Harper said she gets her volunteering ideas from Charles
Small, the assistant director of the Life Skills program at
the University. Her favorite programs are the ones that
involve children.
“I love playing with them. A child’s smile can brighten up my
day,” Harper said.
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Harper’s six-foot frame provides the perfect body type for a middle hitter. Following graduation, she wants to work with orphans in Africa.

One of her favorite experiences took place last year when
she went to Children’s Hospital in Oakland to color with kids
in the hospital.
“We used to just go there and color with the kids, and it was
so fun to me,” she said. “It was so fun just to go back to
your childhood and color a picture and to give that picture
to a kid—they love getting that.”
Harper enjoys when the kids she works with consider her a
role model.
“I can show them that I’m a Pitt athlete, and I do this and
you can look up to me for that,” Harper said. “That’s how
you can get a lot of people to look up to you, and they look
up to you not only because you’re an athlete, but you’re a
person helping them.”
Harper became a starting middle hitter for Pitt this season. It
is her first season starting with the Panthers. Last year, she
only played in 20 sets. This year, she helped the Panthers
win nearly 20 matches.

She’s a vocal leader on the court.
“She can be a very big catalyst for the rest of the team,”
Rens said. “She’s focused, and it’s nice to have her in
that position.”
On the court, she’s a blocking machine for the Panthers
(18–8 overall, 10–2 Big East).
Her six-foot frame and long, lanky arms provide the perfect
body type for a middle hitter. She is second on the team in
blocks, averaging 1.16 per set. The Panthers are eighth in
the country, averaging 2.82 blocks per set.
“From my experience of being blocked, I understand how
it feels, and I personally hate it,” she said. “It’s almost like
access denied, and you are sending a message when you
block someone straight down to where the ball is unplayable. It’s the most exciting part of the game.”
Many athletes spend their downtime in other ways.
But Harper is unique in that her time is spent helping
others. ,
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pitt alumnus and
wine entrepreneur
basks in argentina’s
peacefulness, clean air,
and fine wines
by dave desimone

Jess peters
The following article appeared in the January 16, 2008, edition of
the Pittsburgh Tribune-Review.

In his own words, Pittsburgh native son Jess Peters’
improbable yet compelling story is a journey “from Terrace
Village to terroir.” He is an international fine wine broker,
Argentine landowner, grape grower and gentleman farmer
working to expand recognition and enjoyment of superb
Argentine table wines. But classic Pittsburgh values of hard
work, achievement, quick humor and loyalty to friendships
and family underlie Peters’ success.
He fondly recalls a childhood in Pittsburgh’s Terrace Village
neighborhood’s old Waring Court, perched high above the
University of Pittsburgh’s Cathedral of Learning. As part of
President Franklin Roosevelt’s 1940 housing initiatives to
improve housing in neighborhoods such as Pittsburgh’s Hill
District, Terrace Village’s then-innovative residential courts
created a nurturing environment.
“We certainly were not wealthy, but it was a fabulous
place to grow up. Sandlot baseball and sports were
popular,” Peters recalls. He adds, “My mother and our
neighbors had small gardens. Home gardening was
prevalent in Terrace Village.”
A talented Schenley High School football player and track
runner, Peters accepted a University of Southern Illinois
scholarship before returning home to obtain a Pitt degree.

In the early 1970s, he pursued sports information and
communications positions with Pitt, the National Football
League’s Kansas City Chiefs and, finally, the Southern
University in Louisiana.
“My wife and I visited New Orleans often and loved the
culture. I took a job there managing radio stations,” Peters
says. He studied wine intently to overcome intimidating
business dinners and, in spare time, worked for an Italian
immigrant who imported wine.
“The rest, as they say, is history,” Peters adds with a
chuckle, recalling how he steadily developed an abiding
fascination and passion for wine. “My boss and his wife
enjoyed old-school, creative Italian cuisine with fabulous
Italian wines like amarone, Barbaresco and Tuscan wines.
It was like receiving a graduate degree in food and wine.”
As business flourished, Peters headed the company’s fine
wine division and visited Brazil searching for quality wine
and spirits suppliers. “But I soon discovered and fell in
love with Argentina’s wines, especially the reds made from
Malbec grapes,” Peters recounts.
“Buenos Aires is known as the Paris of South America for
good reason,” Peters asserts. “Argentines have great fashion sense and live passionately for quality food and wine.
Excellent chefs are common, and the quality of Argentine
beef is world-renowned.”
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Jess Peters (A&S ’63) checks cabernet sauvignon grapes for ripeness during harvest time at his finca in San Rafael, Argentina.

Because numerous younger Argentines now opt for urban
lifestyles, small family farms occasionally become available.
Peters’ interest was piqued when he met a Louisiana State
University-educated Argentine lawyer with contacts in San
Rafael, a grape-growing region contiguous to Argentina’s
primary grape-growing area, Mendoza.
Two years ago Peters boldly decided to buy a 28-acre
working farm in San Rafael with red grape vines including
Malbec and cabernet; olive trees; ample water rights; an old
tractor; and a finca, a rustic farmstead with two bedrooms,
a kitchen with fireplace, a patio under a grapevine-covered
arbor, and a distant view of the Andes Mountains.
A local farm administrator tends the property, and Peters
visits about every two months to toil on the land while
enjoying the rustic pleasures of peacefulness, clean air and
pure water. Thanks to a large local wine producer, Valentin
Bianchi, purchasing his harvest, Peters enjoyed a “modest”
first-year profit. But financial results alone do not measure
the farm’s significance for Peters.
He dreams of transforming the finca garage into the area’s
first modern-style tasting room to draw American visitors
to Argentina’s glorious food and wine as they meet San
Rafael’s gracious, open-minded people.

classic pittsburgh
values of hard work,
achievement, quick
humor, and loyalty
to friendships and
family underlie
peters’ success.
“My friends questioned why I would invest in rural
Argentina, where there are so few blacks,” Peters notes.
“But the locals are friendly and helpful. They treat me
as regular as the day is long.
“My old Pittsburgh friends should definitely visit,” Peters
adds. “But Pittsburgh will always be home for me.” ,

Photos courtesy Jess Peters
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“mr. bond has inspired
us, challenged us,
and encouraged us
to confront and
constructively deal
with issues of race.”
chancellor mark a. nordenberg

Nordenberg
on Bondg
The following is an excerpt of Chancellor Mark A. Nordenberg’s
introduction of Julian Bond, delivered at the Race in America:
Restructuring Inequality conference at Soldiers & Sailors Memorial
Hall & Museum, June 3, 2010.

Thank you very much, Larry [Davis], and good evening,
everyone. When Provost [James] Maher and I pried
Larry Davis out of his very comfortable endowed chair at
Washington University in St. Louis and persuaded him
to become the dean of our School of Social Work, we
expected big things. And he has been delivering in big ways
for the past nine years. Certainly, we see clear evidence of
that tonight, as we launch this historic conference, Race in
America: Restructuring Inequality.
It is my privilege, as Pitt’s chancellor, to welcome each of
you; to comment briefly on the program; and to introduce
our distinguished guest Mr. Julian Bond, chairman emeritus
of the NAACP. Mr. Bond’s presence is an exciting taste of
things to come, because this conference will bring to our
campus some of the nation’s most prominent experts on
race. Their insights will add to the richness of the discussions to take place over the course of the next two days.
Julian Bond has long been one of America’s most prominent leaders in the movements for civil rights and economic
justice. Some seven years ago, before a packed University

of Pittsburgh house, Mr. Bond delivered the inaugural
lecture that publicly launched our Center on Race and
Social Problems. This evening, to our great good fortune,
he has returned to deliver another seminal address, entitled
“The Road to Freedom: From Alabama to Obama.” In
doing so, he will officially open this gathering of one of the
largest groups of authorities on race ever assembled at an
academic conference.
Mr. Bond is the perfect individual to deliver tonight’s keynote
address because he is a man who has devoted his life to
redressing injustice at every turn. From his student days
at Morehouse College in Atlanta through his more than a
decade-long service as chairman of the country’s oldest and
largest civil rights organization—the NAACP—Mr. Bond has
inspired us, challenged us, and encouraged us to confront
and constructively deal with issues of race.
I first was privileged to meet Mr. Bond when I was an undergraduate and he came to my college to speak. By that time,
he already had been a founding member of the Committee
on Appeal for Human Rights, a student civil rights organization that helped win the integration of Atlanta’s movie
Opposite page: Julian Bond, chairman emeritus of the NAACP, photographed in the
Hall of Valor of the Solders & Sailors Memorial Hall & Museum on the first evening of
the Race in America: Restructuring Inequality conference.
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theaters and lunch counters, and the Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee, formed in 1960 to coordinate
sit-ins and voter education drives throughout the South.

race in

Mr. Bond also had been elected to the Georgia House
of Representatives, where members who objected to
his opposition to the Vietnam War denied him his seat.
Mr. Bond finally was seated after a third election and a
unanimous decision of the United States Supreme Court.
He served until 1974, when he was elected to the Georgia
Senate. He retired from his senate seat in 1986.

The University of Pittsburgh
School of Social Work and
Center on Race and Social
Problems hosted the Race
in America conference—
designed to be the most
solution-focused conference
on race ever held—on Pitt’s
campus June 3–6, 2010.

The holder of at least 25 honorary degrees, Mr. Bond
now serves as a Distinguished Professor in Residence at
American University in Washington, D.C., and as a professor in the Department of History at the University of Virginia.
He also serves on numerous boards, including those of the
Southern Poverty Law Center, where he previously was
named the civil rights organization’s first president, and
People For the American Way, whose mission is to make
the promise of America real for every American.
A former commentator on America’s Black Forum, the
oldest Black-owned program in television syndication, Mr.
Bond also is a prolific and award-winning writer, poet, and
narrator. His voice has given life to numerous documentaries, including the critically acclaimed series Eyes on the
Prize and K. Leroy Irvis: The Lion of Pennsylvania, which
was produced by the University of Pittsburgh Office
of Public Affairs.
Would you please join me in welcoming back to Pittsburgh
and to the podium the venerable civil rights leader Mr.
Julian Bond. ,
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Guest speakers included
Julian Bond, civil rights
activist and former NAACP
board chair; Julianne
Malveaux, economist
and president of Bennett
College for Women; Alex
Castellanos, partner at
National Media Inc.;
and Benjamin Jealous,
president and CEO of
the NAACP. ,

Top: Longtime civil rights activist and former NAACP board chair Julian Bond delivers the
address “The Road to Freedom: From Alabama to Obama” at Soldiers & Sailors Memorial
Hall & Museum, June 3, 2010. Above: Chancellor Mark A. Nordenberg and Julian Bond.
Scenes from the June 3-6, 2010, Race in America conference hosted at Pitt.
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African
American
Chamber of
Commerce
of western
pennsylvania
pitt chancellor mark a. nordenberg
speaks of the university’s
continued success in the face
of harsh challenges.
Left: Pitt Chancellor Mark A. Nordenberg with African American Chamber of Commerce
President Doris Carson Williams at the 2010 AACC annual meeting.

Remarks of Chancellor Mark A. Nordenberg delivered at the
annual meeting of the African American Chamber of Commerce of
Western Pennsylvania in the Grand Ballroom of the Omni William
Penn Hotel, May 19, 2010.

Thank you, and welcome, everyone. It is great to be with
you, even if I am a bit late. I was supposed to speak at this
gathering two years ago. Unfortunately, I had a bad experience with an extension ladder, broke my shoulder, and had
to ask for a rain check.
You got the better end of that deal anyway, because the
always thought-provoking Robert Hill, Pitt’s vice chancellor
for public affairs, spoke in my place. But I am glad that you
gave me a second chance to thank and congratulate the
African American Chamber of Commerce for its important
work, which we at Pitt really support and believe in; to
provide a bit of an update on progress at our University; to
describe the position of higher education and health care as
engines of commerce in 21st-century Pittsburgh; and to offer
perspectives on the entirely unproductive tensions that have
surfaced between government and the nonprofit community
in recent months.
Pitt was founded as a log cabin academy in 1787, the same
year that our Constitution breathed life into a new nation. In
describing what he believed should be an incredibly bright
future for this region, our founder, Hugh Henry Brackenridge,
offered two prophetic statements:

“This town must in future time be a place of great manufactory. Indeed, the greatest on the continent, or perhaps in the
world,” he declared. Continuing, he added, “The situation
[here] is greatly to be chosen for a seat of higher learning
... [And] we well know that the strength of a state greatly
consists in the superior mental powers of the inhabitants.”
Both of those Pittsburgh prophecies, made in the mid1780s, came true generations later. But even the visionary
Mr. Brackenridge could not have foreseen the future extent
of Pittsburgh’s manufacturing might, the quality of its educational institutions, or the impact of higher education on our
21st-century economy.
This region’s higher education sector is a rich one that contains many strong and highly complementary institutions. I
need to underscore that fact from the outset because, given
the position that I hold, I naturally will be focusing mainly on
the institution that I represent, an institution that sits at the
center of that sector: the University of Pittsburgh. And I am
pleased to say that Pitt is an institution that really has been
on the move.
• In terms of our most basic mission, we have nearly
tripled applications for admission to the undergraduate
programs in Oakland, going from less than 7,800 in
1995 to more than 22,000 this year. And our students,
once enrolled, are performing at the very highest levels.
This past year, to give just one highlight, we claimed our
third Rhodes Scholar in the last five years. Because only
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32 Rhodes Scholars are selected every year from the very
best students at the very best universities in the country,
that really is an amazing record more typical of an elite Ivy
League institution than a public university in Pittsburgh.
• We now rank among the top 10 universities nationally in
terms of total federal science and engineering research
and development support and are fifth in the country in
terms of support from the National Institutes of Health—
joining Harvard, Johns Hopkins, Penn, and UCSF in that
distinguished grouping. Our research expenditures last
year were more than $650 million. This year, we expect
that they will significantly exceed $700 million. Those
funds not only fuel important faculty work but support,
directly and indirectly, some 23,000 local jobs.
• We were the nation’s top-ranked public university in the
2009 edition of Saviors of Our Cities: A Survey of Best
College and University Civic Partnerships, reflecting our
deep commitments to the economic health and general
vibrancy of this community.
And in terms of what many of us would consider to be a very
significant contribution to the richness of this region, we have
consciously played a major role in the preservation of Black
history, in the presentation of African American culture, and in
the constructive consideration of issues of race.
• We are the university that prepared and presented
the provocative exhibition, Free at Last? Slavery in
Pittsburgh in the 18th and 19th Centuries at the Heinz
History Center.
• We are the university that has taken its Black History
Month programs far beyond the customary speakers
and panel discussions to research, present, and preserve
such important aspects of
this region’s Black history as
the inspiring career of “the
Speaker,” the Honorable K.
Leroy Irvis; the bravery and
patriotism of the Tuskegee
Airmen from Western
Pennsylvania; the trailblazing
work of the Hill District’s
Freedom House Ambulance
Service; the enormous
contributions locally, nationally, and internationally of The
Pittsburgh Courier; and the
Black experience over two
centuries at the University of
Pittsburgh itself.
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• We are the university that has long been home to Kuntu
Repertory Theatre and the University of Pittsburgh Jazz
Seminar and Concert.
• And we are the only American university to have a center
on race and social problems in its school of social work.
Dean and center director Larry Davis is here today,
and I know that he would like to see many of you at his
national conference on Race in America, a blockbuster
event to be held in Oakland from June 3 to 6.
the regional economy
Returning to commerce and the economy, Pitt sits at the
heart of the education and health services sector, which
the U.S. Department of Labor has labeled the region’s
largest employment supersector. To be absolutely clear, the
people of this region benefit enormously from the continuing
presence and impact of a strong, diverse, and committed
corporate community. We see that very visibly today, with
the generous sponsorships for this program that have been
provided by PNC and Heinz. But in today’s attractively
balanced regional economy, not only is the “eds and meds”
sector the region’s single biggest source of employment,
but it is the only sector that has added jobs each and every
year since 1995.
To focus on one recent period, from March of 2008 to March
of 2009, this is what U.S. Department of Labor statistics
show: The Pittsburgh area lost 7,400 manufacturing jobs;
lost 5,300 leisure and hospitality jobs; lost 5,200 trade,
transportation, and utility jobs; lost 2,600 professional and
business services jobs; lost 1,700 construction jobs; lost
1,100 information and financial services jobs; and lost 1,600
government jobs. In sharp contrast, the only sector to gain
at least 1,000 jobs in that same period was education and
health services, which added 5,400 jobs.

AACC luncheon at the Omni William Penn Hotel, downtown Pittsburgh.
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governmental tensions
With that as context, you might ask, as I sometimes have
asked myself, how did a nice guy like Mark Nordenberg, who
leads such an important institution, come to spend most of
the last year battling both the state capitol and city hall? Just
in case any of you have forgotten, last summer, we suddenly
confronted a Harrisburg declaration in the face of decades of
practice and precedent to the contrary that Pitt, Penn State,
and Temple were not “public.” Fortunately, that position was
reversed in the U.S. Department of Education, but had it
stuck, we would have been ineligible for stimulus funding. Our
appropriation, then, was held hostage in legislative battles over
gaming legislation. It was not approved until late December,
nearly the mid-point of the fiscal year, and we received no
state money until February. And we spent November and
December very publicly battling the city’s proposed tuition tax.
Speaking generally, the answer to my rhetorical question
is clear: Elected officials, as a general matter, seem to be
under increasing pressure to make decisions tied to a very
short timespan, and that general tendency is even more
pronounced in economically challenging times. To be fair,
the state does have a big budget hole to fill, and the city
does have to meet the inherited problem of underfunded
pension plans.
But in thinking about our shared longer-term interests, let me
offer just a few thoughts.
• In a group like this one, I doubt that I need to persuade
anyone that access to a higher education experience that
is both affordable and of the highest quality sits at the very
heart of the American dream. Pitt and Temple became
state related in the mid-1960s, thanks to the leadership
of Speaker Irvis, when the Commonwealth recognized
its responsibility to provide larger numbers of reasonably
priced higher education opportunities to the first wave of
baby boomers.
Today, what we see is a retreat from that social responsibility. I suspect that most of you, like me, either have been
or will be able to provide your own children with a quality
higher education. But we all will be disadvantaged if other
people’s children get left behind. And that is the inevitable
result when the Irvis legacy of support for public higher
education is dismantled.
• Today, in addition to serving our fundamental educational
mission, Pennsylvania’s public research universities
provide so much more. At Pitt, we now annually import
nearly $4 in research funding for every $1 of our state
appropriation. In addition to the critical longer-term payoffs
associated with both our educational and our research
missions, then, we also provide a short-term return on

p i t t s b u r g h

investment, through the attraction of job-generating
research funds, that probably cannot be equaled by any
other state appropriation.
• There is a recurring pattern that surfaces throughout
government and that presumably is the product of the
pressures I mentioned earlier: to target the successful for
short-term relief, whatever the long-term consequences
might be. I say that, by the way, as an individual who
believes in government and who does not mind paying
his own taxes. But the avoidance of an uncompetitive
business climate is a constant theme for organizations
principally serving the for-profit community—something
that presumably is true of the African American Chamber
of Commerce.
The proposed tuition tax, among its many problems,
would have created just that kind of uncompetitive
environment for Pittsburgh’s higher education community, currently one of the main drivers of our regional
economy. Any short-term gain, then, would have
carried, as one price, longer-term disadvantages for
our collective good.
• When you hear someone talk about all of the property
that is being “gobbled up” by the nonprofits and taken
off the tax rolls, please ask for some examples, because
very few exist. Even without data in front of you, just
think about Pittsburgh’s landscape and ask yourselves
why the city might have a higher percentage of taxexempt property today than it did a dozen years ago.
Could it be because we now have a baseball stadium
and a football stadium rather than just one combined
stadium? Could it be because we now have one hockey
arena in use and another under construction? Could it
be because we now have a beautiful, and very expansive, new convention center?
These are all great things, and I certainly am not complaining about them. Pitt, after all, plays football in one of those
wonderful new stadiums. But this growth in the tax-exempt
property rolls has been driven by very deliberate governmental decision making. Whatever some might like you
to believe, it has not been driven by unchecked “eds and
meds sprawl.”
On the less positive side, the URA (Urban Redevelopment
Authority of Pittsburgh) now holds title to a much larger collection of distressed properties. But whatever the reasons,
good or bad, the simple fact is that while government has
become the biggest complainer about tax-exempt properties, government, including its authorities, is by far the largest
holder of tax-exempt properties.
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Because many of you are familiar with
our University, think for a moment about
facilities development at Pitt over the
course of the past decade or so.
• We tore down Pitt Stadium, which
sat on already tax-exempt property
in the middle of our campus, to
build the Petersen Events Center,
which has generated new amusement and parking tax revenue
for the city.
• We built our new biomedical
science tower, which has been a
magnet for job-generating research
dollars, on the worst, already
tax-exempt block of Oakland’s Fifth
Avenue business corridor.
• And our Sennott Square academic
center, which generates local tax
dollars through first floor retail and a
public parking garage, was built on
the worst, already tax-exempt block
of the Forbes Avenue business
corridor.
Big projects outside of our traditional
footprint, most often undertaken with
UPMC as the lead partner, have been
among the most significant regional
development projects—clearly and
significantly benefitting the greater
good—of recent years.

In a public battle against the city’s proposed tuition tax in late 2009, the University placed advertisements in local
newspapers displaying how Pitt students contribute to the local economy.

• The McGowan Institute for Regenerative Medicine and
UPMC Sports Performance Complex were built on the
long-barren site of an old steel mill and became anchors
for the entire SouthSide Works development, which may
be this region’s best recent example of successful
urban renewal.

Just a few days ago, Pittsburgh again was named this country’s most livable city. Everyone who lives here ought to be
proud of that fact. And many of the people in this room have
the right to smile even more broadly, because the contributions you have made to the strength, health, and vitality of this
community have helped make this city so livable.

• UPMC’s new Children’s Hospital, which includes a
research tower occupied by Pitt faculty, was built
on the abandoned campus of St. Francis Hospital,
saving Lawrenceville from what might have been
a death blow.

If we want to sustain our momentum through these challenging times, we really do need to work at it together, as many of
us now are doing in trying to find a solution to the city’s pension problems. Put another way, we need to avoid the classic
Pittsburgh practice of taking potshots and pointing fingers
at each other. With respect to issues like these, we really are
in the same boat—and we either are going to keep moving
across the surface together in synch or struggle against each
other and sink.

• The Hillman Cancer Center—built by UPMC and half
of which is occupied by Pitt researchers—not only is a
powerful economic engine in its own right but opened
up new development possibilities along the Centre
Avenue/Baum Boulevard corridor in the city’s East End.

So, thank you for having me here today, for being such good
friends, and for being key partners in fueling Pittsburgh’s
progress. Together, we do have the power to do wonderful
things. And it always feels great to be moving forward in your
distinguished company. ,
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martin luther king jr.
2010 unity brunch
keynote address

The following is an excerpt of a speech given by Kenyon R. Bonner,
director of the University of Pittsburgh Office of Student Life, at the
Martin Luther King Jr. Unity Brunch on January 15, 2010.
Remarks of Chancellor Mark A. Nordenberg delivered at the African
American Alumni Council’s Sixth Annual Baccalaureate Service in
the William Pitt Union’s Lower Lounge on Saturday, May 1, 2010.

Thank you, and good afternoon, everyone. I am very pleased
to be with you for this special service. Let me begin by thanking Linda Wharton-Boyd (A&S ’72, ’75G, ’79G) for all she
has done to make this baccalaureate service a Pitt tradition
as well as for the committed leadership she has provided as
president of the African American Alumni Council (AAAC).
Earlier this week, Linda and I were together at Pitt events in
Washington, D.C., and Philadelphia, and now we are teaming
up in Pittsburgh. To say that we are committed partners, then,
is something of an understatement. I am also very grateful to
Valerie Thomas-Njie (EDUC ’71), vice president of the AAAC,
for serving as the official host for today’s service.
It is a particular privilege to welcome Reverend [Lamar] Lee
and Reverend [Marla] Johnson and to thank them for reaching
out to our students, not just today but throughout the year.
And I am grateful to our Black Action Society; its President
Jahmaiah Lewis (A&S ’10) and President-Elect Marcus Scott;
and members Gabriel Ekemezie, Daniella Greenman, and
Ashley Warren for their contributions to today’s service and
for their leadership in helping to make the Pitt experience a
meaningful experience for all students.
And to the members of our Class of 2010: As we gather
today, I know you feel deep gratitude for the support you have
received from those who have helped you along the way—
family members, faculty, University administrators and staff,
spiritual advisors, mentors, and friends. As you now move
forward to craft your life of meaning in a world filled with both

daunting challenges and exciting opportunities, remember that
those who already have extended a helping hand will welcome
future opportunities to do so again. Whether you are charting
your course or working to move forward on your chosen path,
remember that you need not journey through this life alone.
We hope that your years at Pitt have been good ones, in every
sense, and that you always will look back on them fondly.
However, let me add a word of limitation. We never want any
of you to feel that your college years, even though they were
spent here at Pitt with us, were the best years of your life, as
people sometimes proudly declare when talking about their
universities. Instead, we want your Pitt years to be the years
in which you created a foundation to build lives in which each
new year, in some meaningful way, is better than the ones that
preceded it. If that is the pattern of your life, we will have succeeded in our mission, and you will be succeeding in yours.
We have invested in you, we care about you, and we will
always consider you to be important members of this
community. Congratulations and best wishes to each of you
on this very happy occasion. We are proud of your accomplishments and, for you, we really do believe that the best
is yet to come! ,
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Kenyon Bonner
When Linda Williams-Moore, director of the Office of CrossCultural and Leadership Development, asked me to speak
today about the impact that Dr. King had on my life, I didn’t
immediately know what to talk about. I had never given
any in-depth and intentional thought as to how Dr. King’s
message had become manifest to me.

I have no personal experience of the social dynamics during
Dr. King’s life including the polarization regarding whether
Malcolm or Martin had the right approach for achieving
human and civil rights in this country. As a matter of fact, I’ve
never taken a particular side simply because I don’t believe
that either necessarily stood on opposing sides.

Of course, I know that I stand before you today as a result of
the sacrifices made by people in this country; most notably
African Americans.

My water fountains, restrooms, and restaurants have always
been desegregated. I’ve always been able to vote. I even
have an African American president.

Of course, I know that Dr. King’s legacy is ubiquitous. The
world has been transformed because of his life. However,
I found it interesting to think about how I might articulate
my understanding of King’s message as it relates to my
journey in life.

To hear these things, many of you are probably thinking, well,
why are you speaking?

I thought to myself, well, I can’t talk about where I was when
Dr. King was assassinated. I wasn’t born.
I thought to myself, well, I can’t talk about my struggles
during the civil rights movement. I wasn’t born.
I thought to myself, well, I can’t speak about my Black
nationalist activities in college. I wasn’t born.
I thought to myself, well, I’ve never commandeered a
computer lab or boycotted overtly racist local businesses or
government agencies, nor do I have any idea what it feels like
to sit in a jail cell simply for exercising my constitutional rights.

In many ways, I was bamboozled by Linda Williams-Moore.
Linda is uniquely and elusively persuasive. She asked me
to be one of the speakers for the Unity Brunch. I assumed
that I would be one of many equally and/or more qualified
speakers for this honorable program. It turns out that Linda
juxtaposes the words “one” and “of” with the words “key”
and “note.”
Nonetheless, I am here and honored to speak to you today
about a specific aspect of Dr. King’s legacy. I do not claim to
be an expert on Dr. King, nor do I profess to be an eloquent
speaker. I am simply a man who is an expert in my personal
understanding of Dr. King. I hope that in some humble yet
significant way my remarks resonate with some of you. ….
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My first real memory of Dr. King’s dream was in my sixth
grade. It was during Black History Month and somehow
I was responsible for reciting Dr. King’s “I have a dream”
speech for the entire elementary school and parents. I have
absolutely no recollection of how I was chosen to recite the
speech. However, I have a few theories. …

As I prepared for today’s program, I reflected on pivotal
moments in my life when I was reminded of the concept of
Dr. King’s dream and the equally powerful notion of dreams
deferred.
My parents taught me how to dream because they dreamed.
As a young child, I learned to think big, bold, fast, and better.
My parents, who were products of the ’60s, instilled within
me qualities that have allowed me to succeed in spite of the
many physical, social, and psychological barriers in my life.
My earliest memory (probably traumatic by today’s standards)
of my parents’ determination to succeed and move beyond
what many around them had come to accept as a way of life
was my parents’ unrelenting efforts to ensure that my brother,
sister, and I were properly educated. My parents illegally
enrolled me in a suburban school district to avoid sending me
to a subpar inner-city school district. …
Each morning, as my mother walked to our car parked
outside our home in Cleveland, Ohio, she would carry my
baby sister in one arm and a shotgun in the other arm. I got
the sense that education was very important! …. My mother
earned the nickname “Shotgun Lady.” Shotgun Lady and my
father drove me seven miles each morning to a suburban
elementary school for two years.

Then again, I used to fight a lot in elementary school. I fought
over anything and everything including kickball games; boys
who looked at my sister the wrong way; Browns vs. Steelers;
the Six Million Dollar Man vs. Superman; Hot Wheels vs.
Matchbox cars; and without a doubt, people talking about
my mama.
I probably even argued with the teacher about the lack
of mention of slavery in our social studies book and the
historically misrepresentative use of the term “Indian giver.”
It seemed to me that Native Americans were the victims of
dishonesty and that White Americans were guilty of broken
promises and deceit.
Maybe my teacher wanted to preoccupy my active mind, or
maybe she wanted to set me up for humiliation in front of the
whole school. That’s my conspiracy theory.
Then again, knowing me, I probably volunteered without any
persuasion from my teacher. I was probably trying to impress
my sixth grade crush, Angela Moore. That’s my will-you-bemy-girlfriend-yes-no-maybe theory and probably more likely.
As our class prepared for the Black History Month program,
I remember watching Dr. King’s speech on a reel-to-reel
projector. … As Dr. King spoke, I felt as though his entire
spirit lived in every syllable, every word, every sentence, and
every moment of silence. I was mesmerized. While I couldn’t
articulate how his speech affected me at 11 years old, I can
now. As I watched the shaky image of the speech on the
chalkboard, Dr. King’s rippling voice gave rise to my spirit.
The words “I have a dream” spoken almost 20 years ago
from that time suddenly seemed real.
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On the night of my high school graduation, my parents were
very proud! My father’s chest was pushed out as he grinned
from ear to ear. My mother’s sandy-brown eyes were flooded
with tears of joy. My brother and sister hugged me as if I were
their prince. I had three things on my mind: freedom, college,
and basketball. It was at this point in my life that I seriously
began to think about my future. I was trying to figure out who I
wanted to be and what I wanted to do with my life. I started to
dream, and I was determined not to have my dreams deferred.
… I attended a predominantly White private liberal arts college not too far from Pittsburgh. I was a student-athlete, a
student leader, and very engaged in my academic experience.
I thoroughly enjoyed my four years at Washington & Jefferson
College. However, my experience was not without its trials and
tribulations. … In college, I learned not to allow culture shock,
homesickness, or fear to defer my dream of earning a degree.

Agence France Presse/Hulton Archive/Getty Images

Or equally interesting, dreaming in the context of Langston
Hughes’ Harlem Renaissance-inspired poem, “A Dream
Deferred.” Or even better yet, dreaming in the context of Dr.
King’s letter from Birmingham Jail, or what I like to refer to as
his masterpiece manifesto on complacency, justice, hypocrisy, direct action, and faith, just to name a few of the thrusts
so eloquently laid out in the letter.

|

Black girls and White girls, Jews and Gentiles, Protestants
and Catholics. ...

For instance, my aunt, uncle, and I were transferred from a
predominantly Black elementary school to a predominantly
White elementary school as a part of the district’s desegregation efforts in the late ’70s. As such, we were among the few
Black kids in the elementary school. I, being the most vocal of
the three, was probably the likely candidate to fill the role
of Dr. King. I’m sure some of the teachers reveled at the idea of
casting the Black kid. That’s my token theory.
I’m here today to speak about dreaming; more pointedly,
dreaming in the context of Dr. King’s historic “I have a dream”
speech on the steps of the Lincoln Memorial.

f i v e

I remember looking through the course catalog during my
junior year, trying to find something interesting to take for the
spring term. I had already chosen my philosophy and psychology courses and was looking for something to fulfill my English
requirements. I couldn’t believe my eyes when I saw a course
called African American Literature taught by Dr. Carolyn Kyler.
This was unheard of at W&J in the early ’90s. Our college had
approximately 40 African American students, two African
American administrators, and no African American faculty. To
even dream of having courses related to African American
culture seemed ridiculous. Dreams have a peculiar way of
defying practicality. … It was through Dr. Kyler’s African
American Literature course that I became familiar with
Langston Hughes and, consequently, his poem “A
Dream Deferred.” In my opinion or interpretation,
“A Dream Deferred” describes in very specific
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ways what happens to the human spirit when we oppress
our inherent drive to identify, accept, and carry out our
purpose in life. …
“A Dream Deferred” carefully and unapologetically illustrates
what happens when we employ the word “wait” within our
lives. In the case of fighting for fundamental human principles, the word “wait” is perilous. In Dr. King’s Letter from
Birmingham Jail, he talks about the word, “wait.”
Dr. King stated, “For years now I have heard the word ‘Wait!’
It rings in the ear of every Negro with piercing familiarity. This
‘Wait’ has almost always meant ‘Never.’” He goes on to say
that “justice too long delayed is justice denied.”
You see, when we accept the notion of waiting for something
that is divinely manifest in our spirit, we defer ourselves from
being ourselves. … As I sat in Dr. Kyler’s class, I once again
found myself reflecting on Dr. King’s dream, the dream that
so many people of his time attempted to deny, delay, destroy,
decimate, desecrate, and defer. As one of my classmates
read “A Dream Deferred” I looked to my left, my right, my
front, and my back, and saw all of God’s children—Black men
and White men, Black women and White women, Jews and
Gentiles, Protestants and Catholics. … And so I journeyed on.
… In short, my message to you is simple. Look within yourself
and search for your purpose in life. … Dream big and dream
bold. If you become weary in your journey to realize your
dreams and you seek the strength, wisdom, and courage to
persevere, don’t forget to look within yourself and/or above.
If pragmatism is what you seek, sometimes you have to look
no farther than your left, your right, your front, and your back
to see one man’s dream becoming a reality. Journey on. ,

Dr. King became sort of like a prophet in my eyes as I looked
to my left, my right, my front, and my back, surrounded
by all of God’s children—Black boys and White boys,
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39th annual pitt

Dr. King Week

courtesy Nasa

t o w n ,

jazz week featured

celebrating the

community outreach

life and legacy of

activities, lectures,

martin luther king jr.

film, and concert

annual week-long tribute includes
social events, community service
activities, and notable speakers

This article is adapted from a report that originally appeared in the
October 26, 2009, Pitt Chronicle.

Jazz Week 2009
Jazz enthusiasts from throughout the region assembled on
the University of Pittsburgh campus November 3–7 for the
39th annual Pitt Jazz Seminar and Concert, the longestrunning event of its kind in the United States.

The University of Pittsburgh annually celebrates the life and
legacy of Martin Luther King Jr. with a series of events in
his honor.
In 2010, the celebration kicked off with a unity brunch January
15 in the William Pitt Union Ballroom. At 6 p.m. that evening,
an interfaith service took place in Heinz Memorial Chapel.
Among the many highlights of the weeklong celebration,
which ran through January 21, were Pitt’s Black Action
Society’s annual Day of Service at various locations in and
around Pittsburgh, a tribute to “Women Heroes of the Civil
Rights Movement” in the William Pitt Union, and a special
presentation honoring King’s memory titled “Dr. King’s Legacy:
A Call to Action,” delivered in David Lawrence Hall by former
astronaut Mae Jemison.
Jemison is most notably known for being the first African
American woman to go into space, entering into orbit aboard
the space shuttle Endeavour on September 12, 1992. As
the science mission specialist on the Endeavor flight, she
conducted experiments in life and material sciences and was
a coinvestigator on the bone cell research experiment flown
on the mission.
Jemison became the latest in a long line of prominent
African American speakers to lecture at the University during
Pitt’s annual tribute to King. Past notable speakers have
included philosopher Cornel West, a professor of religion
and African American studies at Princeton University, and

A stellar group of international jazz musicians
held free on-campus lectures and demonstrations, visited area schools and community
venues, and convened for the annual concert
at 8 p.m. November 7 in the
Carnegie Music Hall.

entrepreneur Randal Pinkett, founder and CEO of BCT
Partners, a multimillion dollar management, technology, and
policy consulting firm.
The 2010 events were sponsored by Pitt’s Black Action
Society, the National Society of Black Engineers at Pitt, the
Office of Cross-Cultural and Leadership Development Office,
Vice Provost and Dean of Students Kathy Humphrey, the
Division of Student Affairs, and the University of Pittsburgh
Association of Chaplaincies. ,

Above left: Mae Jemison. Above: Pitt administrators Linda Williams-Moore, Kenyon
R. Bonner, and Kathy W. Humphrey with renowned philosopher Cornel West, one of
many prominent guest speakers to address Pitt during a previous week of tribute.
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Performers included Leon
Lee Dorsey, assistant
professor of jazz studies
and coordinator of Pitt’s
jazz studies program,
bass; George
Cables, piano;
Terri Lyne
Carrington,
drums; Benny
Golson, tenor
saxophone;

Donald Harrison, alto saxophone; Jimmy
Owens, trumpet; Yotam Silberstein,
guitar; and Lew Soloff, trumpet.
Founded by Nathan Davis, director
of Pitt’s jazz studies program,
the Pitt Jazz Seminar
and
Concert was the
first
academic jazz
seminar in the
country to feature
international artists
connecting with
aspiring students in
a lecture format and
then performing
together as an
ensemble. ,

Above: George Cables, piano.
Left: Donald Harrison, alto
saxophone. Right: Leon Lee
Dorsey, Pitt assistant professor of
jazz performance and coordinator
of Pitt’s jazz studies program, bass.
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Raisin

Book by Robert Nemiroff and Charlotte Zaltzberg
Directed by Ernest McCarty
January 21–February 6

Pitt Kuntu
Repertory
Theatre
2009–10 Season
dedicated to exploring
works by playwrights
who influenced the late

This musical, based
on the classic
play by Lorraine
Hansberry, A Raisin in
the Sun, tells the tale
of a family maturing
while dealing with
the sting of racism.

The

Dutchman
by Amiri Baraka
Directed by Vernell A. Lillie
September 30–October 10

A confrontation of sex, race, and class that takes
a tragic turn from dialogue to action

The

rob penny
What happens when a divorced couple has
more between them than just lost love and
a new spouse?

Pitt’s Kuntu Repertory Theatre dedicated its 2009–10 season
to exploring works by playwrights who influenced the late Rob
Penny, Kuntu’s playwright in residence for many years and
a Pitt associate professor of Africana studies. Penny passed
away in 2003.
The 2009–10 season launched on September 30, 2009, with
two one-act plays—The Dutchman and The Slave—both
written by Amiri Baraka and directed by Vernell Lillie, Kuntu’s
founder and artistic director. The two plays, which were
presented on the same bill, ran through October 10 in the
seventh-floor auditorium of Alumni Hall, the venue for all of
Kuntu’s 2009–10 performances.
The Dutchman examines the possibilities of interracial relationships through an encounter on a New York subway. The play
follows the flirtation between the young man and woman
as it evolves into a serious discussion of perceptions and
stereotypes.
The accompanying one-act play The Slave is a fable that looks
at the revolution to overthrow the Euro-centered culture of the
United States through the relationships of a divorced interracial
couple and a new spouse, the ex-husband’s former mentor.
Kuntu continued its season with Raisin, a musical based on
the classic play A Raisin in the Sun, which ran from January
21 through February 6. Raisin focuses on five members
of the impoverished Younger family who live together in a

one-bedroom apartment on Chicago’s south side. The play
follows family members as they mature and make life decisions while dealing with the ever-present sting of racism.
The season’s third segment launched with two one-act
plays—The Electronic Negro and Sister Son/Ji—that ran
April 1–17.

The Electronic Negro
by Ed Bullins
Directed by Vernell A. Lillie
April 1–17

The Electronic Negro is set in a writing class at a junior college
in Southern California. The lead character is a pretentious
older student who monopolizes the classroom discussion.
In Sister Son/Ji, the lead character explores different phases
of her Black activist-centered life, including emotionally painful
experiences in her youth, and, as she reaches her 50s, wonders if young Blacks will pick up the torch of empowerment
that she and others have dedicated their lives to lighting.
Kuntu Repertory Theatre closed its 2009–10 season with
Radio Golf by August Wilson. Radio Golf, which ran from
May 27 through June 12, is a fast-paced, dynamic work
about successful entrepreneur Harmon Wilks, who aspires
to become the city’s first Black mayor. The play explores
Wilks’ past and the long-hidden secrets that eventually
catch up to him.
Founded in 1974, Kuntu Repertory Theatre is the oldest and
largest continuing African American performing arts organization in Pittsburgh and the second oldest theater company
affiliated with a major research university. ,
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Spend an evening in a college classroom with a
diverse group, including one student determined to
monopolize the discussion and an instructor
who can’t stop him.

Sister Son/Ji

by Sonia Sanchez
Directed by Vernell A. Lillie
April 1–17

This one-woman show gives insight into the growth
and life of a woman involved in the Black
Power movement.

This is the final play in
August Wilson’s 10-decade
cycle. The revitalization and
preservation of the historic
Hill District is at stake. Find out
if Harmon Wilks will become
Pittsburgh’s first Black mayor
or decide that winning
comes at too high a cost.
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five community
leaders
honored at
schenley heights
community
development
program’s 15th
anniversary

honorees included three pitt
alumni: helen faison (educ ’46, ’55g,
’75g), glenda mayo (educ ’76g), and
mary jane page (educ ’48,’53g)
This article originally appeared October 8, 2010, in the
New Pittsburgh Courier.

Five community leaders were honored as the Schenley
Heights Community Development Program celebrated its
15th anniversary, Sept. 23, at the Twentieth Century Club,
Bigelow Boulevard. The theme was “Celebrating 15 Years
of Hope.” It was an evening of inspiration, recognition,
celebration and entertainment.
The mistress of ceremonies was Lynne Hayes-Freeland,
KDKA-TV, and the keynote speaker was Robert Hill, vice
chancellor of Public Affairs, University of Pittsburgh.
Hill’s topic was ending segregation. He stated that we
appear to be powerless to end the segregation in housing,
de facto segregation in the schools, which leads to many
talented young people trapped in ghetto neighborhoods
and poor schools. He stressed that we must find a way to
either desegregate these neighborhoods and schools or
improve the schools by providing more opportunities to our
young people.

Honorary chairs were W.
Dwight and Glenda Mayo,
CEO, Transportation Solutions
and Helen Faison, director
of the Pittsburgh Teachers
Institute. Entertainment
was provided by the Shona
Sharif African Dance Drum
Ensemble.
The honorees were Charles
Burke, chairman, Grable Foundation; Mary Jane
Page, a former school administrator, founder, A-STEP; Pastor
Craig Barnes, Shadyside Presbyterian Church and Glenda
and W. Dwight Mayo, Transportation Solutions; and Dr. Helen
Faison, director, Pittsburgh Teachers Institute.
The Schenley Heights Community Development Program
was established in 1995 to provide an alternative to crime
and other socially destructive activities. The organization’s
target population is the city’s urban youth, most of whom
live in the Hill District. Through a variety of successful
programs, more than 350 participants ages 3–18 and
their families are exposed to various activities that promote
academics as well as activities that encourage behavioral
and physical wellness. ,

Freedom House
Ambulance Service
city proclamation acknowledges
contributions of innovative
ambulance service to emergency
medical care nationwide
At Pittsburgh’s October 12, 2010, City Council meeting, council member Theresa Kail-Smith introduced a proclamation
honoring the Hill District-based Freedom House Ambulance
Service, the first ambulatory unit in the country trained
in advanced emergency medical care. The proclamation
included a Freedom House placard that represents a decal
that will be placed on City of Pittsburgh paramedic vehicles.
Prior to the establishment of Freedom House in 1967,
Pittsburghers who needed emergency medical care used to
be transported to hospitals in the backs of police wagons,
and their medical treatment began at the hospital. That
changed with the advent
of the innovative
ambulance service
that saved lives and
paved the way for
a new professional:
the paramedic.

Freedom House staff trained under Peter Safar, a Pitt
anesthesiologist and medical visionary who had developed
a method of cardiopulmonary resuscitation. The lifesaving
techniques performed on Pittsburgh streets and in local
ambulances became the model for emergency medical
care nationwide.
The rich history of the ambulance service was told in the
2007 Pitt-sponsored documentary Freedom House. In
marking the 40th anniversary of the founding of Freedom
House Ambulance, and in celebration of Black History Month,
Pitt sponsored the world-premiere screening of the film at
the Twentieth Century Club. The one-hour documentary
by Gene Starzenski of GenaStar Productions has received
wide praise and circulation, including a showing at the eighth
annual Martha’s Vineyard African American Film Festival,
where it was nominated for an HBO documentary award
in 2010. ,

Above: Pitt alumni Helen Faison and Mary Jane Page (front row) and Glenda Mayo
(back row) were among five honorees recognized for their contributions to the
local community.
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student docs

the 100th anniversary

honor pitt alum

of pitt’s first female
african american

This article appeared in the June 28, 2010, edition of the
Pitt Chronicle.

student’s graduation

Pitt’s chapter of the Student National Medical
Association (SNMA) held a May 7, 2009, reception in
Scaife Hall for Pitt alumnus J. Nadine Gracia (center),
the chief medical officer for the assistant secretary for
health in the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services and a 2008–09 White House Fellow. Gracia
(MED ’02) stands with Michael Liggon (left), SNMA
vice president and a second-year medical student in
Pitt’s School of Medicine, and Carolyn Moore, also a
second-year medical student at Pitt. Moore was chair
and Liggon cochair of SNMA’s May 1 Carolyn Carter
Scholarship Banquet, held annually in honor of Carolyn
M. Carter (NURS ’58, ’66G, EDUC ’81G), who was the
second dean of Pitt’s Office of Minority Affairs. ,

Courtesy John Butler II

two pitt alumnI
take pittsburgh
citizen police

by c. denise johnson

review board

“Jean Hamilton Walls Becomes the First African
American Woman to Earn a PhD at the University
of Pittsburg (sic)”

oath of office
This article appeared in the October 25, 2010,
edition of the Pitt Chronicle.

Five members of the Pittsburgh Citizen
Police Review Board, including Pitt’s
Deborah Walker and Debora Whitfield
(seated, center and left, respectively),
took their oaths of office on September
10, 2010. Walker (CGS ’01, GSPIA ’03),
a former Pitt police officer, is the student
conduct officer and assistant to the dean
in Pitt’s Division of Student Affairs. Whitfield
(CGS ’06) is a financial counselor in Pitt’s
School of Dental Medicine. Several Pitt
administrators and colleagues observed
the ceremony. ,

Jean
Hamilton
Wallsg

Seated from left, Debora Whitfield, Deborah Walker, and Leshonda Roberts, CPRB member. Standing from left,
Carol Mohamed, director of Pitt’s Office of Affirmative Action, Diversity, and Inclusion; James N. Williams III,
assistant director for city/county relations, Pitt Office of Governmental Relations; Richard M. Carrington, CPRB
member; Gwen Watkins, vice president, steering committee, and president of Pitt Staff Association Council;
Pitt Vice Provost and Dean of Students Kathy W. Humphrey; Vice Chancellor for Public Affairs Robert Hill; Shawn
E. Brooks, associate dean of students and director, Pitt Office of Residence Life; Eugene M. Downing Jr.,
CPRB member.
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At first glance, the headline seems to say it all. The NAACP
considered the 51-year-old Allegheny City native’s accomplishment to be so notable that it included her distinction in
the August 1938 edition of its official magazine, The Crisis.
She was, after all, one of only nine Blacks to receive a PhD
that year—one of only nine in the nation. What the headline
fails to tell you is that Jean Hamilton Walls (A&S 1910) also
was the first Black woman to attend and earn a bachelor’s
degree at the University of Pittsburgh. Furthermore, the
headline cannot begin to describe the enduring strength
of the woman who paved a path for thousands of Black
women at Pitt over the course of the last century.
Born on Pittsburgh’s North Side in 1887, Jean Hamilton
was one of six children born to Sadie Black Hamilton and
the only one of the Hamilton siblings to live to see the age of
41. Hamilton’s mother was a pillar in Pittsburgh’s emerging

Black community, creating her own private school for Black
children, working as a juvenile court officer, and serving as
an active voice in the local suffrage movement.
There is little doubt that having such a strong female
presence in her youth had a profound effect on the strength
Hamilton would grow up to possess. However, to comprehend fully the depth of her accomplishments, one must
consider the social climate surrounding her formative years
as an African American in Pittsburgh.
By the time Jean Hamilton was born, the gains of
Reconstruction were under heavy assault, and the
restrictions of segregation laws throughout the nation
were well on their way to becoming an American institution.
To say that educational opportunities for Blacks were
limited in the late 19th and early 20th centuries would be
an extreme understatement; this was especially true in the
public school systems.
Pittsburgh’s public schools had abandoned de jure segregation in 1881; however, Black teachers were not permitted to
teach in Pittsburgh public schools until well after the end of
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The qualities of strength and determination that served her forebears well in
navigating the University of Pittsburgh’s
genteel hostility—segregated tolerance—were vital as Hamilton went on
to earn a BS in mathematics and
physics in 1910.
Hamilton continued her studies at
Howard University in Washington, D.C.,
where she earned an MA in education
in 1912; her thesis
was titled “Teacher
Training in Negro Normal
Schools.” She taught at
Frederick Douglass High
School in Baltimore, Md.,
from 1914 to 1918.

Jean Hamilton as she appeared in Pitt’s 1910 Owl yearbook.

the second World War. Also, very few local schools
allowed Black and White children to be taught in the same
buildings. Few Black students were able to complete their
education and, of them, fewer still continued on to pursue
a college degree.
It was within this harsh environment that Hamilton ultimately
graduated from Allegheny High School in 1904. Following
her mother’s example, she furthered her education, becoming the first African American woman to enroll at the
University of Pittsburgh in the fall of 1906.
Hamilton was part of a renaissance period of Black
achievements at Pitt. This period began in 1893, when
William Hunter Dammond became the first African
American to graduate from the University, earning a
degree in civil engineering with honors. At the turn of the
20th century, Hamilton was amongst a select number of
African Americans paving the way for a legacy of Black
achievements at Pitt. In 1906, the very year Hamilton
enrolled, Charles Henry Carroll and James Charles Gill
Fowler became the first African Americans to graduate
from the University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine. Also,
in 1909, Robert L. Vann became the first African American
to graduate from the University of Pittsburgh School of
Law. The following year, he became the publisher of The
Pittsburgh Courier, building it into the most prominent
African American newspaper in the country.

Hamilton then worked
at various YWCAs along
the East Coast before
returning to Pittsburgh
in 1925, when she
became the executive secretary of the
Pittsburgh YWCA. The
Pittsburgh Courier made
note of Hamilton’s reputation for excellence at the YWCA
in its March 18, 1925, edition:
Popularity and efficiency are rare attributes. To
be an executive secretary of a YWCA branch
and maintain these attributes is most rare. Miss
Jean Hamilton, the executive secretary of the
Centre Avenue branch, has been acclaimed the
“popular and efficient Jean.” You see, she is “our
Jean,” a Pittsburgher. … She taught school and
officiated in other cities as “Y” secretary before
Pittsburgh could command her services. Her
inspiration and blooming personality has given
our branch that indescribable something that
compels interest and cooperation.
Additionally, Hamilton was one of the eight founders of
Alpha Alpha Omega, Pittsburgh’s graduate chapter of
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority Inc., in 1927.
Later, in 1928, Hamilton taught English at what is now
North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University
in Greensboro, N.C., during which time she met Raymond
A. Walls, a Chicago Music College and Carnegie Institute
of Technology (now Carnegie Mellon University) alumnus
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“she was a very petite,

Courtesy Archives Service Center, University of Pittsburgh
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prim, and proper woman
who made time to share
her life’s experiences
with the students.”
nancy bolden

Pittsburgher Nancy Bolden, who attended Wilberforce
during Hamilton Walls’ tenure, remembers her as a woman
of great dignity who never lost sight of her position in the
greater community and who appeared to carry that confidence as naturally as the air she breathed.
“She was a very petite, prim, and proper woman who made
time to share her life’s experiences with the students,”
Bolden recalls.

Jean Hamilton and Raymond A. Walls in their later years.

20 years her junior. The two married in 1930, and Jean
Hamilton became Jean Hamilton Walls. Hamilton Walls
eventually left Greensboro and taught mathematics at the
Fort Valley Junior College in Georgia from 1932 to 1935.
In 1935, she returned to Pitt to pursue her PhD degree.
Her doctoral thesis was “A Study of the Negro Graduates
of the University of Pittsburgh in the Decade 1926–1936.”
Upon the submission and approval of her thesis, Hamilton
Walls was conferred a doctorate in personnel administration in 1938, becoming the first African American woman
to earn a PhD in Pitt’s history.
After completing her studies, Hamilton Walls then
relocated to Scotlandville, La., that same year to join
the faculty of what is now Southern University and A&M
College, where she taught English and mathematics;
she also was the dean of women.
In 1944, Hamilton Walls accepted a position at her
mother’s alma mater, Wilberforce University, the oldest
private African American university in the United States.
According to Negro College Quarterly, Hamilton Walls was
the first female PhD recipient on Wilberforce’s faculty; she
became a professor of mathematics.

Hamilton Walls spent 1947 at what is now Delaware State
University. She returned to Ohio in 1948, this time to teach
at Central State University, located adjacent to Wilberforce
University, where Hamilton Walls taught psychology until she
retired in 1955 following a distinguished educational career
spanning more than four decades.
Hamilton Walls was affiliated with the American Association
of University Professors, American Teacher Association,
American Academy of Political and Social Science, and
American Association of University Women.
The Wallses relocated to California, where their lives presumably centered on Raymond Walls’ career aspirations
as a musician. The two periodically returned to Pittsburgh
for social events.
Jean Hamilton Walls passed away in Los Angeles, Calif.,
on December 9, 1979. She was survived by her husband,
Raymond and was buried at sea.
Because of her pioneering and determined pursuit of
a college education, scholarships and research awards
have been established in her honor, including the Jean
Hamilton Walls Undergraduate Research Award through
the Academic Resource Center of Pitt’s School of Arts
and Sciences. ,
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the 100th birthday
of pitt alumnus
wilma george shepherd

Wilma
George Shepherd
Wilma George was born to Walter Sanford George and
Pearlena Gertrude Brown on January 15, 1910, in Macon,
Ga. In order to escape the racially hostile environment of the
rural South, the George family moved to Pittsburgh in 1923.

|

Left: Wilma George Shepherd upon her graduation from the University of Pittsburgh’s
School of Arts and Sciences in 1932. Above: Shepherd at the Golden and Diamond
Soror Luncheon held during the AKA Centennial Boule in 2008

A member of Metropolitan AME Church in Washington,
D.C., Shepherd has served its congregation as a trustee,
deaconess, and Sunday school teacher for more than
65 years. She also has held many positions within AKA
throughout her more than 80 years of membership in the
historically African American sorority. ,
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George E.
Barbour
the 60th anniversary
of noted journalist
george barbour’s
graduation from pitt

by renee aldrich

Most notably known as a reporter and editor with The
Pittsburgh Courier in the 1950s and ’60s as well as a
broadcast journalist with KDKA Radio in the ’60s and ’70s,
Barbour became an agent for change who has been on
the front line of the fight against racial injustice for more
than 50 years.

George entered the University of Pittsburgh as one of only
a handful of African American students in 1928. It was at
Pitt where she found her calling as an educator, having
majored in English and minored in Latin and history, earning
a Bachelor of Arts degree in 1932. While at Pitt, George
became a lifelong member of the Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority, Inc., or simply AKA.

As an educator, Wilma Shepherd spent more than three
decades in the Washington, D.C., public school system,
instructing English, math, history, and Latin. Even in retirement, Shepherd remained active in furthering the cause
of education, serving as the president of the Washington,
D.C., Retired Teachers Association in the 1980s.

s i x

Eighty-four years of age do not show on the face of George
E. Barbour (A&S ’51) as he recalls vivid memories of his
illustrious career as an award-winning journalist. With youthful exuberance emanating from his demeanor, the University
of Pittsburgh alumnus gives a detailed narrative of his rise to
prominence in the mass media industry.

Compiled from a biography written by Debra Palmer-Henry

With a degree in hand, Wilma George migrated to
Washington, D.C., where she would meet her husband,
Lawrence Shepherd. The Shepherds eventually settled in
the northeast Washington, D.C., neighborhood of Michigan
Park.

c h a p t e r

“George E. Barbour is an icon of the journalism industry,”
says Chris Moore, KDKA radio personality and host of
WQED tv13 Black Horizons. “I and my peers stand on the
shoulders of George Barbour; we are able to do what we
do because of the trail he blazed.”
The flames for this blazing trail were first lit in 1926 in the
small borough of Oakdale, Pa., where Barbour was born
the fourth of 13 children. His parents, George Junius and
Evon Westmoreland Barbour, instilled in each of their
children a strong work ethic and a sense of community pride
that served Barbour well in his life’s pursuits. However, it was
Barbour’s uncle, William Barbour, who sparked his interest
in the news business.

Starting at the age of 6, Barbour began spending significant
amounts of time working as a paperboy at his uncle’s
newsstand in downtown Pittsburgh. He says these early
experiences of seeing how various people reacted to the
ever-changing landscape of the news had a profound effect
on the way he saw the world.
“It was in their faces, their reactions to what they were reading,” recalls Barbour. “There was a certain sense of excitement within me whenever I saw a man pick up a newspaper
and react to the news of the day. You could tell that what
was printed on that page had an effect on the way people
went about their day.”
This love for news led Barbour to become the literary
editor for Oakdale High School’s student newspaper.
Following a four-year stint in the U.S. Army Air Corps,
in which he developed his lifelong love of aviation, Barbour
made the difficult decision to
turn his news hobby into a
professional career.
This decision was met with
bewilderment from his
father, a man who had spent
much of his life working in
the coal mines of Western
Pennsylvania.
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Charles “Teenie” Harris; Portrait of George Barbour wearing dark cross hatch patterned jacket,
light colored v-neck sweater, eyeglasses, and diagonally striped tie, posed in front of light colored
background, in Pittsburgh Courier Newspaper office, c. 1960-1975; Carnegie Museum of Art, Pittsburgh:
Heinz Family Fund, 2001.35.44776; © 2004 Carnegie Museum of Art, Charles “Teenie” Harris Archive
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Charles “Teenie” Harris; 1908–1998;
Carnegie Museum of Art, Pittsburgh: Heinz Family Fund, 2001.35.40811;
© 2004 Carnegie Museum of Art, Charles “Teenie” Harris Archive

Immediately after earning a bachelor’s degree at Pitt’s
School of Arts and Sciences in 1951, Barbour applied for
work all over the country. Despite applying for more than
100 journalism-related positions, George E. Barbour found
himself taking a job in the Jones & Laughlin Steel Corporation
mill in Aliquippa, Pa., as a nail kegger—literally dropping
nails into a keg.
“That was not the life for me, and I knew it,” says Barbour.
“It made me all the more driven to step up my search for a job
in the field in which I was trained.”
That first job in the field eventually would come in the form
of the Baltimore Afro-American, the longest-running familyowned African American newspaper in the nation.

Group portrait of University of Pittsburgh graduates, from left: George Barbour,
James C. Gohanna, and James J. “Jimmy Joe” Robinson, posed in front of Syria
Mosque, Oakland, June 1951.

In a conversation that took place more than 60 years ago,
Barbour recalls his father asking, “Why would you want
to pursue a career where the odds are so heavily stacked
against you?”
For Barbour, the answer was simple.
“I explained to him that that was exactly the reason I wanted
to do it. I was always like that—whenever anyone would tell
me I couldn’t do something because it had not been done
or because of race, I would set out to make it happen,” says
Barbour. “When my father saw my determination, he then
said simply, ‘Well, be the best.’ ”
Barbour would learn to be the best journalist he possibly
could be at the University of Pittsburgh. Barbour chose Pitt
because of his familiarity with the city and his lifelong fondness for the university that rests in its center.
“I guess you could say I had Pitt fever,” laughs Barbour, who
was a frequent spectator at Pitt football games as a young
man. “You could go to Pitt games for 25 cents back then,
but it was about a lot more than just fun and games. Pitt has
always been a great school, and I had an early kinship with
the University long before I even left for the service.”
While Barbour loved Pitt, the majority White student body
hardly reciprocated that same sentiment. Racial hostilities
were a part of everyday life for African Americans in the
1940s, and Pitt’s campus was no different. Still, Barbour
attests that the bigotry he faced on a daily basis toughened
him and prepared him for the real world.

Barbour’s most memorable assignment at the Baltimore
Afro-American was coverage of the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People’s efforts in the
U.S. Supreme Court’s landmark case of Brown v. Board of
Education of Topeka in 1954. He remembers being pained
by the abysmal conditions in which Black children were
expected to learn.
“[The schools] literally looked like shacks with broken doors
and steps, very few supplies, outdated textbooks discarded
by White schools. It was heartbreaking,” says Barbour.
It was during this period in his life that Barbour focused
his attentions on balancing his up-and-coming professional career with a family life. In the early evening hours of
Christmas Eve in 1954, Barbour married Gloria Jean Cross,
with whom he eventually would have three children and five
grandchildren. Gloria has been a key companion on her
husband’s career path.
“My husband’s work overlapped a time when there was
much upheaval in the world,” says Gloria Barbour. “People
were fighting for their rights as Americans, and some of the
assignments he had were tough. I’m proud of George for
being such a big part of that fight.”
That fight eventually would lead George Barbour back to
Pittsburgh to work as a general assignment reporter for
The Pittsburgh Courier.
While with the Courier, Barbour was inspired to use his
craft to expose the rampant discrimination around Western
Pennsylvania. It was in 1962 that Barbour became acutely
aware of the absence of African Americans employed in city
government offices.
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Subsequently, city officials were forced to review hiring
practices, and policies eventually were changed to allow
more African Americans to seek and receive positions in
city government.

Charles “Teenie” Harris;
Carnegie Museum of Art, Pittsburgh: Heinz Family Fund, 2001.35.49381
© 2004 Carnegie Museum of Art, Charles “Teenie” Harris Archive
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Finding a proper balance between his professional career
and his personal life always has been a key part of Barbour’s
success. An instrument-rated private pilot, Barbour always
took a great amount of pleasure in flying amongst the birds
when his profession became too intense. He describes aviation as one of the most fundamental joys of his life.
His other recreational activities have included photography,
community service work through various organizations,
and dutifully serving in numerous roles for his church in
Bridgeville, Pa. Barbour has taken a great deal of pride
in serving his community.
Group portrait of Pittsburgh Courier Newspaper reporter George Barbour standing next
to Laura C. Bailey wearing dark coat with three buttons, dark hat, holding striped box,
standing in front of block building, 1959. Below: Barbour was the first full-time African
American broadcaster in KDKA Radio’s history.

“I noticed with great distress that out of the hundreds of
employees pouring out of the city offices each day, rarely
did I see a Black one,” recalls Barbour. “I felt it was again an
example of elected officials taking our votes, getting elected,
and overlooking us when it came to employment.”
As always, Barbour sprung into action against a social
injustice he found to be unacceptable. Barbour investigated
this disparity and wrote a series of articles exposing the
city’s hiring practices.
As was the case with most racial injustices of the time,
discrimination in city government hiring practices had been
accepted as a way of life. Barbour’s series raised the question of Why. Why were there so few African Americans working in city offices, and why were Pittsburgh’s
Black citizens standing for this mistreatment?
With that talk came anger, and that anger was
the inspiration for change in the community.
Pittsburgh Mayor Joseph Barr, nervous at the
prospect of losing favor within the increasingly
empowered Black community of the early
1960s, demanded a face-to-face meeting
with Barbour.

Barbour pioneered opportunities for Blacks in the field
of mass media by breaking the color barrier within
Westinghouse Broadcasting, also known as Group W, which
consisted of eight stations around the country. Barbour did
so by challenging then KDKA station manager Jack Williams
to bring attention to the plight of African Americans in
Pittsburgh.
In 1962, the local station contracted Barbour, who by then
had been promoted to city editor of The Pittsburgh Courier,
to investigate discriminatory practices in the real estate
industry. As always, Barbour did a remarkable job of stirring
the pot of controversy in the Pittsburgh
area by posing as a professional
engineer searching for a
home in Mt. Lebanon
and documenting the
discrimination he faced
in this search.

In that heated confrontation, Barbour recalls,
“I refused to back down from my position.
I let him know that it was disgraceful that
Blacks were not given the opportunity for
city employment and that, as a reporter, it
was my job to bring attention to something
so unfair.”
courtesy Ed barbour
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“For the second year in a row, KDKA was asking me to be
its guinea pig in an experiment that would expose discrimination in this city while still running their corporation with all
White employees.” He continues, “I told Jack [Williams] that
the only way I’d involve myself in this again would be if he
worked to open the doors to the Group W affiliates for the
hiring of Blacks.”

As is clear through the accounting of his many experiences
and achievements in journalism, Barbour is a man who has
stared life’s obstacles in the face and dared them to continue
to stand in the way of his progress. These days, however,
Barbour is enduring a much different battle.
Since suffering a debilitating stroke in 2004, Barbour has
been waging an internal campaign to rediscover the man
he was before the brain trauma occurred.
“The stroke knocked me down but it didn’t knock me out,”
says Barbour. “That’s the thing about life—it knocks you
down a lot, but you have to get back up [and] keep fighting
that good fight.”
According to Barbour, the worst part of his illness is the fact
that he had to give up his private pilot’s license. Flying has
been a mainstay in Barbour’s life for more than 50 years,
and the loss of this activity felt like the ultimate blow to his
personal independence. He is working every day to make
his “grounding” a temporary situation.

|
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the 55th anniversary of
pitt salk polio vaccine
being ruled “safe,
effective, and potent”

Williams held true to his word, hiring Barbour as the first
full-time African American broadcast journalist in the station’s
history. As a member of the award-winning staff of KDKA,
Barbour gave the people of Pittsburgh exclusive coverage
of the Selma to Montgomery civil rights march in 1965,
the Watts Riots of 1965, and several West Virginia mining
accidents throughout the 1960s, among many other stories.
Barbour’s illustrious career as a journalist has been highlighted by numerous awards and honors. Among his many
professional distinctions are three Golden Quill Awards; a
Human Rights Award from the Washington, Pa., chapter of
the NAACP; a Breaking the Barriers Award from The New
Pittsburgh Courier, a lifetime achievement award from the
Pittsburgh Black Media Federation; and an Outstanding
Alumni Award from Pitt’s African American Alumni Council.

s i x

courtesy Ed barbour

He did such an exceptional job that, the very next year,
KDKA asked Barbour to do a follow-up piece. Barbour saw
a great deal of hypocrisy in the station’s request.

c h a p t e r

remarks of vice chancellor for
public affairs robert hill
Introduction of The Shot Felt ’Round the World delivered at the
Twentieth Century Club on April 14, 2010.
Barbour’s career as a journalist has been highlighted by numerous awards and honors.

With the assistance of his close-knit family and an intensive
recovery program that continues to this very day, Barbour
has regained almost all of the qualities his loved ones
remember him for.
These days, Barbour stays abreast of world events, spends
time with his family and friends, and remains true to his
religious faith in relative anonymity. He keeps his mind active
with several projects, including researching the history
of African American aviators in Western Pennsylvania.
Barbour’s notable accomplishments in the field of journalism were most recently recognized at the University of
Pittsburgh’s premiere of the 2010 documentary Newspaper
of Record: The Pittsburgh Courier, 1907-1965, by filmmaker
and Pitt alumnus Kenneth Love (A&S ’71).
These are the stories of George E. Barbour, a man who has
refused to take no for an answer. It is the tale of an individual
who fought for the rights of an entire community using only
his intellect and a typewriter.
In talking about the moments that have defined both his
career and his life, Barbour says: “As opposed to defining
my work in journalism, I’d prefer to say that my life has
been defined by my commitment to fight injustices and
discrimination and to be able to make a difference whenever
and wherever it was possible for me to do so. And right
now, even though I am grounded because of the stroke, I do
intend to fly again.” ,

Shot Felt
’Round the World
Since my birth in racially segregated Homer G. Phillips
Hospital, everything in my St. Louis, Mo., world was Black—
or Negro in the parlance of the day. Teachers, preachers,
doctors, principals, and service car drivers were all Black.
So were all of the neighbors, playmates, classmates—
and polio victims.
The only thing that we children knew of those kids who
were polio sufferers was that they wore visible leg braces
affixed to beautiful brown Oxford shoes.
Then, in 1954, there appeared at the Benjamin Banneker
Elementary School some good looking White people in pure
white coats. They were there to vaccinate us Negro third
graders and other children against the dreaded disease.
With the biggest, ugliest, and smelliest steel needles imaginable, the visitors inoculated us in a flash.
And 50 years would flash by before I learned that our
segregated class was part of an enormous program—a field
trial—that, one way or another, connected all Americans to
some 1.8 million children nationwide in a noble quest to test
the safety and efficacy of the University of Pittsburgh Salk
polio vaccine.

The story of the buildup to Jonas Salk’s magnificent obsession, the fear of the disease that occasioned it, and the
role of Pittsburgh in jump-starting the giant commitment to
defeat the microscopic enemy is lovingly told in The Shot
Felt ’Round the World by renowned Pitt film studies faculty
member Carl Kurlander and his talented team, in partnership with WQED Multimedia. For the 55th anniversary of the
declaration that the vaccine
was a tremendous success,
this new documentary
celebrates Pittsburgh for leading a nation toward eradicating infantile paralysis.
Tonight’s feature takes
us on a journey through
playgrounds and public
swimming pools; to iron
lungs and rocking beds in
overcrowded polio wards;
to young children in body
braces and cane-backed
wheelchairs; to the
Mothers March and the

Above: Jonas Salk administering the polio vaccine.
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Vice Chancellor Robert Hill (right)
talks with Ron Flynn, who had
volunteered to be a recipient of
the Salk vaccine in its experimental
phase even though he could not
benefit directly from the inoculation
because he had already
contracted polio.
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the quiet one
salutes first
black four-star

Below: Jonathan and Peter
Salk (seated, from left), two of
Jonas Salk’s sons, who came to
the screening from California;
Chancellor Mark A. Nordenberg;
Carl Kurlander; and Vice Chancellor
Robert Hill (standing, from left).

army general,
roscoe robinson
jr., who earned
pitt gspia degree
45 years ago

Roscoe
Robinson Jr.

March of Dimes; to Pitt’s virus research laboratory with
Julius Youngner and the extraordinary core polio research
team; to the D.T. Watson Home and the Pittsburgh schools;
to the nationwide vaccine field trial and its year-long evaluation; and to the public declaration that the polio vaccine,
developed up the hill on Pitt’s campus, indeed was safe,
effective, and potent.”

by cindy gill
In the spring of 1951, a 23-year-old cadet was part of the
“long gray line” of celebrated U.S. Military Academy at West
Point graduates who were leaving the hillside citadel above
the Hudson River to put their leadership skills into action as
commissioned officers.

In a moment, you will see, courtesy of this movie, that
neither the polio virus nor its elimination in America
respected either president or poor, either race or gender.
The producers make it clear that, respectively, the ranks of
the helpers, healers, and helpless alike included Black and
White, men and women, boys and girls. The commonality of
their humanity united them in hope—hope to halt from their
midst the terror of polio.
In the month after the national field trial launched, the 1954
U.S. Supreme Court finding in the Brown case struck down
the villain Jim Crow in public school systems. And a year
later, the 1955 Pitt polio vaccine finding struck down the
menace of the polio virus.
Of the two great midcentury triumphs—over Jim Crow and
polio—one is, alas, diminished by largely persistent segregation or resegregation infecting America’s largest school
systems more than 55 years after Brown. But polio was
eviscerated in America within 25 years of the widespread
application of the Pitt Salk polio vaccine. We know not

how the first story will conclude. But tonight’s documentary
reveals how the latter ended in America’s successful odyssey to vanquish a deadly malefactor with little chance that
the virus will ever reinfect America again.
Now, on the occasion of the 55th anniversary of the
Pitt Salk vaccine victory and the 65th anniversary of the
death of America’s most famous polio victim, Franklin
Delano Roosevelt, I invite you to remain in rapt attention—assuming your attention is currently rapt—as the Pitt
chancellor and I present the Kurlander team’s Shot Felt
’Round the World. ,
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Soon, the young cadet, Roscoe Robinson Jr. (GSPIA ’65),
would be serving on the front lines as an officer in the
Korean War and, later, in Vietnam. And, from there, he
would continue to distinguish himself from his peers,
ultimately rising to become a four-star general in the U.S.
Army, an accomplishment reserved for a small fraction
of the military’s very best leaders. Even more remarkably,
Robinson—who entered the military during an era of
pervasive racism—was the nation’s first African American
to achieve this esteemed rank.
This year marks the 45th anniversary of Robinson’s graduation from the University of Pittsburgh Graduate School of
Public and International Affairs (GSPIA), where he earned
a master’s degree in 1965. His life—from a Depression-era
childhood in St. Louis, Mo., to his experiences at West
Point; to his remarkable military career and long service as

an exceptional leader—is recounted in The Quiet One (Fortis
Publishing, 2010), written by Pitt GSPIA emeritus professor
Leon L. Haley.
The general’s philosophy, as noted by Haley, was “Always
do the best job that you can at whatever you do.”
Throughout his life, Robinson put these words into action,
expecting the best of himself and of others. This was his
countermand to prejudice and injustice. His military career
included a long list of prominent medals and leadership roles
as deputy chief of staff for the U.S. Army in Europe, commanding general of the U.S. Army in Japan, brigade commander with the 82nd Airborne Division, and commander of
U.S. Forces in Okinawa, among others. In 1993, he died of
leukemia at age 64, but his remarkable example of courage
and exceptional character remains vividly alive.
In 2009, in a standing room only event, GSPIA honored the
path breaking legacy of Robinson by naming Room 3800 in
Wesley W. Posvar Hall the Robinson Room. ,
Above: General Roscoe Robinson Jr. receives his fourth star in a promotion ceremony
at the Pentagon on August 30, 1982. Pictured with Robinson are General Edward
C. “Shy” Meyer, a West Point Class of 1951 classmate of Robinson, and Robinson’s
wife, Mildred E. Robinson.
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the fifth anniversary
of the death of
k. leroy irvis
by laurence glasco

K. Leroy Irvis
About six years ago, I visited K. Leroy Irvis (LAW ’54) while
he was recuperating from an operation. We had a series of
wonderful conversations during which I suggested, and he
agreed to, my writing the story of his life. Over the years, as
I interviewed him; visited his hometown of Albany, N.Y.; met
his sister Marian; read his speeches in the legislature and
the newspaper clippings on his career; and spoke with his
wife, Cathryn, and his friends and colleagues, my admiration
and appreciation for the significance of his life and career
expanded and deepened.
By almost any criteria, the life of K. Leroy Irvis was remarkable, filled with triumphs and recognition. Elected to the
Pennsylvania House of Representatives as a Democrat from
the Hill District in 1958, his maiden speech drew immediate
praise from the speaker of the house, an extremely rare
tribute for a neophyte. He rose steadily through the ranks of
party leadership, being elected caucus chair in 1963, party
whip in 1967, and party leader in 1969.
Irvis’ legislative career peaked in 1977, when he was
elected—unanimously and by acclamation—speaker of
the Pennsylvania House of Representatives, a position he
held until his retirement in 1988. He was the first African
American to hold such a position in any state since
Reconstruction. A towering figure in Pennsylvania politics,
Irvis’ bipartisan popularity and respect were evident when,
in 2003, the South Office Building of the state Capitol
complex in Harrisburg was renamed in his honor.

During a 30-year career, Irvis sponsored or cosponsored
more than 1,600 pieces of legislation, a number of which
dealt with such civil rights issues as fair housing and the
Pennsylvania Human Relations Commission. Irvis was
active in the creation and/or support of the Pennsylvania
Legislative Black Caucus; Pennsylvania Black Conference
on Higher Education; Conference on Black Basic Education;
Pennsylvania Minority Business Development Authority;
and Sickle Cell Society, Inc. He played a major role in the
survival and subsequent success of Bidwell Training Center,
a degree-granting adult education facility based
on Pittsburgh’s North Side.
One particular case that drew national attention was Irvis’
suit against the Harrisburg, Pa., Moose Lodge for refusing
to serve him. The case would eventually be argued before
the U.S. Supreme Court (Moose Lodge No. 107 v. Irvis).
In 1972, the Supreme Court upheld the right of the Moose
Lodge, as a private club, to discriminate, but within a year,
Moose International Inc. quietly dropped racial qualifications
from its membership criteria.
Irvis’ legislative achievements crossed all kinds of borders
and benefited all kinds of Pennsylvanians—White as well
as Black, rural as well as urban, Republican as well as
Democrat. His civil rights legislation outlawed discrimination
against all minorities—Catholics and Jews as well as Blacks.
Most of his legislation was race neutral, insisting simply that
all commonwealth residents have equal access to the state’s
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Charles “Teenie” Harris; Carnegie Museum of Art, Pittsburgh: Gift of the Estate of Charles “Teenie” Harris, 1996.69.123;
© 2004 Carnegie Museum of Art, Charles “Teenie” Harris Archive
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the life of k. leroy irvis
was remarkable,
filled with triumphs
and recognition.

one of the few men who could get legislators to switch their
positions simply through persuasion. His conciliatory manner
and willingness to treat all colleagues with respect earned
him the affection even of rural Democrats and suburban
Republicans, a remarkable achievement in a legislature
sharply divided along party lines, region, and residence.
His erudition earned him the nickname “Teach,” and his
self-deprecating humor enabled him to lecture his colleagues
without generating resentment.

K. Leroy Irvis and Pittsburgh Police Chief Lawrence J. Maloney at an NAACP
demonstration against employment policies, standing in front of U.S. Steel building,
Downtown, c. 1950-1965.

benefits. These benefits included consumer rights, reforms
to the prison and mental health systems, support for the
Pennsylvania Council on the Arts, and administrative reforms
to make the legislature’s operations more transparent and
accountable. The bill that retained the greatest affection
personally for Irvis was one that required doctors to perform
a simple test on infants to detect phenylketonuria, saving
potentially hundreds from intellectual disabilities.
Irvis’ deepest passion was for making educational opportunities available to all of the state’s citizens. Perhaps his
most significant single creation was Act 101, a scholarship
program that has benefited thousands of college students,
White as well as Black. Irvis also was involved in the passage of the Pennsylvania Higher Education Assistance Act,
the creation of the commonwealth’s system of community
colleges, and increased state funding for higher education.
Irvis’ legislative success stemmed largely from his personal
qualities. His unquestioned honesty and integrity helped in
his being chosen speaker. His eloquent speeches made him

These personal qualities stemmed from Irvis’ life experiences. Born in 1916, not 1920 as is commonly believed,
in Saugerties, N.Y., Irvis benefited from a caring family that
instilled in him valuable precepts. His father, Frank, was
biracial and bristled at Blacks as well as Whites who spoke
disparagingly of the other race.
Irvis took to heart his father’s insistence that people be
judged by their character and not by their color. Frank, who
worked as a chauffeur and handyman, inspired Irvis with a
love of books and learning. Irvis’ mother, Harriet, was a jovial
woman who urged her son to care for the less fortunate
and to develop his interests in sketching, poetry, and model
airplanes. Although born in Saugerties, Irvis grew up in
the 1920s in nearby Albany, N.Y., living in a predominantly
White neighborhood, excelling in school, and being well
accepted by neighbors and classmates. Neither he nor
his sister, Marian, recalled suffering one instance of racial
discrimination.
After earning a master’s degree at what is now the University
at Albany, State University of New York, Irvis taught school
in Baltimore, Md., where, unlike in Albany, he encountered
blatant racism and racial inequities. Irvis benefited greatly
from his stay in Baltimore, for there he lived, at least for a
while, in the home of Thurgood Marshall, who later argued
the landmark 1954 Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka
case before the U.S. Supreme Court and became a
Supreme Court justice.
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In addition to the influence of his family and hometown, Irvis
benefited from the women in his life. In 1941, while teaching
school in Baltimore, he met and married Rosetta Ward, also
a schoolteacher. The marriage produced a daughter, Jean
Frances. Named for Irvis’ father, “Baby Jean” inspired
such poems as:
“Jean Frances”
The wine of life runs
Wildly through my baby daughter
It glints in every
Sparkle of her eyes
Her mouth, quick-lipped
for laughter
Merriment sings through her.
She—a winsome
willful sprite
Plucked pizzicato on the E string
Has this soon learned
That no worms eat the
Heart of him
Who looks at life and
Laughs and
Laughs again

p i t t s b u r g h

young children, Reginald and Sherri, who he formally
adopted. Together, they brought a much-sought sense of
family back into his life. In Cathy, Irvis acquired an important
political partner. Founder of the Black Women’s Political
Crusade, she served on the board of a number of civic
organizations and provided crucial supervision of Irvis’
Pittsburgh office as its voluntary executive director. She
helped to solidify local support for a man so busy in
Harrisburg that he risked losing touch with his local constituents. In that respect, she was an important reason for his
continued landslide reelections.
Irvis showed his touch with the common man. Until he was
forced out by the riots of 1968, Irvis resided near the intersection of Centre Avenue and Kirkpatrick Street, a location
in the heart of the Hill District that kept him in touch with the
“man on the street.” During the riots, Irvis was one of the few
local leaders with the credibility and courage to be out on
the streets. Identifiable by his orange sweater, he helped to
save lives by urging residents to disperse and the police to
act with restraint. His efforts were a major reason that the Hill
District suffered no fatalities during those fateful days.

The marriage lasted four years, and in 1945, Irvis was remarried, this time to Katharyne Ann Jones of Springfield, Mass.
The couple moved to Pittsburgh, where Irvis took a position
with the Urban League. In 1947, he helped to organize mass
picketing of downtown department stores over their refusal
to hire Black clerks. The campaign succeeded, but Irvis soon
was fired by the Urban League, which was afraid of alienating
key financial backers. Unable to find other employment,
Irvis worked in Pittsburgh’s steel mills, where he almost died
in an accident.
He wisely left the mills and enrolled in the University of
Pittsburgh School of Law, graduating fourth in his class in
1954. Unable to secure a promised position with a prominent
downtown law firm, Irvis briefly worked for The Pittsburgh
Courier, as a law clerk to Judges Anne Alpern and Loran
Lewis, and as an assistant in the district attorney’s office. In
1958, he ran for a seat in the Pennsylvania state legislature
in a spirited campaign that broke the back of the Whitecontrolled Hill District political machine. It was little more than
a year later that Irvis’ wife, Katharyne Ann, died. In his grief,
Irvis threw himself into his work.
In 1962, another woman entered his life. Cathryn Edwards
was herself recently widowed and working in Harrisburg,
Pa., when they met. After a long courtship, the two married
in 1974. Irvis had been attracted by Edwards’ independent
spirit and political activism. He was charmed by her two

Irvis had a long association with the University of Pittsburgh.
In 1961, he blocked an effort by the state legislature to
investigate Robert Colodny, a Pitt history professor who
had served during the Spanish Civil War in the Communist
Abraham Lincoln Brigade. In 1966, he sponsored legislation
making the University “state related” and eligible for state
subsidies, thereby averting a financial meltdown by the
institution. He coupled that legislation with demands that Pitt
keep its tuition low enough that economically disadvantaged
students could attend.
Irvis served on the
University’s Board of
Trustees and in 1986
battled for divestment of
its holdings in firms that
did business with South
Africa. He remained an
emeritus member of the
board, and in 2001, the
University dedicated the
K. Leroy Irvis Reading
Room in Hillman Library
to house his papers
and archives.
Pitt established numerous honors
in Irvis’ name. Among them were his being named a member
of the University’s inaugural class of preeminent alumni,
the Legacy Laureates; the creation of the K. Leroy Irvis
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Fellowship Program; the production of a 2004 documentary
on his life and work, K. Leroy Irvis: The Lion of Pennsylvania,
narrated by Julian Bond, which was issued on DVD and
broadcast both locally on WQED and statewide on public
television; and the naming of Pitt’s annual program of Black
History Month observances as the University of Pittsburgh K.
Leroy Irvis Black History Month Program.

K. Leroy Irvis Papers, 1947-1995, AIS.1971.06, Archives Service Center, University of Pittsburgh
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Irvis was a man of multiple talents. As a young college
student, his work won praise from Carl Sandburg, and his
book of poetry, This Land of Fire (Temple University Press,
1988), was met with much acclaim. Irvis was a painter,
working primarily in oils, with an abstract expressionist
theme. He was especially fond of whittling. He was a sculptor with a focus on African masks and completed a mask of
Hannibal only a few months before his death. His first and
most beloved hobby was building and flying model airplanes,
a pursuit he began in Albany and continued until just a few
years before his death. He was a dedicated member of the
Greater Pittsburgh Aero Radio Control Society, which named
a flying field for him in Hillman State Park in Washington
County, Pa. In his later years, his favorite pastimes included
visiting the airfields during the week and then on weekends
going out to lunch with his flying buddies.
Irvis did not receive the level of national or even state
recognition that he deserved. He felt that to some extent this
was on account of race, that in the early 1980s, when he
was interested in running for statewide posts, Pennsylvania
was not ready for an African American governor or lieutenant
governor. Other factors also operated. Because he came
from a “safe” district and faced little opposition, Irvis had
little experience with, or taste for, the rough-and-tumble of
a major campaign. His honesty and high ethical standards
helped to advance his career in the legislature but also
meant that there were no well-heeled interests to sponsor
an expensive run for higher office. At the national level, in
1976, he was a member of the Pennsylvania delegation to
the Democratic National Convention; in 1980, he was vice
chair of the state’s delegation; and in 1988, at the end of his
political career, he was chair of the credentials committee at
the convention in Atlanta, Ga.
Irvis left multiple legacies. He proved that race need not be
an insurmountable barrier to achievement and recognition.
His support and admiration by the Pennsylvania House of
Representatives and his long-running position as speaker
of the house transcended region, race, and party. The
secret to his effectiveness and success was his ability to
heed his parents’ advice to judge each person as an individual and to care for the downtrodden. In one particularly
contentious debate, an opponent called him a “do-gooder,”
to which he replied:

If I am a do-gooder, so be it. This is what
my mother tried to teach me to be. I assume
that is what each one of your mothers tried
to teach you. I do not assume that your
mothers sent you out in the morning and said,
“Do as much bad as you can.”
He then explained that everyone wants to do good, but
people have different ideas of how to do it. When he
explained why he thought his way was correct, opponents
were charmed and disarmed.
Irvis showed that politics does not have to be a zerosum game. His legislation was especially designed to
help his constituents in Pittsburgh’s Hill District but was
framed in such a way as to benefit all the citizens of the
commonwealth. These are lessons of great value to
citizens and politicians today, locally, in the commonwealth,
and nationally.
With his death in 2006, a mighty tree has fallen. Let us hope
new sprouts emerge from its roots.
Irvis is survived by his wife, Cathryn; his three children,
Jean Frances, Reginald, and Sherri; and his many friends
and admirers. ,
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pitt black history
month features world
premiere screening of

newspaper of record:
the pittsburgh courier,
1907–1965

The following article originally appeared in the January 19, 2010,
edition of the Pitt Chronicle.

Newspaper of Record
During critical periods in our nation’s history, The Pittsburgh
Courier weekly newspaper, published between 1907 and
1965, served as an instrument of change in the fight against
racial discrimination in housing, jobs, health, education,
sports, and other areas.
Printed locally but distributed throughout the United States
in 14 national editions, The Pittsburgh Courier became the
most influential Black newspaper in the nation, with a peak
circulation of 400,000. It provided a lens through which
Americans could see and read about the gross injustices
targeting Blacks, from the Jim Crow era at the beginning
of the 20th century through the turbulent years of the civil
rights movement.

The world premiere screening of the film will be cohosted
by Pitt Chancellor Mark A. Nordenberg and Vice Chancellor
for Public Affairs Robert Hill at 6 p.m. February 1 at the
Twentieth Century Club, 4201 Bigelow Blvd., Oakland.
The by-invitation-only event is the University’s K. Leroy Irvis
Black History Month Program for 2010.

Following the crusading newspaper’s financial collapse
in 1965, it soon re-emerged as today’s New Pittsburgh
Courier, which continues to serve the community.

Some parts of the Twentieth Century Club will take on the
look of a newspaper operation from a bygone era, complete
with a vintage newspaper delivery bicycle courtesy of
photographer Carmon Rinehart, bundled newspapers and
crates, and a life-size photographic replica of a Courier
delivery truck. To add to the ambience, “newsboys,”
reporters, and Rinehart in the guise of legendary Courier
photographer Charles “Teenie” Harris (1908–98) will be on
hand, all dressed in vintage attire. Enlargements of Teenie
Harris photos, courtesy of the Carnegie Museum of Art,
will be placed around the ballroom.

A new documentary, Newspaper of Record: The Pittsburgh
Courier, 1907–1965, by filmmaker and University of
Pittsburgh alumnus Kenneth Love (A&S ’71) tells the story of
the newspaper—how it empowered Blacks across America
and helped to reshape national policy. The executive producer of the film, which was awarded a CINE Golden Eagle
for excellence in the visual arts, is Pitt alumnus Barbara
McNulty-Love (A&S ’71, MED ’75), who is married to Love.

Newspaper of Record: The Pittsburgh Courier, 1907–1965,
tells its story not only through vintage images and narration,
but through interviews with a number of the newspaper’s
former editors and reporters. The documentary focuses
on the story of how The Courier launched major national
campaigns to combat racism, lynching, and race discrimination in education, employment, health, housing, the
military, and sports. One of its most famous causes, the

Opposite page: Youths dressed as newsboys and newsgirls included David Humphrey, front; Anwara Tayoradams, middle; Alexis Dixon, background left; and Amani Davis, who added
to the evening’s ambience by passing out programs designed to look like Pittsburgh Courier newspapers. The Pittsburgh Courier project won the Best in Show award from the
Pittsburgh chapter of the International Association of Business Communicators (IABC).
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The Pittsburgh Courier press room

“Double V Campaign” of 1942–43, demanded that
Blacks fighting for victory in the war abroad win a victory
against racism at home as well—through full citizenship
rights. The film also includes segments on celebrated Black
entertainers, sports figures, and musicians who were
seldom, if ever, covered by the White media; advertising
geared specifically to a Black audience; society, style, and
fashion columns, which influenced the paper’s women

readers; and a range of cartoons, from educational and
political to humorous.
“The Courier was an important American institution,” says
Love, who began working on the film in 2001, acting upon a
suggestion from late Pitt alumnus Frank Bolden (EDUC ’34),
a legendary Courier reporter and editor. “The film chronicles
a national treasure,” adds Love, who says he is proud, as a
Pitt alumnus, to see the University take the lead in “celebrating and preserving The Courier’s story.”
Central to the story of The Courier is Robert L. Vann (1879–
1940), who received his bachelor’s and law degrees from
Pitt in 1906 and 1909, respectively, was elected editor of
The Courant student newspaper (now The Pitt News),
and played a major role in The Courier’s success. In
1910, he was the newspaper’s counsel and soon
became its owner, publisher, and editor. Under
Vann, the paper’s circulation rose steadily, reaching
174,000 by 1936. By then, it was the largest Black
newspaper in circulation in the nation. Vann also was
a longtime assistant city solicitor in Pittsburgh and a
former special U.S. assistant attorney general under
President Franklin D. Roosevelt.
A number of other people interviewed or discussed in
the film have ties to Pitt, including:

Newspaper of Record’s newsboys and newsgirls: Front row, from left: Anwara
Tayloradams, Lana Macklin, and Keanu Davis. Back row, from left: Naeem Davis,
David Humphrey, Amani Davis, Alexis Dixon, and Daniel Humphrey.
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Above: Newsroom objects (Courier customized) and photo enlargements, illuminated with special effect
lighting, decorated the ballroom perimeter. Right: Audience members (from left) Carol Mohamed,
Winifred V. Torbert, Candi Castleberry-Singleton, Yvonne Durham, and Angela Ford.

• Frank Bolden, whose assignments for The Courier
ranged from covering Wylie Avenue jazz clubs to
becoming one of the first accredited Black war
correspondents during World War II. Bolden received
an education degree from Pitt in 1934 but was turned
down for a teaching job in Pittsburgh because of his
race. He died in 2003 at the age of 90;
• Edna Chappell McKenzie (EDUC ’68, A&S ’71G,
’73G), a Courier reporter in the 1940s who won praise
and made history for exposing racial discrimination
in restaurants, employment, and housing throughout
Western Pennsylvania. The first Black woman to earn
a PhD degree in history at Pitt in 1973, she went on
to teach Black history and serve as a Pitt trustee. She
died in 2005 at the age of 81;
• Earl F. Hord (BUS ’77G), a Pitt trustee who received a
master’s degree from Pitt’s Joseph M. Katz Graduate
School of Business in 1977 and had worked as
a pressman apprentice at The Courier just after
graduating from high school. Hord’s father worked
as a linotype operator, eventually became advertising
manager and general manager for The Courier, and
successfully worked to provide the business with its
own printing plant;
• George E. Barbour (A&S ’51), whose award-winning
1962 series for The Courier on the lack of diversity
among workers on the City of Pittsburgh payroll

eventually changed policy and made it easier for Blacks
to seek employment at City Hall. Barbour received the
Bachelor of Arts degree from Pitt in 1951;
• Robert Lavelle (BUS ’51, ’54G), Pittsburgh realtor
and banker who had a 21-year career at The Courier,
working in the mailroom, office, and, eventually, the
accounting department. Lavelle earned his bachelor’s
and master’s degrees at Pitt in 1951 and 1954, respectively. The school’s Robert Lavelle Scholarship is named
in his honor;
• Eric Springer, retired Pittsburgh attorney and founding
partner of Horty, Springer & Mattern, P.C., who wrote
columns for The Courier. He is a former Pitt School of
Law and Graduate School of Public
Health faculty member; and
• Vernell Lillie, narrator
for the film, who is the
founder and artistic
director of Pitt’s Kuntu
Repertory Theatre and
associate professor
emeritus of Africana
studies at Pitt.
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Newspaper of Record creator Ken Love (far right) with family and friends enjoying the Courier film’s premiere festivities.

Love has worked as a documentary filmmaker since 1972.
His films include Saving Fallingwater; Leon Katz: My Life
With and Without Gertrude Stein; One Shot: The Life and
Work of Teenie Harris; and Fallingwater: A Conversation with
Edgar J. Kaufmann, Jr. A recipient of two Emmy Awards
in sound recording for Serengeti Diary and Realm of the
Alligator, Love has contributed to more than 30 National
Geographic television specials. After he earned his Pitt
Bachelor of Arts degree in 1971, he went on to receive the
MFA degree in film from Carnegie Mellon University.

Carter G. Woodson (1875–1950)—who earned a
Harvard University PhD and was a celebrated
African American author, educator, and
historian—initiated what he called Negro
History Week in 1926. At the heart of
the annual February observance, which
in 1976 became Black History Month, is honoring African Americans who have struggled
and achieved in their efforts to advance the
mission of social equity.

Pitt began its annual Black History Month Program in
2004 with the world premiere of the documentary K. Leroy
Irvis: The Lion of Pennsylvania and renamed it in 2008 the
K. Leroy Irvis Black History Month Program to honor the
memory of the legendary Pennsylvania legislative leader
and Pitt alumnus and former trustee. Irvis, who
in 1977 became the first
African American speaker of
the House of Representatives
in Pennsylvania and the first
Black speaker of any state
house since Reconstruction,
sponsored in 1966 the bill
that made Pitt a state-related
institution of higher education.

Newspaper of Record was made
possible through funding from the
University of Pittsburgh, The Buhl
Foundation, the Multicultural Arts
Initiative, The Heinz Endowments,
the Pennsylvania Humanities Council,
the Falk Foundation, The Heinz
Company Foundation, the Pittsburgh
Foundation, and the Pennsylvania
Council on the Arts. ,

Carmon Rinehart, the event photographer, in the guise of
legendary Courier photographer Charles “Teenie” Harris.

Scenes from the Newspaper of Record film premiere.
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pitt documentary

blue gold & black: from
doorway to distinction
is the university’s 2009
k. leroy irvis black
history month program

The following is an excerpt of an article that originally appeared in
the January 26, 2009, edition of the Pitt Chronicle.

doorway to Distinction
In 1829, a young Black man was hoping to attend the
Western University of Pennsylvania, which later became
the University of Pittsburgh. But enrolling a Black man in
a university was a controversial act at the time, and thenChancellor Robert Bruce was concerned about the opposition
to having a Black student in the classroom. Bruce devised a
plan that allowed the young man to sit on a chair just outside
the classroom door, where he could hear the lessons and
gain the same instruction as the other students. That young
man, whose name is unknown, was the first of many at the
University who helped pave the way for Black students to
attend Pitt.
A new documentary, Blue Gold & Black: From Doorway to
Distinction, will be screened at a by-invitation-only world
premiere at 7 p.m. February 4 at the Twentieth Century Club,
4201 Bigelow Blvd., Oakland. The event is the University’s
2009 K. Leroy Irvis Black History Month Program, commemorating February as Black History Month.
The film tells the story of the 180-year experience of Black
men and women at Pitt. Through their persistence and intelligence, they broke down barriers and took their rightful place
in the classrooms, on the playing fields, and in Pitt history.
On Motion Media wrote the script for the documentary, based
on a treatment written by Robert Hill, Pitt’s vice chancellor for
public affairs. Blue Gold & Black: From Doorway to Distinction
is a sweeping tale that documents many firsts. It features

interviews with prominent Pitt African American alumni,
including Robert Lavelle (BUS ’51, ’54G), president of Lavelle
Real Estate Inc. and executive vice president of Dwelling
House Savings and Loan Association; Rachel Poole (NURS
’47, ’52G, EDUC ’77G), one of the first three Black students
to graduate from Pitt’s School of Nursing; James “Jimmy
Joe” Robinson (A&S ’51), cofounder of the Manchester
Youth Development Center and the first African American to
play football for Pitt; Curtiss Porter (A&S ’69, EDUC ’84G),
Penn State Greater Allegheny Chancellor; and Helen Faison
(EDUC ‘46, ’55G, ’75G), an emeritus Pitt trustee, a trailblazing
Pittsburgh educator, and a distinguished professor and director of the Pittsburgh Teachers Institute at Chatham University.
Also featured are Laurence Glasco, a Pitt history professor and
historical director of the Pitt-produced Free at Last? Slavery in
Pittsburgh in the 18th and 19th Centuries exhibition on view
at the Senator John Heinz History Center through April 5;
Kathy W. Humphrey, Pitt vice provost and dean of students;
and Pitt graduates Tonya Groover (A&S ’07), founder and
program coordinator of Pitt’s Technology Leadership Initiative;
2007 Rhodes Scholar Daniel Armanios (A&S ’07, ENGR ’07G)
who also was a 2005 Truman Scholar and a 2004 Goldwater
Scholar; and 2007 Goldwater Scholar Benjamin Gordon
(ENGR ’07), assistant project manager at Chester Engineers.
The film will be narrated by a number of Black Pitt alumni,
faculty, and friends of the University—a story about them as
told by them. ,
Scenes from the Doorway to Distinction film premiere.
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pitt grad’s japanese
roots lead to critical
and commercial
singing success

Jero
the washington post,
march 28, 2009

hometown of Pittsburgh. Jero studied the Japanese language from a young age and was influenced in his choice of
music by his grandmother’s enka record collection.

The Washington Post’s March 28, 2009, edition profiled
Pitt alumnus and African American-Japanese enka singer
Jero in advance of his performance at the opening of the
National Cherry Blossom Festival in Washington, D.C.

While working toward his degree in information sciences at
Pitt, Jero took Japanese language classes at Pitt and was
enrolled in the Asian Studies program.

The Post called Jero—Jerome White Jr. (SIS ’03), 29, of
Pittsburgh—“a dazzling mix of musical, national and ethnic
cultures. Part Lil Wayne, part Wayne Newton, part Japanese
torch singer, he looks like the latest American rapper.”

After moving to Japan upon graduation from Pitt to teach
English and work in computer science, Jero caught the
attention of the Japanese public after an appearance on a
television show that featured amateur singers.

White sings enka, a style of ballad noted for its melancholy
lyrics that romanticize traditional Japanese culture. His
first single, “Umiyuki” (Ocean Snow), debuted in February
2008 and earned him critical praise and legions of fans
in Japan—both older Japanese enjoying Jero’s nostalgic
stylings and younger Japanese who took to Jero’s hip-hop
persona. White is the first Black enka singer in Japanese
music history, and has surprised audiences by performing
in clothing usually associated with rappers or hip-hop artists
rather than the traditional Japanese attire associated with
the romantic singers.

The year 2009 was a big one for the pop sensation, having
been named Best New Artist at the 50th Annual Japan
Record Awards—the Japanese equivalent of the Grammy
Awards. White also was honored with two other Best New
Artist awards from the Best Hit Song Festival and the
Japan Cable Radio Awards. In addition, he received an
invitation to perform in the New Year’s Kohaku Uta Gassen
television program.
Jero also has been interviewed by The (London) Times
and featured on the Web sites of CNN International and
The Guardian (United Kingdom), among others. ,

Jero’s interest in enka comes from his maternal grandmother. She was a native of Japan who married an African
American serviceman and moved with him back to his
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pro football career
accelerates to
super bowl, pro bowls

Larry
Fitzgerald
usa today, january 21, 2009
In the days leading up to the Super Bowl XLIII contest
between the Arizona Cardinals and the Pittsburgh Steelers,
USA Today’s January 21, 2009, edition highlighted former
Pitt wide receiver Larry Fitzgerald as the Steelers defense’s
“super dilemma.”
During the Cardinals’ 2008 playoff run, Fitzgerald caught the
attention of the sports world by setting an NFL record for
most postseason receiving yards (419) and became the only
player in league history to score three touchdowns in a single
half during the NFC Championship game.
During Super Bowl XLIII on February 1, 2009, Fitzgerald
posted 127 receiving yards on seven receptions and scored
two touchdowns. Despite Fitzgerald’s powerhouse performance, the Pittsburgh Steelers went on to win the team’s
sixth championship title. The final score was 27-23.
Coverage in USA Today was complemented by stories in the
various expected sports media outlets such as ESPN and
Sports Illustrated as well as The Wall Street Journal, which
called him “The NFL’s Most Exciting Receiver” in its January
16, 2009, issue. Fitzgerald also was featured in other national
media, including an August 2009 story in Men’s Health

detailing his diet, fitness, and self-improvement regimes. His
likeness also graced the cover of the video game Madden
NFL 10, along with Super Bowl rival Troy Polamalu.
As a Pitt Panther, Fitzgerald was honored with the 2003 Walter
Camp Award, 2003 Biletnikoff Award, and the 2003 Paul
Warfield Award. He also was a unanimous 2003 All-America
selection and a runner-up for the Heisman Trophy. Fitzgerald
holds the Pitt record for receiving touchdowns (34). Drafted
by the Arizona Cardinals with the third overall pick in the 2004
NFL draft, Fitzgerald has used his rare combination of size
and speed to become one of the NFL’s elite receivers. In his
six seasons with the Cardinals, Fitzgerald has been elected to
four Pro Bowls and named a First-Team All-Pro twice.
Off the field, Fitzgerald has been featured for his advocacy
for breast cancer research, including an appearance on
Good Morning America in September 2009 to discuss his
partnership with Cold Stone Creamery that raised money for
the National Breast Cancer Foundation. The Carol Fitzgerald
Memorial Fund, established in memory of Fitzgerald’s mother,
who passed away from breast cancer in 2003, is a main focus
of Fitzgerald’s charity. Fitzgerald also founded the youth charity
the Larry Fitzgerald First Down Fund. Fitzgerald’s charitable
endeavors also are featured prominently on his own Web site,
www.larryfitzgerald11.com. ,
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Dejuan
Blair

Black
Like Me?

Shavonte
Zellous

crossing racial
lines and the
ambiguity of
racial identity
in america

This article was adapted from reports that
appear in the April 6, 2009, Pitt Chronicle.

The regional cover of Sports Illustrated’s 2008–09 college
basketball preview edition on November 17, 2008, featured
Pitt women’s basketball guard, Shavonte Zellous (CGS ’08),
and men’s forward, DeJuan Blair, Class of 2009.
The 2008–09 Pitt men’s basketball season marked a year
of remarkable achievement. Pitt advanced to the NCAA
Regional Final and Elite Eight for the first time since the
NCAA Tournament expanded to 64 teams. The Panthers
also ascended to the nation’s consensus No. 1 national
ranking for the first time in school history and held the top
spot for three weeks during the season (January 5 and 12
and February 23).

The Pitt women’s basketball team had a fantastic 200809 season as well. The Panthers advanced to the NCAA
Tournament’s Sweet 16 for the second consecutive year,
giving Pitt a trip to the third round twice in just three tournament appearances in school history.
Following the season, both Blair and forward Sam Young
were selected in the NBA’s 2009 Draft by the San Antonio
Spurs and Memphis Grizzlies, respectively, marking the first
time multiple Pitt basketball players had been drafted in the
same year since 1988. Zellous was drafted by the Detroit
Shock in the first round of the WNBA’s 2009 Draft, becoming the first player from Pitt to be drafted into the women’s
basketball association. ,
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Griffin collected these experiences into the nonfiction book
Black Like Me (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 1961), which
earned him international acclaim as a human rights activist
and was adapted into a major motion picture of the same
name, starring James Whitmore, in 1964.
Both the literary and movie versions of Black Like Me
helped to open the eyes of many White Americans, offering
a firsthand account of the discrimination Black Americans
faced on a daily basis. They also offered hard doses of
the truth in terms of how fragile one’s social status can
be within the United States. Here was Griffin, a highly
educated journalist and U.S. Air Force veteran, reduced
to the level of a second-class citizen—or, as Griffin himself
said of his experience, a “tenth-class citizen.”
This chapter, Black Like Me?, addresses issues surrounding color and American race relations that are as relevant
today as they were at the time Griffin published his book,
50 years ago.

How would Griffin’s life have been different if he was born
an actual Black man? That is the kind of issue University
of Pittsburgh School of Dental Medicine professor
John Baker perhaps has wrestled with since discovering
his own long-hidden African American roots. Baker is a
member of Pitt’s Senate Council and served as its president from 2006 to 2009.
While researching his family’s history, Baker came across
birth, death, and U.S. Census records that strongly
suggest he is the greatgreat-grandson of a former
slave of African ancestry
from Kentucky. According
to Baker’s findings, his
mixed-raced ancestor
eventually married a
Caucasian woman in the
years shortly after the
Civil War. Their union produced Baker’s maternal
great-grandfather, whose
complexion reportedly
was light enough that
he was able to pass
himself off as a White
man in society.

Above: a movie poster from the 1964 film Black Like Me.
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For six weeks in 1959, John Howard Griffin altered his
skin color to look like a Black man. Using large doses
of the antivitiligo drug Methoxsalen and enduring up to
15 hours a day under an ultraviolet light, he made this
transition in order to document accurately the African
American experience in the Southern United States.
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These lineage revelations were intriguing surprises to Baker,
a man who grew up in a small, seemingly all-White town
in rural east-central Illinois during the late 1950s—also the
time period of Black Like Me.
The full story behind the most unlikely of unions—a Mulatto
former slave and a White woman in the South during the
1870s—that produced Baker’s great-grandfather is included
in this chapter in the article “Passing for White.”
The unearthing of Baker’s own Black ancestry has raised
more questions than his initial research has answered. The
most fundamental of those questions is simply this: How
could the life of Baker’s great-great-grandfather, presumably
the son of a Black slave woman and a White slave master,
come to be in pre-Civil War America?
The answer to that question leads to the still-taboo discussion surrounding the sexual exploitation of female slaves
by their slave masters. As was undoubtedly the case with
Baker’s great-great-grandfather, the unfettered access to
the bodies of Black slave women produced Mulatto children
who bore the burden of being the slaves of their own White
biological fathers.
In fact, by the 19th century, the sexual exploitation of slave
women had become one of the loudest rallying cries for
the ever-growing abolitionist movement. Opponents of the
institution of slavery argued that at least 2–8 percent of
slave children born on Southern plantations were fathered
as a result of slave rape.
In this chapter, Pitt School of Arts and Sciences professor
Laurence Glasco collaborated with Vice Chancellor for
Public Affairs Robert Hill to coauthor the award-winning
essay “Sex Exploitation and Slavery,” which originally was
presented in Pitt’s acclaimed slavery exhibition Free at Last?
Slavery in Pittsburgh in the 18th and 19th Centuries.
Often lost within the inhumanity depicted in Black Like Me
is Griffin’s own valor in conducting such a dangerous social
experiment. Indeed, history has proved that it only takes
the bravery of one or a few to a make a great impact on the
lives of many. This is the case with Pitt’s Hillman University
Librarian and Director of the University Library System Rush
Miller, who in 1967, along with three other White and seven
Black students, founded Delta State University (DSU)’s first
fully integrated fraternity, Iota Kappa Chi (IKX).
According to Miller, DSU, which is located in the heart of the
Mississippi delta, was a hotbed of racial tension following
the statewide integration of public colleges and universities
in the late 1960s. The son of a Methodist minister who
himself was serving as a student minister at the time, Miller
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said that he and his fellow founding brothers set out to build a
fraternity that centered on the principles of a “brotherhood of
man that transcends any awareness of race.”
Much like the public scorn that Griffin experienced after the
publication of Black Like Me, Miller recalls numerous incidents
of bigotry directed toward him and other members of IKX for
their involvement with the fraternity. While the public condemnation from the student body as well as the faculty and
staff of DSU was at times intense, Miller never wavered in his
stance that all men are equal and deserving of liberty, equality,
and fraternity. He continued at DSU, eventually earning a
bachelor’s degree in history and philosophy and watching his
beloved fraternity grow, attracting young men of both races to
its noble principles. In 1983, the fraternity merged with Alpha
Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc., the first Black Greek letter organization, and became the Omicron Psi chapter. Alpha Phi Alpha
continues to flourish on DSU’s campus.
In 1978, IKX celebrated its first decade of existence on
DSU’s campus with a 10th anniversary dinner. Miller delivered
the keynote address for that event, and those remarks have
been included in this chapter.
Finally, in a reversal of a centuries-old American theme,
“Passing for Black” recounts in this chapter the story of the
distinguished grandmother of Pitt alumni Jacquelyne (A&S
’95) and Tracie Huggins (A&S ’03), who lived most of her
life of achievement as a Black woman but in fact had no
evidence that she was. She thrived in her Afro world and lived
to age 83 to recall the remarkable true tales of her life across
a color line that, when crossed, is far more typically traversed
in the other direction.
These four articles are reminders of the contradictions, imprecision, and perceptions that often inform notions of race in the
United States. All four stories present slices of the experience
of Pitt people with African American histories. ,
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by ervin dyer with
contributions by john baker

Passing For White
He was a Black former Kentucky slave, skilled as a farmhand and blacksmith. Born about 25 years before the end
of the Civil War, U.S. Census records suggest he was the
mixed-race son of a White master and an enslaved Black or
Mulatto woman.
She was the White daughter of a well-connected landowner,
a woman whose lineage was traceable to a prominent
Masonic fraternal leader, a sheriff, and others. Theirs was
a love story. Somehow, in the deeply segregated hills and
hollows of mid-1800s Kentucky, they met, had a long-term
relationship, and raised a family.
And, remarkably, in a nation where interracial marriage
between Whites and non-Whites had been banned since the
founding of the 13 colonies, this couple, Rashe and Erma,
according to the 1880 U.S. Census enumerations, had defied
racist customs and law and declared themselves married.
The 1880 Census shows that they were the only WhiteMulatto or White-Black couple in their entire census tract.
Their life together raises complicated questions about the
intersection of race, class, sex, identity, and power that
reach back into the early days of this nation. It is one family’s
tangled legacy of slavery and race but also a history of how
intermingled bloodlines flow through many Americans. It
intimates at how these long-ago relationships, which had
their roots cloaked in sexual force or secret admiration,
continue to shape modern-day race relations.

The couple’s story, an odyssey across five generations,
unfolded through faded census notes, wrinkled obituaries,
and family lore. It began inadvertently for John Baker, an
associate professor in the University of Pittsburgh School
of Dental Medicine. Baker’s wife was using Internet resources
to research her family history. She was having no luck, so
she asked her husband what he knew about his ancestors,
who had deep roots in the United States. Baker found a
yellowed newspaper obituary clipping for a maternal
great-uncle that disclosed the names of a maternal greatgrandfather and his wife: Allen and Mary Susan Todd
McKinzie. When Baker typed the name Allen McKinzie into
the search database for one of the world’s largest Internetbased genealogy sites, a flurry of information on birth, death,
and U.S. Census records appeared.
The information connects Allen McKinzie—Baker’s greatgrandfather—to the interracial couple from Kentucky, and it
is through that linkage that Baker believes he’s uncovered
long-hidden African American ancestry.
The discovery startled Baker, a man who grew up in a small,
seemingly all-White town in rural east-central Illinois. It was
not until he left for college in 1960, as the civil rights movement was reaching its zenith, that he awakened to America’s
deeply ingrained racial issues.
Above: John Baker, associate professor in the University of Pittsburgh School of
Dental Medicine.
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a Black man in the Bluegrass State could be lynched
for having a relationship with a White woman. In 1919,
Black-White interaction there was so unpleasant that news
reports recorded that a White mob forced Black workers
in the small town of Corbin out of town virtually overnight.
Compare that to 64 years earlier, in 1855, when White
abolitionist Cassius M. Clay helped to found what would
become Kentucky’s Berea College, one of the nation’s first
intentionally interracial schools. It was in this milieu that the
story of Rashe McKinzie, a Mulatto, and Erma Caldwell,
his White wife, an east-central Kentucky couple, and their
children played out.

While no photographs of Allen McKinzie are known to exist, this 1928 photo shows Mary
Susan Todd McKinzie, Allen’s wife and John Baker’s great-grandmother (on the left)
holding Baker’s mother, Barbara, alongside (on the right) John Baker’s other maternal
great-grandmother Cleopatra Woodall McCollum holding Barbara’s sister, Betty.

The recent unveiling of his family’s African American
ancestry has left him “surprised” and profoundly curious
to discover more, as this history was never discussed
among his relatives. In fact, he says, “When I mentioned it
to older family members—uncles and cousins—some were
intrigued, but others were none too pleased.”
After unearthing a Black ancestor, Baker said, he often has
thought of the racial prejudice the couple must have faced
every day—a prejudice he has never experienced—and
has contemplated what it says about human nature and
the need to harbor prejudices about things, like race, that
don’t really matter. The research has taught him in a most
personal way that when it comes to race in America, “we
have to be careful how we judge people.”
Like most states, Kentucky has a long, bitter, contradictory
heritage with respect to race. Even as recently as the early
to mid-20th century, according to Lincoln County historians,

Their story began about 1871, because 1880 U.S. Census
enumerations show 9-year-old Allen McKinzie listed as the
White adopted stepson of Rashe, when in actuality, Baker
believes, Allen McKinzie was more likely the Mulatto man’s
fair-skinned Black biological son for the following reasons:
Allen was a common first name in the White McKinzie family
but not in the Caldwell family. He was conceived before
Rashe and Erma started living together. To protect him
from racial prejudice and establish him as White, they may
have claimed Rashe was not Allen’s father. However, there
is no record of Erma’s being with another man; she was
a single woman living at home in 1870. Once Rashe and
Erma started living together and having other children, the
children, Mary, 7, and Anderson, 5, were designated
as Mulatto, as shown in the 1880 Census. These children
were not significantly different in appearance from Allen
because, like Allen, they both passed as White in all subsequent censuses.
Imagine: Allen McKinzie was born of a Mulatto parent
and raised in a post-Civil War era when rising segregation
moved most states to adopt strictures that socially classified
any person with “one drop” of Black blood or any African
ancestry to be considered Black. Despite such classifications, Allen McKinzie managed to “pass,” folding himself
into the White world and raising a large family in Villa Grove,
Ill., an all-White town that local newspapers characterized
as having an active branch of the Ku Klux Klan.
The tale can be told by focusing on the three people at
its center.
Rashe McKinzie was likely the biological father of Allen
McKinzie and a great-great-grandfather of John Baker.
U.S. Census and other documents variously record his
given name as Rashe, Race, Bashe, Rasha, Bash, or Roch;
his formal name may well have been Horatio. He was born
about 1840 in what was recorded on Allen McKinzie’s
death certificate as Waynesboro (a likely misspelling of
Waynesburg) in southern Lincoln County, Ky. He was listed
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John, but it could have been either one.
James McKinzie’s death certificate records
that he died in 1870 in Lincoln County from
consumption (tuberculosis). It is not known
where or when Rashe died; no further
records for him have yet been found.

courtesy john baker
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Erma Caldwell was the White wife of the
Mulatto Rashe. In various records, she
was listed as Irma, Ermintha, Emerine, or
Erminca. Different variants of her maiden
name, Caldwell, produced spellings such
as Conells and Cowells. The family search
ancestry records erroneously show that
she was born about 1842 (it was actually
1852) in Kentucky and list that she became
the wife of Race McKinzie in 1870, just five
This 1925 photograph shows John Baker’s grandfather, James Harvey McKinzie, on the left; McKinzie’s
years after the Civil War abolished slavery
father-in-law, Elza McCollum holding McKinzie’s daughter Betty, Baker’s aunt; and Elza’s two sons, John and Elza
in Kentucky (as a non-Confederate state,
McCollum Jr. Baker believes his African American lineage existed a generation before this picture was taken.
it had not been covered by President
Abraham Lincoln’s 1863 Emancipation
Proclamation). Erma was a daughter of Hugh Caldwell; she
in several records as Mulatto—a racial designation meaning
was 18 in 1870, when U.S. Census records list her as a
a person having one Black parent and one White parent
single woman residing at home.
or, more generally, a person of mixed Caucasian and
Black ancestry.
It is unknown how Erma and Rashe met, but the Caldwell
family residence was nearby the McKinzie family’s, where
The 1850, 1860, 1870, and 1880 U.S. Census records
Rashe was listed as a Mulatto farm worker. Rashe’s White
strongly suggest that Rashe formerly had been enslaved
likely half sister Sarah Jane McKinzie married Erma’s half
and had belonged to James McKinzie, a White distiller in
nephew, E.B. Caldwell, and they lived on the farm next to
Lincoln County who, Baker believes, was Rashe’s biological
Hugh Caldwell’s. E.B. Caldwell employed Tucker McKinzie,
father for the following reasons: In 1850, James McKinzie
a Mulatto who Rashe claimed as a son in the 1880 Census,
was listed as the owner of an unnamed 8-year-old Mulatto
so Rashe and Erma had abundant opportunity to meet.
male slave; according to the 1860 Census, he owned an
Through their union, Rashe and Erma produced at least
unnamed 17-year-old Mulatto male slave. In the 1870
three children together. By the time of the 1900 U.S.
Census, Rashe McKinzie was enumerated by name for
Census, these children, including Allen McKinzie, were
the first time; he was listed as a Mulatto who lived in the
all listed as White citizens and lived about 20 miles from
same household as the White McKinzie family in the
Waynesburg in Rockcastle County, Ky. It is still unknown
capacity of farm worker, although his age was erroneously
where or when Erma died; no further records for her have
given as only 25 (such errors were not uncommon). In
yet been found.
1830, John H. McKinzie, James’ father, owned six slaves—
two males under 10, three females under 10, and one
Allen McKinzie was Baker’s African American great-grandfafemale under 25.
ther. McKinzie’s 1939 death certificate lists the Mulatto Roch
McKinzie as his father. An 1893 Stanford, Ky., newspaper,
In 1840, John McKinzie owned four slaves—one male
the Semi-Weekly Interior Journal, confirms that Baker’s
under 10, two females under 10, and one female about 36
great-grandfather was of mixed-race heritage. The news
years old. This suggests that John McKinzie was breeding
article, dated August 15, recounts an altercation between
and selling slaves, which was common in those days, and
Allen McKinzie and the White owners of a sawmill where
probably fathering them himself because no other adult
he worked. The report lists McKinzie as a “half-breed” and
male was present. The 1850 Census shows that John
a “dangerous man” who survived gunshot wounds to his
McKinzie owned one female Black slave over 40 and two
stomach and legs that were inflicted by the sawmill owners.
other slaves who were Mulatto. John’s son James would
have been 22 years old when Rashe was born; it is more
likely that the younger James fathered Rashe than the older
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McKinzie was the son of a Mulatto father and a White
mother. Under America’s strict racial classifications—the rule
that even one drop of Black blood makes a person Black—
and given the time and circumstances of his birth, despite
being at least three-quarters White, he would have been
considered Black. Nevertheless, he lived as a White citizen.
Records variously show that Allen McKinzie was born in
March 1868, 1870, or 1871. His children recalled that he
was born in Kings Mountain or Waynesburg, two nearby
towns in Kentucky, and that his father was named Rashe
or Roch (although with no mention of race).
By the early 1900s, U.S. Census records show that all
of Rashe and Erma’s children were living in neighboring
Rockcastle County and all were listed as White.
By 1910, Allen McKinzie and his wife had seven children;
an illiterate former farm worker, he had become employed
as a car repairman for a railroad.
In 1913, Allen McKinzie moved to Villa Grove, Ill., where he
worked for many years for the Central and Eastern Illinois
Railroad, from which he retired in 1936. Just three years
later, he died of peritonitis and complications of a gastric
ulcer. All but one of his sons became workers for the railroad
too, including Baker’s maternal grandfather.
Ironically, this son of a Mulatto father resided in a region
where the Ku Klux Klan was active. Historians cast Villa
Grove as a “sundown town,” one of many during the Jim
Crow era where Blacks had to leave town before sundown
and where racial policies kept thousands of U.S. municipalities as White as possible.
The legal right for Whites and non-Whites to marry didn’t
come until 1967, so it remains a mystery how the couple
Rashe and Erma came to stay together. Did they ever have
a legal or religious wedding ceremony, or were they only
a common-law couple? Why did their border-state community allow this? Was it the prominence of Erma’s Caldwell
relatives, who perhaps turned a blind eye to the union, or
because Rashe’s White likely half sister was married to
Erma’s half nephew, E.B. Caldwell? Erma’s father, Hugh,
died in August 1870; he never was a slave owner. It apparently did not matter to Erma that Rashe was a Mulatto.
She saw him as a man worthy of her love, with whom she
lived and had children, despite the harsh racial attitudes
of the time.
Why did Rashe stay in Kentucky and with the White
McKinzies after the Civil War ended? Baker believes it was
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“it takes many years and
generations to erase
the stains of slavery.”
john baker

because Rashe was family and was treated like family by
the White McKinzies. Rashe’s White likely father, James
McKinzie, was ill by then, and the White McKinzie family
needed Rashe to run their farm. Farming and blacksmithing were the only trades Rashe knew, so the relationship
worked well for both Rashe and the White McKinzies. In
1871, Rashe became Erma’s husband and needed to work
to support their children.
Allen McKinzie fathered nine surviving children. One of his
many granddaughters and her White husband produced
a son, Baker, the professor at the University of Pittsburgh
whose research brought this history to light.
When Baker was growing up in the 1940s and 1950s,
he remembers Villa Grove as an all-White town. Because
of geographical isolation and limited television broadcast
availability, he never was fully aware of the depth of U.S.
racial problems during his childhood, but after he left home,
he came to believe that racial segregation allows people
to fall into traps about stereotypes and to wear blinders
regarding different communities. Baker believes the scars
left by slavery must continue to be addressed.
There are no records of Rashe McKinzie’s receiving any
formal education, and when he was growing up, it would
have been illegal for an enslaved Black person to be taught
to read or write. Lack of education was a legacy that flowed
through his family tree. Allen McKinzie could not read or
write either. His children all worked for the railroad, and
none finished high school. Baker, who graduated from the
University of Illinois’ flagship campus at Urbana-Champaign
in the 1960s and then went on to earn his PhD degree,
was, along with a first cousin his age, only the second in his
family even to graduate from high school, and he was the
first to attend college, let alone receive his degree and then
attend graduate school.
“It takes many years and generations,” Baker says, “to
erase the stains of slavery.” ,
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Sex Exploitation
and Slavery
by robert hill and
laurence glasco
This article originally was published as part of the 2008-09 Free
at Last? Slavery in Pittsburgh in the 18th and 19th Centuries
exhibition, which can be accessed at www.library.pitt.edu/freeatlast/
fugitive_laws.html.

Frederick Douglass teaches that even men who professed
Christianity were corrupted by the decision to own slaves.
Other sources tell of the added corruption resulting from the
opportunities slavery afforded for the sexual exploitation of
female slaves.
By the 18th century, patriotic and religious impulses had turned
many Northerners against slavery, but in the 19th century
they were repelled even more by the perceived prevalence of
sexual abuse under slavery. Abolitionists convinced many that,
by giving the slaveholder unfettered access to the bodies of
female slaves, slavery promoted sexual exploitation on a scale
that further threatened the very moral and ethical fabric of
society. They argued that the institution corrupted the slaveholder’s morals, humiliated his wife, defiled his slave women,
and produced a progeny of Mulatto children who shared the
unforgivable burden of being slaves to their own parents.
In her 1861 memoir Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl,
escaped slave Harriet Jacobs provided firsthand testimony that
confirmed these fears. Jacobs detailed years of sexual harassment at the hands of her slaveholder. Recounting her entry
into the dangerous years of adolescence, she lamented: “But
I now entered on my fifteenth year—a sad epoch in the life of
a slave girl. My master began to whisper foul words in my ear.
Young as I was, I could not remain ignorant of their import.”
Jacobs described slaveholders’ and their sons’ licentious and
misogynistic behavior that routinely bedeviled the life of a slave
girl, writing, “she is whipped or starved into submission to their
will.” From such brutal beginnings extended “relationships”
often began, producing hundreds of thousands of mixed-race
children in America.
Not only did the inherent dynamics of the slavery setting
become more corrupt when slave rape occurred, the
misconduct often damaged many relationships. The slaveholder’s relations with his wife were undermined; she was often
powerless to stop such misbehavior. An illicit sexual liaison
also damaged the relationship between the wife and the slave
mistress, who in many cases was a house servant forced to
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live under the same roof. Even when the slave owner was
unmarried, the unequal power dynamics between him and his
slave mistress eliminated her ability to refuse consent.
Slavery rendered relations between slaveholders and their
slave children bizarre in that their children also could be their
slaves. Recent scholarship suggests that at least 2-8 percent
of slave children born on Southern plantations were fathered
by Whites, and testimony by former slaves collected in the
1930s reveals that more than one-third of ex-slave women
who broached the topic of parentage claimed to have a White
father or at least one child sired by a White father.
The widespread existence in slave societies of light-skinned, or
Mulatto, children who carried their slaveholder’s features stood
as a physical reminder of sex abuse. Slaveholders typically
did not care one way or another about their offspring, but
even for those who did, it likely took a bold and self-confident
slaveholder to withstand the indignation of a wife and provide
affection for such children. At best, he might provide them with
a trade or set them free, but he also might sell them to remove
the evidence and often did.
The fathering of mixed-race children by slaveholders—the
federal census counted more than 400,000 Mulattoes in
the United States in 1860—did more than corrupt human
relations. It damaged human psyches, undermined the
slaveholders’ pretenses to respectability, and made hypocrisy
of their public posturing on the need for racial purity and the
separation of the races. Abolitionist literature was filled with
descriptions of slaveholders as lascivious managers of harems
where animal instincts were easily gratified. Slaveholders may
have denounced and denied such accusations but often lived
with knowing winks and nods from others nonetheless.
The documents in this exhibition provide no direct evidence
of sexual exploitation, but the visitor will notice words such
as “mulatto” or “light colored man” and “light yellow boy” in
the descriptions of the slaves or indentured servants. Possibly
some of these refer to individuals born from a sexually
exploitative relationship.
None of the records in this exhibition speaks directly to sexual
exploitation of the slaves and indentured servants, some very
young, who are the subjects of the transactions, but they raise
the possibility. It was this possibility, and sometimes reality,
that outraged abolitionists like Harriet Jacobs and Harriet
Beecher Stowe and like-minded Western Pennsylvanians in
the years leading up to the Civil War. Perhaps, amongst others,
it was this possibility, and occasional reality, that in the 1790s
appalled Hugh Henry Brackenridge, whose satirical novel
Modern Chivalry lampooned local slaveholders who were too
pious even to shave on Sunday but who nonetheless “held
and abused” their slaves. ,
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Rush miller
his 1966 dream of
fraternity life for black
classmates comes true as
alpha phi alpha chapter
These remarks originally were delivered
on February 5, 1978, at the 10th
anniversary dinner of Iota Kappa Chi,
the first fully integrated fraternity at
Mississippi’s Delta State University.
They were delivered by fraternity
founder Rush Miller, now Pitt’s Hillman
University Librarian and director of the
University Library System. Iota Kappa
Chi became part of Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity Inc., in 1983.

I stand before you this evening as
a charter member of Iota Kappa
Chi Fraternity (IKX). I am proud to
be here, and I deeply appreciate the honor of not only being
asked to attend but also to have the privilege of looking back
with you to the formation of this fraternity 10 years ago.
The organization of IKX is, I believe, a significant milestone
in the history of our institution, Delta State University (DSU).
Having been there then, I can tell you with some assurance
that this is not just another social fraternity. The birth of IKX
was the birth of peaceful coexistence, tolerance, and acceptance at DSU for all students. But let me go back, if I may, and
give you an idea of why we founded IKX. Please forgive me
if I only give you my point of view, but the IKX story is a very
personal one for me.
I came to Delta State in 1966 because my father was the
Methodist D.S. [district superintendent] in Cleveland, Miss.,
and this had something to do with it. I was not overly concerned for the plight of Black students who were enrolled for
the first time at Delta State. The opening of DSU was the
result of the Ole Miss crisis, and though the atmosphere was
more one of acceptance than at Ole Miss, Black students
were certainly not welcomed with open arms.
The social atmosphere was very tense; everyone was ill at
ease. You could easily say that the faculty and student body
were polarized. Not having attended an integrated high
school, I was not used to being with Black students at school
and was as apprehensive as anyone. But I suppose I was
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somewhat different, unusual, because I had come from the
home of a minister who believed strongly in the brotherhood
of man and who had had to suffer in the 1960s for those
beliefs because he dared to preach them. I would not say
I didn’t have prejudices—we all do—but I recognized our
common brotherhood.
Gradually it became clear to all of us that there were no
significant avenues open to Blacks for participation in campus
life. We had our share of protests and sit-ins, once resulting
in mass arrests. These were symptomatic of the frustrations
Blacks felt, and we few Whites who cared felt their frustration.
The only logical thing to do was to form an organization to
serve as a vehicle for bringing changes in the social climate at
DSU. I was more than willing to join in to help get the fraternity
going. I had some friends in the administration and faculty;
my name was lent to alleviate fears, etc.
In the early days, IKX was not a Black fraternity, though most
people thought so. Rather, it was an integrated fraternity,
modeled after the spirit of the day, the philosophy of Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. and others. We joined together—White
and Black—because we felt a sense of brotherhood and we
wanted to show the campus that race made no difference.
Of course, we realized it would soon be all Black, but we felt
good about helping it to be born.
I was asked to give you the ideas we had in founding IKX.
They are summed up in the three key words of the French
Revolution: liberty, equality, fraternity. Liberty: This is our
freedom—free to love, free to achieve what we have the
human potential for—without regard for our race. Equality:
IKX was dedicated then to the idea of equality. We were true
equals and friends. We shall overcome; we’ll walk hand in
hand. Fraternity: We can be friends only if we accept each
other, embrace each other, love each other.
I was grateful to be able to come back to DSU after a
seven-year absence and see how the entire atmosphere had
changed. Today, although not perfect, Blacks and Whites
work together in all areas—social, athletic, academic. The
number of Blacks enrolled continues to increase. You are a
vital force at DSU, an indication of this change is that I could
even come back. Certainly, I could not have if conditions had
not changed drastically. I am so glad to see IKX so healthy and
prosperous. The baby we birthed is now of age. All I can say
now is that you have a rich heritage. If I can ever help you, feel
free to ask. It is great to see that the day has arrived at DSU
when we can walk together hand in hand without fear and with
common goals. ,

courtesy ric evans
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Above left: Rush Miller c. 1979. Opposite page: portrait of Miller that appeared in Pitt
Magazine winter 2007.
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a reversal of a
centuries-old
theme
by robert hill

Passing For Black?
By the time Roberta Winters Wilson joined the Black
women’s world of golf, she had had a lifetime of experiences
that were not unusual for African American women in 1950s
Western Pennsylvania. She had married a Black man then
another, had seven children, and lived in predominantly
Black neighborhoods in and around Pittsburgh.
But it appears that Winters Wilson, whose granddaughters
include Tracie Huggins (A&S ’03) and Pitt Computing
Services and Systems Development staffer Jacquelyne
Huggins (A&S ’95), failed the age-old test of American
Blackness in that she was aware of no blood of African
ancestry coursing through her veins. She was the daughter
of Fabius and Maggie Winters, apparently a White man and
his Cherokee Indian wife, both of Raleigh, N.C.
Fabius was born in Wake County, N.C., in 1878. He was
born and married under the name of Sturdivant but assumed
his mother’s maiden name in the early 20th century.
The 1889 will of Allen Sturdivant, a former owner of at least
100 slaves, bequeathed 41 acres to Fabius, noted in the will
as one of Emma Winters’ children. Emma’s 1850 census
record establishes her as White.

Fabius’s records situate his race as
that ranging from Mulatto on his marriage certificate to Black on his World
War I draft card to White on his
World War II registration card. But
research for this article revealed this
shifting race identity of her father
months after Winters Wilson’s
death and unbeknownst to her.
She always regarded her heritage
as White and Native American.
Roberta’s mother, Maggie, is listed
in the U.S. Native American Applications for
Enrollment in Five Civilized Tribes, 1896 as Cherokee. She
was born on a reservation in the hills above Raleigh in 1887.

In public places,
they often were
mistaken for a
lady and her
“girl,” a reference
used to describe
Black women
of any age in
domestic service.
“Growing up as a military brat, I was mainly aware of differences based on military rank, not race. I was 16 before I was
aware that Grandma was part Native American. She was
extremely strong, had a powerful intellectual gift, and was very
loving. I really identified with her,” noted Jacquelyne Huggins.
10 children born to the Winters couple. All of the other eight
siblings appeared Caucasian.
Born in Raleigh in 1926, Winters Wilson moved with her
family to Everson, Pa., at age 4. She attended public school
in Pittsburgh, where Fabius astonished her teachers when he
came to visit her school. “They didn’t believe Daddy was my
father,” she recalled in 2009.
She loved sports and excelled in baseball, swimming,
tennis, and golf. As a member of the Black Women’s Golf
League, she played in tournaments throughout the eastern
United States. She was married to Negro league men’s golf
legend Eldrige “Yink” Wilson, the only Black to play in the
postcolonial Nigerian Open in 1970. He appeared there as a
goodwill ambassador for Pittsburgh’s Gulf Oil. One of Winters
Wilson’s seven children is Mary Huggins, mother of the
Huggins sisters.

In the lottery of genetic play that determines race appearance—a social construct beyond human biology—Winters
Wilson was one of only two children with dark skin of the

With a café au lait complexion and pronounced cheekbones
not uncommon in African Americans with some Native
American ancestry, Winters Wilson was regarded as Black,
though she did not claim to be. Nonetheless, with her
Black husband and Black children, she lived her life as a
Black woman.

Top: As an infant, Roberta Winters Wilson is pictured in this 1927 photo in the arms of
her Cherokee Indian mother, Maggie Winters, and surrounded by three of her nine siblings. Winters Wilson was one of two of the Winters’ 10 children to be born with a dark
complexion. Above: Allen Sturdivant, who owned more than 100 slaves, bequeathed 41
acres to Roberta Winters Wilson’s father, Fabius Winters.

With one of her older sisters, Abbey—who, though born
of the same mother and father as Winters Wilson, was
regarded as White—she entered the nursing home business.
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First operating the nursing
home out of Abbey Winters’
residence, then retrofitting
a building on Laketon Road
in Wilkinsburg, adjacent to
Pittsburgh, the sisters provided
care to mentally disabled
and elderly White residents.
When her sister died, Winters
Wilson owned and ran the
home. Today, it is owned by
the Huggins sisters’ mother,
Mary, who is assisted by Tracie
in caring for the now predominantly Black residents.
At the time of her death in August 2010, Roberta Winters
Wilson had been admired as one of the most respected
African American businesswomen and church philanthropists
in Wilkinsburg. Only she, her family, and close friends believed
that she was White and Red, but not Black. ,
Top left: In a display of the lottery of genetic play that determines racial appearance,
an adolescent Roberta Winters Wilson (third from left) stands with her biological sister
Abbey (fourth from left), father Fabius Winters (far left), and the African American
husband of Abbey (far right). Top right: Fabius Winters celebrates a birthday with family
members in Pittsburgh in 1960. Born a Sturdivant, he changed his name to Winters.
Above: Pitt Arts and Sciences alumnus and Pitt Computing Services and Systems
Development staffer Jacquelyne Huggins, the granddaughter of Roberta Winters Wilson.
All photos courtesy Jacquelyne Huggins
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Renee Henderson (1986)
• Captured her third consecutive Big
East outdoor title in the 100 meters

courtesy archives service center, university of Pittsburgh

Arnold Sowell (1955)
• Broke seven collegiate, national, and
world records when he won the 880yard run at the U.S. National Amateur
Athletic Union Outdoor Track Meet in
Boulder, Colo. The next year, he would
make the U.S. Olympic Team.

Jim, second row, far left, whose last name is not recorded with this photo, was a trainer with the 1899 University of Pittsburgh football team.

selected milestones of great black panthers at pitt
Harry Ray Wooten and
Hubbard Hollensworth (1911)
• Became Pitt’s first African American
varsity athletes when they joined the
track and field team

Bill “Bullet” Carter (1940–42)
• Set world record of 6.1 seconds in the
60-yard dash at the Butler Relays
• Ran on the mile-relay team that won
the New York Millrose Games with a
time of 3:25.5
James J. Robinson and
Herbert P. Douglas Jr. (1945–46)
• Became the first African Americans to
play football for Pitt

Everett Utterback (1930–31)
• Became the two-time indoor collegiate
champion in the broad jump

• Douglas established a school record
in the broad jump with a mark of 24
feet and 4 7/8 inches at the IC4A
Championships.

Bobby Grier (1956)
• Integrated the Sugar Bowl as the first
Black athlete to play in that classic

Lorri Johnson (1991)
• Became Pitt women’s basketball’s
all-time scoring leader in her final game
as a Panther (2,312 points)

Kevin Love (1971–72)
• Won wrestling’s 150-pound Eastern
Intercollegiate title

Majuma Fletcher (1996)
• Won the NCAA indoors high jump
title, earning her a third consecutive
Outstanding Field Performer citation

Antonio Bryant (2000)
• Received the Biletnikoff Award,
recognizing the most outstanding wide
receiver in the nation

Dorel Watley (1971)
• Won the NCAA indoor title in distance
medley relay with the world-record
time of 9:39.7

Chantee Earl (2000)
• Earned All-America status by winning
the NCAA Championships in the 800meter run

Tony Dorsett (1975–76)
• November 15, 1975: Rushed for
school record 303 yards in Pitt’s 34–20
win against Notre Dame
• November 26, 1976: Ran for 224 yards
and two touchdowns in Pitt’s 24–7
win against Penn State University,
completing Pitt’s perfect 11–0 season

Larry Fitzgerald (2003)
• Received the Biletnikoff Award and
Player of the Year honors from the
Walter Camp Football Foundation as
the best football player in the nation as
a sophomore wide receiver. He also
came in as first runner-up for the
Heisman Trophy.

• October 23, 1976: Became the
NCAA’s all-time rushing yardage leader
on a touchdown run in Pitt’s 45–0
win at Navy
• December 9, 1976: Won the
Heisman Trophy

John Woodruff (1936)
• Won the gold medal in the 800 meters
at the Berlin Olympics

Henry “Model T” Ford (1953)
• Became Pitt’s first African American to
play quarterback

Jennifer Bruce (1984–85)
• Scored a single-season record 681
points for Pitt women’s basketball
Pitt basketball player
Sam Young
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Pitt Men’s basketball team (2009)
• For the first time in school history, the
men’s basketball program is ranked
number one in the weekly Associated
Press and USA Today/ESPN coaches’
polls, both announced January 5. The
team’s starters are DeJuan Blair, Tyrell
Biggs, Sam Young, Levance Fields, and
Jermaine Dixon.
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historical timeline
1829
The first Black student enrolls at the University of Pittsburgh.
His name is unknown.

Charles Avery

1849
Charles Avery, an abolitionist minister,
founds the Allegheny Institute and
Mission Church to educate Black
teachers. It is later renamed Avery
College and serves as a station on the
Underground Railroad.

1858
Charles Avery dies. In his will, he leaves Pitt $25,000
to create scholarships for Black men in America and from
Canada. That money continues to provide scholarships
to students.
1893
William Hunter Dammond is the first
African American to graduate from
the University of Pittsburgh, earning a
degree in civil engineering with honors.
William Hunter
Dammond

1906
Jean Hamilton Walls is the first Black
woman to enroll at Pitt.

Charles Henry Carroll and James Charles Gill Fowler graduate from the University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine.
1909
Robert Lee Vann becomes the first
Black man to graduate from the
School of Law. The Pittsburgh Courier,
established in 1907 by Edwin Harleston,
would gain national prominence after
Vann would become the newspaper’s
Robert Lee Vann
editor, publisher, treasurer, and legal
counsel in 1910. Vann would see the
Courier grow to become the largest, most influential Black
newspaper in the nation.

p i t t s b u r g h

1916
Ella Phillips Stewart graduates from the School of Pharmacy
and becomes the first Black woman licensed to practice
pharmacy in Pennsylvania and one of the first in the United
States. She later is appointed to serve on the executive
board of the United Nations Educational, Scientific,
and Cultural Organization.

Virginia Proctor
Powell Florence

1937
Edward Lee Harris is the first Black man to earn a PhD in
chemistry at Pitt.
1938
Jean Hamilton Walls is the first Black woman to earn a PhD
from the University.
1947
Adena Johnson Davis becomes the first Black woman to
graduate from Pitt’s School of Nursing.
1948
Herbert P. Douglas wins a bronze medal in the long jump at
the summer Olympics in London. He would later become
a member of Pitt’s Board of Trustees.

Jean Hamilton Walls

1954
After becoming the first Black member
of the University of Pittsburgh Law
Review and graduating from Pitt Law, K.
Leroy Irvis becomes the first Black
law clerk in Pittsburgh’s Court of
Common Pleas.
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1964
E.J. Josey, an emeritus professor in the School of
Information Sciences, introduces a successful resolution
at the annual meeting of the American Library Association
(ALA) forbidding ALA officials from associating with library
groups that refused membership to people of all races.
1967
Helen Lewis, secretary to Chancellor Wesley W. Posvar,
becomes the first Black secretary to a Pitt chancellor. By
the time she retired in 2002, she had served the University
for 38 years.

Helen S. Faison

1968
Helen S. Faison (A&S ’46, EDUC ’55G,
’75G) becomes the first Black woman
to serve as a high school principal in
the Pittsburgh Public Schools. She
later would serve as acting Pittsburgh
Superintendent of Schools.

Underrepresented students and faculty at the University
of Pittsburgh form Project-A, Tri-M (Malcolm-MartinMarcus), and Developmental Scholars. These three support
programs each would seek to increase the enrollment of
students who had historically been denied admission to Pitt.
The Black Action Society (BAS) is founded. Charles Morrow
is elected its first chair.
1969
Lawrence Howard becomes Pitt’s first Black dean when
he is named to lead the Graduate School of Public and
International Affairs.
BAS members stage a protest in the University’s computer
center in an attempt to urge Chancellor Posvar to “establish
an institute for Black studies for research and teaching.”

1956
Edgar Duncan is the first Black graduate of the Graduate
School of Public Health.
Homer Sylvester Brown, who earned a Bachelor of Laws
degree from Pitt’s law school in 1923, becomes the first
Black judge on the state’s Court of Common Pleas.

t e n

1961
Elayne Arrington becomes the first Black woman to
graduate from the School of Engineering.

1933
Russell Anderson is the first Black man to earn a PhD at
Pitt. It is in biological sciences.*

K. Leroy Irvis

1910
Jean Hamilton Walls becomes the first
Black woman to earn a bachelor’s
degree from Pitt.

1923
Virginia Proctor Powell Florence
becomes the first Black woman in the
United States to earn a degree in library
science when she graduates from
the Carnegie Library School (now the
School of Information Sciences at the
University of Pittsburgh).

c h a p t e r

Jack L. Daniel

The Department of Black Studies is
established. (It would be renamed the
Department of Africana Studies in 1993.)
Jack L. Daniel (A&S ’63, ’66G, ’68G),
later vice provost for undergraduate
studies and former dean of students, is
named its first director.

g o l d
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Having affirmed the need for programs designed to assist
underrepresented undergraduates, Project A, Tri-M, and
Developmental Scholars combine to form the University
Community Education Program (UCEP). Edward Barnes,
PhD, is named UCEP’s first director.
Nathan Davis becomes the first Black faculty member in the
Department of Music. He would earn tenure in 1974.
Laurence Glasco becomes the first Black history professor
at Pitt. In 1975, he would earn tenure.
Roland Edward Barnes becomes the first Black full professor
at the University of Pittsburgh. He would go on to teach for
the School of Education until his retirement in 1982.
1970
Pitt establishes an affirmative action program.
E.J. Josey becomes the first Black faculty member to receive
tenure in the School of Information Sciences.
Gregory Alden Morris (EDUC ’59, ’60G, ’70G), the executor
of the estate of the late jazz great composer of “Take the A
Train,” receives his PhD from the School of Education.
1971
Martha Richards Conley becomes the first Black woman to
graduate from the School of Law.
Karl Lewis becomes the first Black tenured
professor in the School of Engineering.
1972
David Epperson (A&S ’61, SOC WK ’64G,
A&S ’70G, ’75G) becomes the first Black
dean of the School of Social Work. By
Karl Lewis
the time he would retire in 2001, he was
Pitt’s longest-serving dean and the longest-serving dean of a
school of social work in the country. Upon his retirement, he
and his wife, Cecelia (EDUC ’57, ’61G), would establish the
David E. and Cecelia Trower Epperson Scholarship Fund to
help students pursue a degree in social work.
Frances J. Barnes becomes the first Black president of the
University of Pittsburgh Women’s Association. She would go
on to receive a 2005 YWCA Racial Justice Award.
1973
Some of God’s Children gospel choir is founded on the
campus of the University of Pittsburgh. The student-run
choir initially operates without the funding assistance
of the University.
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Alfred Moyé (A&S ’68G) is named Pitt’s first Black vice
chancellor. He is credited with establishing Pitt’s Founder’s
Day celebration.
Edna Chappell McKenzie is the first
Black woman to earn a Pitt PhD in the
history department.
James Kelly becomes the first Black
dean of the School of Education.
Edna Chappell McKenzie

Vernell Lillie

1974
The Kuntu Repertory Theatre is founded
by Associate Professor Vernell Lillie to
present the works of Rob Penny and
other Black playwrights and authors.
Louis Williams Jr. becomes the first
Black man at Pitt to earn a doctorate in
medicinal chemistry.

1975
Elaine Morris becomes the first Black woman to graduate
from the School of Medicine.
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1986
Birney Harrigan (A&S ’78, ’86G) becomes the first Black
woman at Pitt to earn a PhD in anthropology. She would
later become associate dean of student affairs and director
of student activities.
1987
Sandra Murray becomes the first tenured Black female
faculty member in the School of Medicine.

William Trice (A&S ’51, DEN ’53) becomes the first African
American president of the Pitt Alumni Association.

1976
Helen S. Faison becomes the first Black woman on the
University’s Board of Trustees.
K. Leroy Irvis is named the first Black speaker of the
Pennsylvania House of Representatives. At the time, he
is the only Black house speaker in any of the 50 states.

Velma Scantlebury is the first Black
transplant surgery faculty member.

1982
Robert Harper becomes the first Black professor in the
School of Law to earn tenure. He would retire in 2004
as a full professor.
1984
Roger Kingdom (CGS ’02) wins a gold
medal in the 110-meter hurdles at the
summer Olympics in Los Angeles, Calif.

Roger Kingdom

Donald M. Henderson

1991
Toi Derricotte becomes the first Black woman professor in
the Department of English to earn tenure.
Beverly Harris-Schenz becomes the first Black faculty
member in Pitt’s Department of Germanic Languages and
Literatures to earn tenure. In 1979, she became the first
Black faculty member at Rice University.

Audrey Murrell

Edith Singley becomes the first Black
woman to earn a Pitt PhD in chemical
engineering.

1999
Jack L. Daniel becomes the first Black tenured full professor in the Faculty and College of Arts and Sciences’
Department of Communication.

g o l d
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Sandra Murray

Antonio Bryant

2000
Rebecca Hubbard, the first Black
Marshall Scholar in Pitt’s history,
graduates with a perfect academic
record. She would go on to pursue
her PhD in biostatistics at the University
of Washington in Seattle, Wash.

Adolph Sims (A&S ’06) and DeShaun Sewell (A&S ’03) are
named the first Mr. and Ms. Black University of Pittsburgh at
the BAS second annual homecoming celebration.
David Epperson retires as the longest-serving university
social work dean in the country. In 2003, he is elected chair
of the board of YMCA of the United States.
Pitt graduates more Black engineering students than any
other institution in Pennsylvania.
Hillman Library dedicates the K. Leroy Irvis Reading Room.
2002
Brooke Monet Sealy (A&S ’02) is named the student
speaker at commencement.
Brandin Knight (A&S ’04) is named the
Big East Conference’s men’s basketball Player of the Year. He leads the
team to its second straight Big East
Championship.

Sylvanus N. Wosu

Brandin Knight

2001
Jeannette South-Paul (MED ’79) is
appointed professor and chair of the
Department of Family Medicine, becoming the only Black female department
chair in the nation at a predominantly
White medical school.

The School of Social Work establishes
the Center on Race and Social Problems.

K. Chase Patterson and Rhea Gray are named Mr. and Ms.
Black University of Pittsburgh.
2003
Alvin Jones (A&S ’03) is named the
student speaker for Honors Convocation.
After graduation, he enrolls in Pitt’s
School of Medicine.

Antonio Bryant wins the Biletnikoff
Award, which is presented annually to
the nation’s best wide receiver.
Sylvanus N. Wosu joins the School of
Engineering as assistant dean for diversity and minority engineering programs.

t i m e l i n e

Jack L. Daniel, then vice provost for academic affairs,
and students Norman Randolph and Michelle Agostini
are featured in A New Way of Thinking, a video tribute
to 100 years of Black student success at the University
of Pittsburgh.

Sandra Murray becomes the first Black
woman to be named a full professor in
the School of Medicine at the University.

1992
Sandra Jordan becomes the first Black female professor to
earn tenure in the law school.
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1997
Audrey Murrell becomes the first Black
woman to receive tenure in the Joseph
M. Katz Graduate School of Business.

Cecile Springer (GSPIA ’71) becomes the first Black female
president of the Pitt Alumni Association.

1994
Nancy Washington and Philip Hallen cofound with others
the Center for Minority Health with funding from the R.K.
Mellon Foundation.

|

Frank G. Pogue (A&S ’73) becomes the first Black head of
a nonhistorically Black college or university in Pennsylvania
(Edinboro University).

1988
Nathan Davis is the first African American to appear on the
cover of Pitt Magazine.
Roger Kingdom (CGS ’02) wins another gold medal in
the 110-meter hurdles at the summer Olympics in Seoul,
South Korea.

t e n

1996
William E. Strickland Jr. (A&S ’70) wins the MacArthur
Foundation “Genius” grant in support of his work introducing urban youths to the arts through the Manchester
Craftsmen’s Guild. He also wins a Grammy Award in the
jazz category this same year.

Donna Roberts (A&S ’85) is named the first Black Rhodes
scholar from Pitt.

1989
Donald M. Henderson is named Pitt’s
first Black provost. He would serve in
that position until 1993.

1981
Anthony Duncan becomes the first Black tenured professor
in the Department of Physics and Astronomy. In 1987, he
would be promoted to the rank of full professor.

c h a p t e r

Alvin Jones

Clyde Jones III becomes the inaugural
vice chancellor for health sciences
development.
Livingston Alexander becomes the first
Black president of a Pitt regional campus
when he is named to lead the University
of Pittsburgh at Bradford.

Livingston Alexander
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Adam Herbert (GSPIA ’71) becomes president of Indiana
University. He is the only Black male president of an
American Association of Universities (AAU) member
institution. The AAU is a consortium of the 63 most
prestigious research universities in North America.
Mechanical engineering student and captain of the Society
of Automotive Engineers’ Formula Car Team, Derek Knight,
leads his team to victory in the Pittsburgh Vintage Grand
Prix, earning the Caliguiri Cup.
Eighteen-year-old Courage Otaigbe earns a master’s degree
from the School of Information Sciences.
Lawrence Crockett (A&S ’06) and Maria Smith (A&S ’05) are
named Mr. and Ms. Black University of Pittsburgh.
Paula Davis (A&S ’81, ’85G), assistant dean for student
affairs and minority programs in the School of Medicine,
is the first individual to win the Chancellor’s Affirmative
Action Award.
Willa Doswell becomes the first Black woman in the School
of Nursing to earn tenure.
Gregory Hicks becomes the first Black PhD graduate from
the School of Health and Rehabilitation Sciences.
Pitt’s School of Education opens the Center for Urban
Education.

Jeannette South-Paul

2004
Jeannette South-Paul becomes the
first Black female faculty member at Pitt
to receive an endowed professorship.
She also is awarded $150,000 as a
McCann scholar, which recognizes
outstanding mentors in medicine, nursing,
and science.

A plaque honoring alumna Virginia Proctor Powell Florence
as the nation’s first Black professional librarian is installed in
the Information Sciences Building lobby.
Tamara Mills becomes the first Black woman to receive a
PhD in the School of Health and Rehabilitation Sciences.
Office of Public Affairs staff member Dee
Johnson is the longest-serving female
employee at the University of Pittsburgh,
having worked at the University for more
than 45 years. She would retire in 2005.

p i t t s b u r g h

c h a p t e r

Francine McNairy (A&S ’68, SOC WK ’70G, A&S ’78G) is
inaugurated as the 13th president of Millersville University
of Pennsylvania. Pitt’s then Vice Provost for Undergraduate
Studies and Dean of Students Jack L. Daniel serves as the
inauguration ceremony’s keynote speaker.
Toi Derricotte, a professor in the
Department of English, receives a
Guggenheim Fellowship.

|
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Herbert P. “Herb” Douglas Jr., former
Panther football star and Olympic bronze
medalist in the long jump, is inducted into the Hall of Fame
of the New York Athletic Club.
Mark May

Clarion, Edinboro, and Slippery Rock universities establish
the Hattie Turk Scholarship for Advanced Practice Nursing
Students in honor of Turk, one of the first Black graduates
of the Pitt School of Nursing.
William Gaskins Jr. (EDUC ’51, ’70G, ’73G) is named Pitt
Alumni Recruitment Team Volunteer of the Year.

Mamothena Carol Mothupi (A&S ’08)
of the Clocclan District of South Africa
becomes the inaugural recipient of the
Toi Derricotte
University of Pittsburgh Nelson Mandela
Children’s Fund Scholarship. It had been
established by Chancellor Mark A. Nordenberg during his
visit with His Excellency Nelson Mandela. Nordenberg was
presenting Mandela the Jesse Owens Global Peace Award,
created by Herbert P. Douglas Jr. (EDUC ’48, ’50G).

Bellefield Hall is transformed into a movie theater for the
inaugural Francophone African Film Series, as Pitt presents
Silence-on-Tourne: Cinemas of Francophone Africa.

Pitt Assistant Professor of English Faith Adiele’s book
Meeting Faith: The Forest Journals of a Black Buddhist Nun
is released, and her life story is part of the PBS documentary My Journey Home.

Alexi Chidi

2005
Daniel Armanios, a dual major in
mechanical engineering and political
science, becomes the first student
to receive both a Harry S. Truman
Scholarship (2005) and a Barry M.
Goldwater Scholarship (2004). These
Daniel Armanios
prestigious national awards recognize
exceptional academic performance
and leadership potential. He would receive a Rhodes
Scholarship in 2007.

Sixteen-year-old luminary Alexi Chidi
enrolls for her freshman year at Pitt.
The California Institute of Technology
would soon reward her with a Summer
Undergraduate Research Fellowship,
intended to fund her participation in an
ongoing project studying the linguistic
functions of the brain.

Jeannette South-Paul, professor and chair of the
Department of Family Medicine and the first woman and first
African American to serve as a permanent department chair
in the School of Medicine, is included in a nationwide multimedia traveling exhibition, Changing the Face of Medicine:
Celebrating America’s Women Physicians. It chronicles two
centuries’ worth of the struggles of more than 300 American
women to gain access to medical education and work in
the medical specialty of their choice. Pitt’s Falk Library is the
exhibition’s first stop.
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Jerlean Daniel (A&S ’64, SHRS ’72,
EDUC ’75), becomes executive deputy
director of National Association for
the Education of Young Children in
Washington D.C.

2006
Idorenyin Jamar, a fellow in the University of Pittsburgh
Learning Research and Development Center Institute for
Learning, receives the Gateway to Equity Award from the
Pittsburgh branch of the American Association of University
Women at a reception held in her honor and in recognition
of National Women’s Day.
The University of Pittsburgh hosts the National Society
of Black Engineers (NSBE) 32nd Annual National Convention
at the David L. Lawrence Convention Center. Student
managed and 10,000 members strong, NSBE is dedicated
to increasing the community of academically excellent,
professionally successful, and culturally responsible
Black engineers.
Toi Derricotte, Pitt English professor and cofounder of Cave
Canem, an African American poetry workshop, hosts “She
Said …,” the third annual program of the Pittsburgh Cultural
Trust. The program, dedicated to showcasing women’s
poetry, features six local poets and writer Erica Jong.
Acclaimed Pittsburgh author and former Rhodes Scholar
John Edgar Wideman gives a reading at the Drue Heinz
Literature Prize 25. In 1992, Wideman had been a Drue
Heinz Literature Prize senior judge and in 2002 he anthologized the prize’s 20 winners.
David Spears becomes graphics editor
for Panther Prints 2006 memory book.

David Spears

PITT ARTS opens a dialogue on race
and the arts with the publication of the
monograph Our Stories, Our Selves. It is
the culmination of two years of research
conducted through the African American
Arts Project, a Heinz Endowmentsfunded initiative.
Engineering junior and University Honors
College student Adam Iddriss, a double
major in bioengineering and chemistry,
is named a 2006 Harry S. Truman
Scholarship winner for his outstanding
academic and leadership abilities.

Adam Iddriss

Jerlean Daniel
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Deborah Walker (CGS ’01, GSPIA ’03), a 15-year veteran
of the Pitt Police Department, is appointed to Pittsburgh’s
Citizen Police Review Board, an independent agency
set up to investigate citizen complaints about improper
police conduct.

Pitt undergraduates Les Scales and Ellyse M. Williams
receive National Black MBA Association scholarship awards
from the organization’s Pittsburgh chapter.

Nathan James (A&S ’04), a poet and actor, is ranked as
one of the top 25 poets in the nation by Poetry Slam Inc.
His one-man show, Growing Pains, is staged at the KelleyStrayhorn Theater in Pittsburgh.

Dee Johnson

g o l d

Mark May is inducted into the College
Football Hall of Fame. A Panther offensive tackle from 1977–80, May had won
the Outland Trophy and would go on to
play for the Washington Redskins.

The School of Medicine holds its first Minority Alumni
Reunion Weekend.
Sophomore swimmer Darryl Washington helps Pitt’s swimming and diving team win a Big East title as part of the
800-meter freestyle relay team and is selected to represent
the University of Pittsburgh at the 2004 NCAA Leadership
Conference.

t e n
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In January, Vice Chancellor for Public Affairs Robert Hill
is awarded the 2005 Renaissance Communicator of the
Year award from the Pittsburgh chapter of the Public
Relations Society of America. In October he is honored
with the Business Communicator of the Year Award from
the Pittsburgh chapter of the International Association of
Business Communicators.
2007
Pitt trustee and alumnus Bill Strickland
is named “Pittsburgher of the Year” by
Pittsburgh Magazine.

Bill Strickland

Ben Gordon (ENGR ’08) becomes a
Barry M. Goldwater Scholar.

Robert Lavelle (BUS ’51, ’54G) receives the 2007 Byrd R.
Brown/K. Leroy Irvis Civil Rights Award.
Ruffin Prentiss and Tobi Adeboyejo are named Mr. and
Ms. Black University of Pittsburgh.

Mamothena Carol
Mothupi

2008
The inaugural University of Pittsburgh
Nelson Mandela Children’s Fund
Scholarship recipient, Mamothena Carol
Mothupi, graduates with a Bachelor
of Arts degree in anthropology and
membership in Phi Beta Kappa.

Sam Simmons and Courtney Martin are
named Mr. and Ms. Black University of Pittsburgh.
Pitt’s women’s basketball team advances to the Sweet 16 in
the NCAA Tournament.
Pitt’s men’s basketball team becomes the Big East
Champions for the 2007–08 season.
Robert Higgins, a School of Medicine resident in 1990,
is named president of the Organ Procurement and
Transplant Network and United Network for Organ Sharing,
the organizations that manage patient waiting lists and
donor organ allocations in the United States. His term
would run through 2009.
2009
Ogle Duff (EDUC ’74), an emeritus professor in the
University of Pittsburgh’s School of Education, hosted the
20th annual African American Read-In Chain in the Library
of Pittsburgh’s First Baptist Church.

p i t t s b u r g h
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Jack L. Daniel, a professor of communication in Pitt’s School of Arts and
Sciences and former vice provost for undergraduate studies
and dean of students, is named a Distinguished Service
Professor of Communication by Pitt Chancellor Mark A.
Nordenberg. The appointment is the highest honor that can
be accorded a member of the professoriat.

The journal Race and Social Problems, produced by the Pitt
School of Social Work, begins publication.
2010
Thelma Lovette (SOC WK ’72G) becomes the namesake
of the Centre Avenue YMCA in Pittsburgh’s Hill District in
recognition of her many years of volunteer service to the
organization.
Robert Hill, University of Pittsburgh Vice Chancellor for
Public Affairs, is named Communicator of the Year by the
Pittsburgh Black Media Federation.
Terrance Hayes (A&S ’97G) is named a National Book
Award winner for Lighthead (Penguin, 2010), his fourth
collection of poetry.

did we miss a notable
black pitt milestone?
please let us know about it
at paffairs@pitt.edu.
*This updates and corrects a listing from Blue Gold & Black 2008.
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At a time when the armed forces were
segregated and the military brass
was reluctant to give blacks combat
responsibilities, the four squadrons
of the Tuskegee unit proved time and
time again that black pilots had the
bravery and skills to escort American
bombers to their targets and blow
enemy planes out of the sky.

John Wallace

Shavonte Zellous (CGS ’08), scores a single-season record
(747) for Pitt’s Women’s basketball team.

l i v i n g

Lieutenant Archer shot down three
German fighters.

Pitt School of Social Work faculty member John Wallace becomes the Philip
Hallen Chair in Community Health and
Social Justice. The chair constitutes one
of the highest honors the University can
bestow upon a member of its faculty.

David A. Anderson (DEN ’84), a clinical assistant professor
in the Department of Prosthodontics in Pitt’s School of
Dental Medicine, become’s the school’s first director of
diversity initiatives.

l o n g e r

Lee A.
Archer
tuskegee fighter pilot
studied finance at pitt
by richard goldstein
This article originally appeared in the
February 3, 2010, edition of The New
York Times.

Lee A. Archer Jr., a pioneering black
fighter pilot who was credited with
shooting down four German planes,
three in a single day, when he flew with
the Tuskegee Airmen of World War II,
died Jan. 27 in Manhattan. He was 90
and lived in New Rochelle, N.Y.
His death was announced by his
family. For all his achievements as a
military flier, Mr. Archer also forged
a career in the business world as a
prominent entrepreneur and investment manager.
As a combat pilot, he is best
remembered for his exploits of Oct.
12, 1944, when he was in the midst
of a furious series of dogfights over
German-occupied Hungary. In a matter of minutes, flying a P-51 Mustang
fighter with the distinctive red tail of
the 332nd Fighter Group, known
collectively as the Tuskegee Airmen,

Lee Andrew Archer Jr. was born
in Yonkers on Sept. 6, 1919. He
became enthralled with aviation as a
youngster in Harlem. Joining the Army
out of New York University, hoping
to become a pilot, he was assigned
to a communications job at a post in
Georgia because the Army did not
want any black fliers. But when it
began training black servicemen to fly
at its Tuskegee airfield in Alabama, Mr.
Archer joined the program and won
his wings in the summer of 1943.
When he returned home in 1945, a
recipient of the Distinguished Flying
Cross, he found that nothing seemed
to have changed in American society.
“I flew 169 combat missions when
most pilots were flying 50,” Mr. Archer
told the Chicago Tribune in 2004.
“When I came back to the U.S. and
down that gangplank, there was a sign
at the bottom: ‘Colored Troops to the
Right, White Troops to the Left.’ ”
But he remained in the armed forces,
which were desegregated by President
Harry S. Truman in 1948, and retired
as a lieutenant colonel in 1970.
In the business world, Mr. Archer
worked at General Foods from
1970 to 1987, becoming chief executive of three of its investment arms,
and in that role helped to finance
dozens of companies, including
Essence Communications and
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Black Enterprise magazine. He later
founded the venture capital firm Archer
Asset Management.
Mr. Archer ultimately maintained that
he shot down five German planes—
two on separate days in July 1944
in addition to the three in October
1944—but said he had not been
properly credited with one of those
downings in July. Shooting down five
planes would have brought him official
designation as an ace, making him
the only one among the Tuskegee
Airmen. In a 2008 review of wartime
military records, Daniel L. Haulman
of the Air Force Historical Research
Agency found that Mr. Archer, while
officially credited with four downings,
was among the three leading Tuskegee
pilots in shooting down enemy planes.
His total was matched by Capt.
Joseph D. Elsberry and Capt. Edward
L. Toppins.
Mr. Archer is survived by his sons, Lee
Archer III of Rome and Raymond and
Roy, both of New Rochelle; a daughter,
Ina, of Brooklyn; and four granddaughters. His wife, Ina, died in 1996.
In October 2005, Mr. Archer and two
fellow Tuskegee veterans visited an air
base at Balad, Iraq, to meet with 700
servicemen from a successor unit to
his all-black outfit.
“This is the new Air Force,” he told The
Associated Press. In the dining room,
he said, he saw “black, white, Asian,
Pacific Islanders, people from different
parts of Europe.”
“This,” he said, “is what America
is.” ,
Article from The New York Times © [Feb. 3, 2010]
All rights reserved. Used by permission and protected
by the Copyright Laws of the United States.
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Nick Flournoy and Rob Penny, a
playwright who later chaired the
University of Pittsburgh’s Department
of Africana Studies.
In “The Dramatic Vision of August
Wilson,” Sandra G. Shannon
described Mr. Wilson’s involvement
in the Centre Avenue group as a
significant influence on the career that
would produce the acclaimed cycle of
plays chronicling the black experience
in 20th-century America.

Chawley P.
Williams
last surviving member
of centre avenue
poets’ workshop
by james o’toole
This article originally appeared in
the December 4, 2009, edition of the
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette.

Chawley P. Williams, a poet, counselor
and mentor to generations of younger
Pittsburgh writers, died of cancer early
Wednesday. He was 73.
Mr. Williams, the director of the
Kuntu Writers Workshop, was the
last surviving member of the Centre
Avenue Poets’ Theater Workshop, an
influential group of Pittsburgh artists
who celebrated and criticized the
conditions of black American life in a
period of political and cultural unrest.
The most well known of the quartet
was the late playwright August Wilson,
who was just one of a line of writers
influenced by their association with
the charismatic Mr. Williams, who was
raised and lived many years in the Hill
District but later moved to Sheraden.

“This trio of black artists also guided
the neophyte cultural nationalist
in his search for substance and voice
by educating him about important
contemporary writers,” Ms.
Shannon wrote.
In a preface to Mr. Wilson’s “Fences,”
the director, Lloyd Richards, described
Mr. Williams as “a poet who transformed himself from a man of the
streets,” who would serve as “one of a
series of surrogate black fathers”
in Mr. Wilson’s life.
But Mr. Williams’ influence
extended well beyond his more
famous associate.
“He enjoyed life immensely; he had
a love for sharing his gift,” said Dr.
Vernell A. Lillie, a Pitt scholar who
founded the Kuntu Repertory Theatre
with Mr. Penny and Mr. Wilson. “He
was the kind of person I could take
someone’s writing to, no matter how
large or small, and Chawley would
read it and help move the writer
along his way.”
Mr. Penny and Mr. Wilson also
founded the Kuntu Writers’ Workshop,
which is also affiliated with the
Department of Africana Studies, and
their friend Mr. Williams served as its
director after Mr. Penny’s death.

The other members of the Centre
Avenue group were the writers
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Mr. Williams’ work was informed by
the realities of mid-century urban life.
He made no secret of his early brush
with drug addiction, or of his past as
a numbers runner—“a digitarian,”
as he described to the critic and
writer John Lahr.

“Sometimes we would have drummers, conga and bongo players, and
we would have jazz for the intro, and
then each poet would come in and do
their own thing,’’ Mr. Williams said in a
2002 profile of Mr. Wilson in the British
newspaper, “The Guardian.”

The insights from those early years
informed not just his writing but a
parallel career as a drug and alcohol
counselor. He worked as a counselor
at Gateway Rehabilitation Center for
the last decade of his life. He began
his career in counseling after going
back to school late in life, earning his
degree from Pitt in 1999.

“Sometimes we had ‘free-for-alls,’
where everyone would free-associate
and say whatever connected to what
they were hearing, straight out of
their hearts.’’

“I don’t know if he could have been
a poet without the Hill,’’ his friend, the
filmmaker Billy Jackson, said of his
upbringing in a community scarred
both by poverty and misguided
attempts at urban renewal. “He pretty
much exposed those layers of life to
view and showed their relationships—
the Hill, poverty, blues, and the good
guy against the hustle ... he didn’t
sugarcoat it but it did have sweetness to it.”
Sala Udin, the former city councilman who directs Pittsburgh’s Coro
Foundation, said Mr. Williams’ work
had served as “part of the artistic arm
of the civil rights movement.’’
“Chawley came from the street
academy,’’ Mr. Udin said. “He was a
recovering drug addict, had been in
the streets most of his life and he got
his life together and made productive
use of his life through writing poetry.
It was pungent, no-nonsense, selfcritical but also critical of the environment that he was describing.’’
Associates described the rich, rhythmic baritone that marked Mr. Williams’
recitations of his poetry in venues that
ranged from formal theaters to Hill
District bars.

Mr. Williams “loved to recite poetry;
he believed that poetry was written
to be spoken, not read,” Dr. Lillie
recalled. “[His work] had a pulsating
beat; here was a kind of a melody of
the blues, jazz, references that flowed
like music.’’
But despite such fond reminiscences,
and the literary influence described
by a litany of other writers, no commercial publication of Mr. Williams’
work exists.
“That was his last thing; he just didn’t
have time,’’ said his wife of 31 years,
Darzetta Williams. “I have so many
poems in boxes here.’’
“We were working at the end to try to
put together an anthology of his work
and the Kuntu Writers’ work,’’ said
Amir Rashidd, another writer. “When
I first came to Pittsburgh, when I was
23, Chawley was my hero poet.’’
In addition to his wife, Mr. Williams is
survived by daughter Zena Smith of
Chicago; sons Eugene of Sheraden
and Charles Jr. of Bloomfield; stepson
Rufus Smith of Sheraden; stepdaughters Darla Smith of Longview,
Texas, Keely Smith of Sheraden,
and Tony Means of Hazelwood; 24
grandchildren; and 22 greatgrandchildren. ,
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a community he deeply cherished and
believed in. In a 1969 University Times
article reporting his acceptance of the
position, Bell said that the University’s
record toward the Black community had
been poor and that he intended to bring
a great deal of change to the day-today relations between the University
and its neighboring communities.

courtesy university times

Courtesy Frank Hightower of the Charles P. “Chawley” Williams collection
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Lloyd
Bell
Lloyd Bell, a longtime Pitt administrator who embodied the passion and
defiance of the Black empowerment
movement of the 1960s, passed away
on Friday, July 23, 2010. Bell was
one of Pitt’s first high-ranking Black
administrators.
Bell came to Pitt in the summer of
1969 as the assistant vice chancellor
for program development and public
affairs and the director of urban and
community services.
In these roles, Bell served as a
coordinator between the University of
Pittsburgh and the outer community.
Then Pitt Chancellor Wesley W. Posvar
described Bell’s position as a liaison
among civic organizations, businesses,
and industries involved in solving urban
problems ranging from racial tensions
and inadequate education to decaying
inner city environments. “This office
represents the University’s most significant commitment to become actively
involved in this community, both in
providing services and in addressing
the very critical urban problems of
our times,” said Chancellor Posvar in
announcing the appointment.
Bell himself viewed his high-ranking
position as an opportunity to empower

blue gold & black

.2010,

“I’m not going to be an interpreter for
the University, I’m not going to be a
hatchet man for the University, I’m not
going to be a symbol that the University
intends to do well by the Black man,”
said Bell. “If there’s one thing I will be,
it’s consistent. And I’m going to be consistently Black, interpreting the needs of
Black people to the University.”
Bell would go on to interpret the needs
of the Black community for more
than 20 years before retiring from the
University in 1992. Friends and colleagues remember Bell as a man of
the people. “He was a man who would
go the extra mile and fight hard for
everyone,” said M. Gayle Moss, Bell’s
assistant for many years and current
president of the Pittsburgh chapter of
the NAACP. “When I think of Dr. Bell, I
think of a man who always fought for
the things and people that he
believed in.”
Prior to coming to Pitt in 1969, Bell
worked as a psychologist and field
placement coordinator for Western
Psychiatric Institute and Clinic. He
earned a bachelor’s degree at Boston
University, a master’s degree at
Brandeis University, and a doctorate at
Duquesne University.
An obituary published in the Pittsburgh
Post-Gazette reported that Bell is
survived by his son, Karam Bell; his
daughter, Kahla Bell; and their mother,
Laverne Bell-Walls. He also is survived
by his son, Kali Bell; and an early member of his family, Rashaan Robertson; as
well as his beloved sister, Elaine Groves;
and grandson, Jacob. ,
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Memorial Presbyterian Church in
Schenley Heights while delivering
a keynote speech about his own
father and the legacy of fatherhood.
He was 94.
“Even in the two weeks that he had
been hospitalized, every word that
came from his mouth was related to
Scripture,” said Adah Lavelle, his wife
of 67 years. “He loved the Lord.

Robert R.
Lavelle
founder of hill
district’s dwelling
house savings & loan

by tim grant
This article originally appeared in the July 6,
2010, edition of the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette.

As founder of the former Dwelling House
Savings & Loan, Robert R. Lavelle (BUS
’51, ’54G) was as much preacher as
banker in his evangelistic crusade to
increase homeownership among the
low-income residents of Pittsburgh who
had trouble getting loans from mainstream banks.
For him, the Hill District financial institution was a Christian mission and his
means of spreading the Gospel. He
included Bible verses on the bank
statements mailed to clients. He personally visited their homes when payments
were late, counseled them on money
management and prayed with them
when they fell on hard times.
Mr. Lavelle died Sunday at Forbes
Hospice in West Penn Hospital as a
result of a stroke he suffered on Father’s
Day. He collapsed at the pulpit in Grace

“Anyone who knows him would think
of him as a Good Samaritan because
he helped so many people during his
lifetime,” she said. “So many people
wouldn’t have owned homes if not
for him. But above everything else he
was a Christian.”
A handsome man even in his
advanced age, Mr. Lavelle was
charming, dignified and distinguished
by his erect posture and the subtle
radiation of his words, deeds and
his commitment to serving the
underprivileged.
When armed robbers came into his
bank and demanded money, Mr.
Lavelle often tried to talk them out of
committing the thefts. He never
considered moving out of the Hill
District, would not allow protective
barriers between bank tellers and
customers, and was vehemently
against installing iron bars on the
bank’s windows and doors.
Mr. Lavelle rescued the bank, which
had been chartered in 1890 as a
state mutual bank owned by its
depositors, in 1957 and reinvented
the institution to assume a new
mission. He helped build its capital
reserves over the years by taking a
modest salary, which reached a
maximum of $15,000. He even
performed janitorial services himself
at one point to limit expenses.
After dedicating much of his life to
running the small savings and loan
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at the corner of Centre and Herron
avenues, Mr. Lavelle turned the bank
over to his son, Robert M. Lavelle, in
the late 1980s.
Dwelling House was shut down in
August despite a community rally to
save the institution when bank regulators determined the 119-year-old thrift
was bankrupt and had no reasonable
hope of recovering.
Cyber thieves were blamed for tapping
into the computer system and electronically transmitting up to $4 million
out of the bank’s capital account. No
one has been arrested for the thefts
and federal officials say incomplete
financial records at the institution made
it difficult to determine what happened.
The family continues to operate Lavelle
Real Estate company in the same
building that had housed the bank.
A lifelong Republican, Mr. Lavelle
was unabashedly conservative in his
political views, but he changed his
voter registration so he could vote
for Barack Obama in the 2008 presidential primary.
“Bob was one of my heroes in
Pittsburgh. I had a lot of love for him,”
said Tim Stevens, chairman of the
Black Political Empowerment Project.
Mr. Stevens said Mr. Lavelle was
the one who called him in 1969 to
announce he had been selected as the
Pittsburgh NAACP executive director.
“Bob and I were extremely close,”
he said. “He was truly one of the
ones I most respect in Pittsburgh
and beyond. It was an honor to have
known him and to be his friend.”
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